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My dissertation departs from the idea that horizontal kinship, in particular the 

sibling bond, has largely been overlooked by criticism of 19th century Argentine 

literature. Works on the foundational mid-century narratives concentrate on allegorical 

heterosexual unions, while those of the late century primarily deal with the failed 

marriages of naturalist fiction. I argue that in viewing the fictional family as a vertical, 

genealogical structure, these texts often fail to consider what Pierre Bourdieu calls 

“practical kinship”. Also, in primarily focusing on the novel, they overlook the minor 

genres to which women were traditionally limited, such as pedagogical texts, as well as 

private or semi-private writing like the diary and the memoir, in which sibling relations 

are more prominent. This project, in contrast, takes a politically engaged, socially 

influential family of writers, rather than a fictional representation, as the framework for 

analyzing the social, cultural, and political shifts of the turn of the century in Argentina 

(1890-1910). Focusing on the work of two proto-feminist sisters, Delfina and Julia 

Bunge, and a closeted homosexual brother, Carlos Octavio Bunge, I study the dynamic 

relationship between these siblings, reading a wide range of their public and private texts. 

In dialogue with naturalist novelists and positivist essay writers, la familia Bunge 
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challenges the conventional view that the upper class saw the traditional criollo family 

unit as the last bastion of stability in the face of sexual and class “inversion” by 

themselves questioning normative gender roles, complicating compulsory 

heterosexuality, and performing the gaps in the hegemonic division of public and private 

space. I analyze siblinghood as a dynamic actor in shaping the literature, culture, and 

politics of the turn of the century, underscoring the role of relational subjectivities in 

forming notions of gender, sexuality, citizenship, and mutual intelligibility. 
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Introduction: A Modern Family and the Argentine fin de siglo 

In this dissertation I examine the relationship between family and writing at the 

turn of the century in Argentina (1890-1910). This crucial period in the development of 

Argentine national culture to be bracketed by two major politico-cultural events: 1890, 

the year of the “Revolución del 90”, led by members of the recently formed Unión Cívica 

(UC), which signaled the first crack in the cultural hegemony of the Liberal elite, and 

1910, the year of the Argentine centenary, a contradictory moment celebrating the 

consolidation of the Argentine national spirit (alma nacional).1 This was a period of 

reforms meant to foster social and economic progress (“order and progress”), fed by the 

high expectations that the country could become an economic and cultural powerhouse 

on the world stage. But it was also a moment of political and social struggle, of scientific 

racism, eugenics, and ethno-nationalism. It was the moment when the powerful Liberal 

elite was at its peak, and began to feel the foundations shake of the cultural edifice it had 

built. 

Since the colonial period and especially over the course of the nineteenth century, 

the patriarchal nuclear family has served as both a subject of fictional representation and 

an organizing principle of society. It was precisely that family model, on the one hand, 

rooted in Catholic doctrine (the family as part of the Divine Plan), and on the other, 

concerned with the biological reproduction of ideal national subjects, was called into 

question, with alarming force, at the turn of the century. This period witnessed the 

reorganization of urban space and of social norms: conventillos were carved out of upper 

                                                
1 Primarily for political reasons, many historians define the turn of the century as ending in 1916 rather 
than 1910. In 1916 Hipólito Yrigoyen and the Unión Cívica Radical (UCR, derived from the UC) ascended 
the presidency, consolidating, for the first time, the party of the middle class. In the case of the Bunge 
family, as we will see, 1910 was more significant on both political and personal levels. For more 
information, see Rock, Argentina 162-199. 
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class homes; Socialists and Anarchists engaged in collective living arrangements (that is, 

in nonnuclear family life) and demanded that workers be given access to education and 

upward mobility, threatening the very class structures upon which upper class hegemony 

was built; and women moved into the public sphere, asserting the right to work, to equal 

treatment under the law, and eventually to vote.2 These expressions of social change had 

an obvious impact on the way that the traditional Argentine criollo family saw itself, and 

on the way it saw its future. 

This project focuses on the way that one such family engages with this period of 

transition. It takes a politically engaged, socially influential family of writers, rather than 

a fictional representation, as the framework for analyzing the social, cultural, and 

political shifts of the turn of the century in Argentina. It studies the dynamic relationship 

between family members, focusing on their contradictory positioning as an idealized 

criollo family. Finally, this project shows that la familia Bunge challenges the view that 

the upper class saw the nuclear family as the the only model capable of combatting 

sexual and class ‘inversion’ by themselves questioning normative gender roles, 

complicating compulsory heterosexuality, and performing the gaps in the hegemonic 

division of public and private space.  

LA FAMILIA BUNGE 

The eight children of Octavio Bunge (1844-1910) and María Luisa Arteaga 

(1853-1934) provide an unparalleled window onto the contradictory process of 

                                                
2 Conventillo is the name given to the tenement housing that became popular after many wealthy families 
fled the city center after the 1870 yellow fever outbreak, leaving their homes to be subdivided and rented 
out to working class immigrants. David Rock notes, “In 1914 it was estimated that four-fifths of working-
class families lived in one-room households. Many, perhaps 150,000 in all, dwelt in conventillo tenements 
close to the city center” (Argentina 175-76). For more information about racial policies and immigration in 
Argentina see May E. Bletz, Immigration and Acculturation in Brazil and Argentina: 1890-1929, 
especially 53-59. 
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modernization at the turn of the century (see Illustration 1).3 Octavio, a Supreme Court 

justice, descended from a handsome Prussian adventurer, Karl August Bunge; María 

Luisa, from a commercially successful Basque family who immigrated to Uruguay in the 

17th century (see Illustration 2). Together, they valued a liberal education (even for their 

daughters), independent thinking, and domestic unity. In the final decades of the 19th 

century they resided most of the year in a spacious home on Suipacha in the urban core of 

Buenos Aires, and summered in a quinta called “Los Eucaliptos” on the outskirts of the 

tranquil village of San Isidro. 

 

Illustration 1: Genealogy of the Bunge family. 

Eduardo would be elected to congress as a socialist delegate; Alejandro, for his 

part, became the country’s leading economist in the years following World War I and his 

protectionist economic proposals were eventually adopted by Juan Domingo Perón’s first 

government, what became known as “popular economic nationalism” (Solberg 30).4 Not 

                                                
3 The two-volume history of the Bunge family is a testament to this and has been an invaluable source of 
information for this project. See La familia de Octavio Bunge and La Argentina de los hermanos Bunge, 
both by Eduardo José Cárdenas and Carlos Manuel Payá. The authors are in fact working on a third 
volume, which would detail the period from 1900 to the Centenary in 1910. 
4 Alejandro Bunge’s 1940 essay Una nueva Argentina is the final major publication by a member of this 
generation. A deeply conservative text, it shows not only a turn toward Catholic nationalism but also an 
attempt to return to the idealized patriarchal family.  

Raimundo Octavio Bunge Peña María Luisa Arteaga Sánchez 
1844-1910 1853-1934 

  
Carlos 

Octavio Augusto Roberto Alejandro Julia 
Valentina Delfina Eduardo Jorge 

1875-
1918 

1877-
1943 

1878-
1931 

1880-
1943 

1880-
1969 

1881-
1952 

1884-
1968 

1893-
1961 
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to be outdone, the youngest member of the generation, Jorge, founded the beach resort 

town of Pinamar in the 1940s.  

 

 

Illustration 2: Octavio Bunge (center, standing) with fellow ministers of the Supreme 
Court.  

My project, however, focuses on three different siblings, Carlos Octavio, Julia 

and Delfina, because each of them had a distinct literary career and body of work. These 

three either wrote creatively or their writing achieved a level of aesthetic craft that 

distinguish it as literary. Delfina and Julia both kept extensive diaries of their social 

relations, personal desires, and familial interactions. Some of their thoughts were 

reworked in essays or in other creative publications.  
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This is the case of their series of co-written elementary school textbooks, which 

make use of their own family history as the primary material from which they construct 

parables, moralistic tales, and pedagogical activities for second, third, and fourth grade 

students. Delfina also wrote essays of varying lengths, memoirs, and poetry, which 

aligned her with a strand of feminism in Argentina that sought equality for women by 

appealing to personal rights and social justice but which also reaffirmed women’s 

maternal and spiritual role as part of the Catholic family.  

Finally, Carlos Octavio is known today primarily for his essays, most of which 

borrowed heavily from positivism and social Darwinism, such as his book Nuestra 

América: Ensayo de psicología-social, published in 1903. However, he also wrote novels 

and short stories, ranging from the naturalist to the fantastic, as well as his own patriotic 

textbook, Nuestra Patria, to coincide with Argentine centenary of 1910. They are one of 

Argentina’s most prolific literary families, among the likes of the Mansillas, Guido y 

Spanos, Villafañes, Ocampos, and Payrós. Los hermanos Bunge may have taken to 

different forms of writing and used different genres, but, strikingly, all wrote about 

family, its makeup and its history, its future and its internal dynamics. In short, they were 

a family of writers who wrote about family.  

The Bunge-Arteaga family was part of the network of landed elite that 

consolidated power in the 19th century and came to be known as the Argentine 

oligarquía.5 Historians Diana Balmori, Stuart F. Voss and Miles Wortman refer to this 

cultural system as the “notable family networks”, that is, “associations of families allied 

through business, marriage, spatial proximity, and later through memberships in 

organizations” (2). These networks dominated Latin American politics, economics and 
                                                
5 As with many industrializing nations at the turn of the century, economic and political power became 
concentrated in the hands of the ruling elite, commonly referred to as the “oligarchy” in Argentine 
parlance. I will continue to use the term in this sense and in italics throughout.  
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culture from the mid 18th century until the early 20th century, and were often more stable 

and powerful than local or even national governments. More so than the state, kinship 

associations, the historians argue, provided support in unstable times, when faced with 

institutional weakness, revolutions, civil wars, and natural and economic disasters. In 

particular when looking at the politics of Latin America, they claim, following André 

Bourgiére, “the power of the family is inversely related to that of the state” (23). That is, 

family alliances were able to overcome individual political ideologies precisely because 

they bound individuals by something beyond the state. 

The Bunge family was tightknit, but they certainly did not always agree. In fact 

the notion of the family unit as a space for exploration and dissention was well 

understood by the Bunges, as Delfina describes in a diary entry dated January 26, 1904:  

Hay familias—y las conozco—en que aparecen todos muy unidos; están siempre 
en paz; bromean mucho y discuten poco. Y en el fondo, son mucho menos unidos 
que otros que aparentan discordia. Yo creo que pocos hermanos habrá que tengan 
más necesidad, unos de otros, que los nuestros—y pocos que discutan más—. (...) 
Todos necesitan pensar, discutir y resolver entre ellos. (142) 

Delfina depicts the home as a place where the individual meets the collective. In this case 

it is where intellectual, moral, and social disputes are hatched, debated, and resolved.  

Interestingly, she comments on the disingenuousness of those families who seem united, 

but lack the true understanding that comes with more open, though chaotic relations. 

Thus, fraternal intimacy is forged through open debate within the home, a productive 

tension that I will attempt to highlight in this project. 

METHODOLOGY 

In contrast with most critics who see the writing of this period by members of the 

oligarquía as insular and exclusionary, my main argument in this project is that the 

Bunge siblings don’t simply view the family as the last bastion of stability in the face of 
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new, often radical, modes of political action and social organization at the turn of the 

century, but themselves epitomize the ambiguities, instabilities, and fluctuations in the 

criollo family model itself.  

If the Bunges’ concern themselves with larger structural changes in Argentine 

society, both in their public writing (essays, novels, textbooks) and in private texts 

(diaries, memoirs, letters), how can I approach these works in tandem? Perhaps a broader 

question, in what way do I intend to link family, gender, and sexuality with writing at this 

period? My approach to these authors will be to read family fictions, a term I take to refer 

to writing about family life, domesticity, kinship, and marriage, as well as writing 

produced by individuals who are actually related through kinship. I borrow this term from 

Christopher Flint, whose work on 17th and 18th century British fiction helps illuminate 

how prose representations of family modified the development of the nuclear family itself 

(3). The notion that the representation and practice of family are in dialogue, that they are 

mutually influenced, is essential to this dissertation, and it is the evidence of this what led 

me in large part to study this particular literary family. I want mine to be a multilayered 

definition that not only refers to the representation of family in fiction, but also the effects 

of kinship on both writing and practicing family. 

In this way I aim to complement the critical discussion of late 19th and early 20th 

century Latin American literature that has focused on the symbolic function of the family 

unit as a rhetorical tool in the analysis of the period of consolidation of independent 

nation-states. Doris Sommer, for example, argues convincingly that the shape of the 

modern national community in Latin America was highly influenced by fictional 

accounts of heterosexual love and marriage, particularly as seen through allegory. The 

connection between erotic rhetoric and allegorized romance fiction leads her to search for 

an “erotics of politics,” based on at least potentially procreative marital unions that would 
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provide models for nonviolent national consolidation following the wave independence 

movements in Latin America (6).    

Gabriela Nouzeilles, for her part, shows how the literature of the late 19th century 

can be seen as “re-escritura escéptica” (15) of the foundational romance novels analyzed 

by Sommer. She shows the continuation of the family model as a vehicle of literary 

expression as it moves from the Romanticism of the mid-19th century into the Naturalism 

(in particular) of the turn of the twentieth. As Nouzeilles rightly asserts, the narrative 

structure of these turn-of-the-century family romances is quite different from that of their 

predecessors: rather than utopian unions, we see intrinsic conflict, unavoidable 

incompatibility, “familias fallidas” (15). Texts such as Sin rumbo (1885) and En la 

sangre (1888) by Eugenio Cambaceres, if partially modeled on French naturalism’s 

objective description of reality, were written in a pessimistic tone regarding what the 

author saw as a decadent national culture. This was a national culture based on the 

‘traditional’ Creole family, a model now in jeopardy. These novels deal specifically with 

the multiplicity of possible romantic unions in an age of rapid population growth and 

shifting class and racial categories. And it is this demographic shift, in large part, what 

leads the established Creole elite to feel threatened in their role as the dominant social 

class. Seemingly unstoppable waves of Italian and Spanish immigrants, generally 

working-class, rather than submit obediently to the existing hierarchical class structure, 

began to form political parties and labor organizations in order to demand better working 

conditions and political representation. At the same time we see the incursion of scientific 

discourses on the persistent metaphorical association of the nation as a family related 

through consanguinity. In an age when the body, and particularly of blood as a racial 

marker, became an obsession, first of the nascent ‘scientific’ community and later of the 
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ruling class, the ramifications of ‘undesirable’ marital unions for the national ‘body’ was 

a hotly debated topic.6  

In literature, as Nouzeilles argues,  

el casamiento ya no es, como en Amalia de Mármol, el final deseable de una 
historia de amor ideal. (...) En el espacio de la intimidad donde la cópula entre 
amantes de diferentes clase/razas se consuma, la tragedia (real o probable) casi 
siempre interviene. (15-16)  

If during the period of national consolidation the challenges to the union of two idealized 

protagonists were consistently configured as external to the couple itself, that is, as the 

product of forces beyond their control (Nature, Destiny, the State, etc.), then after 1880 

allegorized romance is no longer immune from internal conflict. Instead, lovers who are 

identified as biologically incompatible, rather than simply ill-fated, can meet a tragic end. 

For naturalist novels the union between different races, classes, or interests is no longer 

situated within a narrative framework that typically leads to reconciliation and the 

consummation of the ideal pairing; instead, the physical union between different types of 

people, read through the biological determinist lens, almost always results in tragedy.7 At 

the turn of the century, tragedy operates from the very cellular level of individual 

characters, who are unable to overcome their own (biological) destiny. Especially for 

those characters who attempt to forge a union that is not “ideal” the consequences will 

always be tragic and almost always harrowing, as in Cambaceres’s En la sangre or, not 

coincidentally, in Carlos O. Bunge’s La novela de la sangre. This naturalist literature 

reveals a new biological epistemology that seeks to distinguish between healthy and 

                                                
6 For more information, see Jorge Salessi’s médicos maleantes y maricas: Higiene, criminología y 
homosexualidad en la construcción de la nación Argentina. (Buenos Aires: 1871-1914) and Julia 
Rodriguez’s Civilizing Argentina: Science, Medicine, and the Modern State. 
7 A notable exception is Adolfo Saldías’s 1896 novel, Bianchetto: La patria del trabajo.   
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unhealthy bodies, constantly classifying, diagnosing, and treating perceived physical and 

psychological abnormalities.   

In many writers at the turn of the century, there is a persistent desire to construct 

an ideal national family, a perfect society based on eugenic principles.8 The threat of 

racial decadence, joined with the political upheavals of the period (in particular the 

Spanish-American War, the “Desastre del ‘98” in Spanish), led to a sense of pessimism 

often referred to as the mal du siècle.9 J.P. Spicer-Escalante picks up on this sentiment, 

claiming that toward the turn-of-the-century authors sought to express the notion of 

family 

como paradigma de continuidad en relación con los valores nacionales ante la 
crisis moral de la sociedad argentina finisecular. Es decir, la familia unida—
especialmente entre los miembros de la élite—se asocia, más bien, como baluarte 
de estabilidad ante los cambios sociales y bastión ante la corrupción de los valores 
sociales tradicionales en un período de transición, producto de los negocios 
turbios del patriarcado liberal, la oligarquía argentina finisecular. (116) 

This ideological contraction, this introspection, also deserves attention. As Spicer-

Escalante puts it, family becomes a closed space, a “baluarte de estabilidad,” sealed off 

from the changing times. The ideological construction of family, he claims, becomes 

perhaps the last unspoiled territory for the liberal elite. And yet, as we saw with Delfina 

Bunge’s diary entry, being at home and among family members can also provide a space 

for dialogue and debate.  

This vision of the family as the only remaining space within which the oligarquía 

would be able to preserve its hegemony may not be as straightforward as Spicer-

Escalante makes it out to be.  To be sure, is through naturalist fictions that ‘appropriate’ 

                                                
8 For a general overview, see Nancy Leys Stepan, “The Hour of Eugenics” Race, Gender, and Nation in 
Latin America.  
9 For more information, see Michael Aronna, “Pueblos enfermos”: The Discourse of Illness in the Turn-of-
the-Century Spanish and Latin American Essay. 
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unions are sanctioned—or violently proscribed. And in this sense, it would seem that 

there are only two available types of families in turn-of-the-century Argentina: those that 

obey and uphold the codes and practices of the oligarchic class and those that with their 

very being violate the security and wellbeing of the symbolic nation. There is no room for 

ideological dissidence in this formulation, as the primordial goal of naturalist fiction 

seems to be the scientific division of subjectivities: healthy/unhealthy, us/them, 

civilized/barbaric, etc. I argue, however, that the analysis of the Bunge family allows us 

to question the supposed contraction and insularity of the turn-of-the-century Creole elite 

so that instead of retreating behind the walls of nuclear patriarchalism, we instead see an 

opening toward a plurality of ideas about kinship and even a diversification of kinship 

practices. This claim is possible precisely because of the breadth and diversity of the 

literary corpus that the Bunge family provides.  

DEFINING FAMILY 

How can we define such a broad and seemingly all-encompassing topic as “the 

family”? Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, how can we approach its study in 

turn-of-the-century Argentine literature? There already exists a body of work dedicated to 

the study of family in Argentina, but it comes primarily from the fields of historical and 

sociological studies. Much of this work is focused on documenting what we might call 

the actual family. That is, using demographic and empirical data, and in particular legal 

documents, this material is linked to socioeconomic understandings of the way the family 

functioned across time. Consequently, these studies do not often include analyses of the 

‘fictional’ family as represented in novels, short stories, poetry, and autobiographical 

works.  
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And yet, as was argued in the previous section, the fictional representation of 

family was one of the main literary tropes of the naturalist literature of the generation of 

1880 and beyond. In addition to Nouzeilles and Spicer-Escalante, Josefina Ludmer 

argues in favor of the need to understand the relationship between the state and family 

fictions. She writes, “The state needs these fictions (the state needs fictions) not only to 

organize power relations (and in order to have a complete map of the new society such as 

the coalition draws in 1880), but also to postulate its own definitions and alternatives” 

(27). Ludmer comments on the role of fiction in the imagination of community, much in 

line with Benedict Anderson, but she also notes the specific desire in turn of the century 

Argentina to create a positivist taxonomy of the rapidly changing population. The fictions 

of family, as she suggests, are part of the overarching positivist goal of ‘knowing’ the 

possibilities for future growth afforded to the new Argentina. The fictional was political, 

quite literally, and the Coalition writers, as Ludmer calls them, the patrician elite who 

dominated the cultural sphere in Argentina at this time, were directly involved in 

proposing “definitions and alternatives” through their fiction.  

In his Historia de la familia en el Río de la Plata, José Luis Moreno understands 

family “como célula constitutiva de todo ente social, como fuente esencial de la 

socialización de los individuos, y como motor propulsor de las iniciativas individuales de 

hombres y mujeres en el plano económico, social, politico y cultural” (13). Moreno 

focuses on the contrast between popular and elite forms of creating family and on cultural 

and demographic shifts between the colonial period and the mid 20th century, aiming to 

broaden the understanding of the family in the River Plate region beyond the nuclear 

family model. This leads him to claim:  

… se debe considerar a la familia como un continuo o un largo recorrido que 
parte desde el rito del matrimonio, que incluye los hijos y sus cónyuges, parientes 
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cercanos y lejanos, cosanguíneos y politicos, y una serie de individuos de las más 
diversas identidades—parientes o no, como los agregados, domésticos y 
esclavos—que conviven, o mantienen fuertes y solidarios vínculos 
interpersonales. (14)   

The author attempts to expand the notion of the family beyond the strictly defined 

nuclear version, that is, father, mother, and children, to also include those individuals 

who may not be linked by blood, such as domestic workers and slaves. These non-

consanguine family members form “interpersonal links” that help the family build a 

cohesive unit. But his definition remains heteronormative and patriarchal, taking as its 

point of departure the marriage rite and procreative sexuality. The work of Jorge Salessi, 

detailed in the following chapter, reveals myriad queer sexual and affective practices that 

should also be taken into consideration. The taxonomy alluded to by Ludmer is also used, 

as Salessi documents extensively, to record sexual inversion (such as uranism, pederasty, 

or homosexuality), “para controlar, estigmitaziar y criminalizar una visible y compleja 

cultura de homosexuales y travestis extendida en todas las clases sociales del Buenos 

Aires del período” (179). And while Moreno’s text is certainly valuable for its historical 

mapping of the traditional (nuclear) Argentine family over several generations, the 

contours of queer love, queer families, queer generations are underrepresented in his text.  

In the wake of poststructural accounts of identity formation, in particular the 

danger inherent in queer theory to paint with too broad a stroke the specificities of 

gender, race, and sexuality, I hope to find a balance between using the structure of the 

family as a prism through which to view cultural and political changes, and the individual 

actors, its component parts, which actually (literally) embody those changes. That is, 

since the family is (in the vast majority of cases) the discrete unit within which the 

individual identity is formed, notions of sexual desire first experienced, and the markers 
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of gender first learned, we must attend to it as such. We must also not lose sight of the 

way in which the individual enacts (performs) those same qualities.  

For the purposes of this study, family refers to a group of people bound by 

consanguine or affective ties that serve not only as a socioeconomic structure, but also as 

a framework for the development of gender identity, sexuality, and individual 

subjectivity. Likewise, kinship is the system of relationships that establish financial, 

social, and moral responsibilities between individual parties, the set of bonds between 

family members that establishes an ongoing network of relations. The writing of Carlos 

Octavio, Delfina and Julia provide literary representations of family as they relate to the 

project of defining argentinidad during a period of rapid social, political and aesthetic 

change. They also allow us to question what types of affective bonds are created and 

sustained by and within the Bunge family. I want to describe what types of kinship 

relations they prescribe for society at large, and, more specifically, show the difference 

between the way that they represent (or idealize) kinship in their creative or expository 

writing and the way they describe their own practices and working relations in private 

letters, diaries, or in the oral tradition. And this leads me to a final and perhaps more 

probing question: what would the implications of this disconnect be for the study of turn-

of-the-century Argentine literature and culture?  

My working hypothesis in this dissertation is that after the decade of the apogee 

of naturalist somatic fictions, the family unit—a carefully guarded and ideologically 

homogeneous collective—is forced to soften its intransigence and begin to allow for the 

very type of open, intimate, discussions that are described in Delfina’s diary. I am trying 

to see whether the unacknowledged modus operandi of the oligarquía at the turn of the 

century allows for ideological heterogeneity, rather than forcing family members to 

adhere to a rigid patriarchal code, that is, absorbing difference rather than expulsing it.  
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An approach to family, in this context, must be inderdisciplinary. As Judith Butler 

has pointed out, structuralist anthropological accounts of kinship have attempted to 

distance biological descent from a definition of kinship, instead seeing it as a product of 

practices of exchange, most notably of the exchange of women.10 And in this sense, it is 

the exogamous marriage tie, that is, the extension of the family through a symbolic 

civic/religious practice, rather than biological relation, what becomes the basis for the 

notion of the nuclear family that is subsequently expanded allegorically and 

metaphorically to represent the nation. This reciprocal exchange, as has been argued 

notably by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, following Gayle Rubin, leads to the subjugation of 

the woman as an object, on the one hand, and to the development of “homosocial” bonds 

between men on the other, as a model of social organization that can be extrapolated to a 

larger context.11  

In the context of weak political institutions, an unstable economy, and an incipient 

class conflict, most critics argue that the members of the landed elite turned to the 

Hispanic nuclear family as a structure that could maintain order in uncertain times. 

Despite the prominence of somatic discourses in naturalist fiction and positivist essays 

that sought to reinforce the metaphorical relationship between the family and the nation, 

the writing of the Bunge siblings is surprisingly contradictory regarding the types of 

kinship bonds that are privileged as most desirable for the continuation of the hegemony 

of the upper class. I argue that they challenge the conventional view that the upper class 

saw the traditional criollo family unit as the last bastion of stability in the face of sexual 

and class “inversion” by themselves questioning normative gender roles, complicating 

                                                
10 See her Antigone’s Claim; also see Claude Lévi-Strauss. The Elementary Structures of Kinship, 
especially Chapter 8 “Alliance and Descent”.  
11 This line of argument appears in the introduction to Sedgwick’s Between Men.  
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compulsory heterosexuality, and performing the gaps in the hegemonic division of public 

and private space. Queer forms of kinship often seem more desirable than the normative 

versions most prominent at this time. In this context, siblinghood becomes a dynamic 

actor in shaping the literature, culture, and politics of the turn of the century, 

underscoring the role of relational subjectivities in forming notions of gender, sexuality, 

citizenship, and mutual intelligibility in Argentina. 

I connect the terms “queer” and “kinship” in response to recent studies by critics 

such as Butler, Sedgwick and Mary Jean Corbett, who point to an understanding of 

subjectivity and subject formation that differs from the hegemonic, patriarchal, and 

heteronormative. By queer forms of kinship I do not mean that the members of the Bunge 

family studied here were actually breaking the taboos built up over time that structure 

family relations in the traditional understanding of kinship; rather, I suggest that through 

these family members’ writing we can see an opening, a yearning, a desire, for different 

types of kinship relations that deviate from the hegemonic. We are looking at flickers of 

queer desire in an otherwise stridently normative family.  

Salessi was probably the first to hint at such queer deviations in the Argentine 

case when he claimed that scientific discourses were used to institutionalize a particular 

type of kinship regime—and thus repressing the thriving homosexual culture he 

describes—which means that queer forms of alliance, practices of intimacy, and affective 

bonds did exist at the turn of the 20th century. Does the writing of different members of 

the Bunge family describe a form of kinship that maintains the structures of power that 

brought about the oligarchy in the first place? Or does it describe something non-

normative, based on intimate linkages, on a queer relationality, that may in fact work 

against their own class hegemony? The approximation of queer theory to kinship studies 

allows us to make this turn in which notions of gender, sexuality and subjectivity have 
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come under scrutiny, and allowed scholars to rethink the basis not only of the relationship 

between kinship and the state, but between members of a particular family within the 

family itself.12  

The family is a place of disciplining, in the Foucauldian sense, though as Mary 

Jean Corbett reminds us, referring to Victorian England, sexuality does not displace the 

alliance, but rather it is superimposed on the bourgeois family (16-18). If we can ask the 

same question of turn of the century Argentina, as the shifting demographic and social 

structures led to a heightened awareness of the role that sexuality played in the 

maintenance of the system of alliance (maintaining the system of family networks), I 

think we can also see how the practice of family intersects the practice of sexuality. If 

incest is always at the center of the fictional bourgeois family, might we also ask whether 

the shifting demographics of the turn of the century led to a shift in the structures of 

sexual hegemony, that is, does this period of transition stage a shift in the role of an 

imagined sexuality within the family unit? The diversity of possibilities for familial 

relations, relations that are non-patriarchal or non-genealogical, based on the sibling 

relationship rather than on the parent-child dyad is a final issue that I analyze over the 

course of this dissertation.  

ORGANIZATION 

Chapter One discusses the enigmatic positioning of the primogenitor, Carlos 

Octavio, in the literary and cultural scene of turn-of-the-century Buenos Aires and 

explores how he develops multiple perspectives on the role of the family vis-à-vis 

national politics, the formation of gender, and the enactment of sexuality. This chapter 

focuses on his first fiction publication, a novel entitled Mi amigo Luis (1895), which was 

                                                
12 See specifically Butler’s Antigone’s Claim.  
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published under a pseudonym, never reedited, and omitted from his complete works. In 

it, a highly autobiographical narrator critiques the cultural forms of the Porteño elite in a 

melodramatic romance plot that ends in tragedy. This is an initial example of a failed 

national romance, one that posits orphanhood as a trope that is acted out as the 

protagonist’s search for someone like himself.  

Chapter Two expands on this theme by focusing on the inherent danger of the 

affective bonds of family. Analyzing Bunge’s most popular novel, La novela de la sangre 

(1903) in conjunction with his sociological writing, I show how the ideal national family 

is sabotaged by the very bonds of kinship upon which it depends. Bunge’s dual 

positioning as a ‘man of science’ and ‘man of letters’ is one of the keys to understanding 

the cultural milieu of the period, highlighted in this chapter.  

Chapter Three focuses on the development of queer desire as a kind of 

nationalism. I focus on Bunge’s 1907 short story collection, Thespis, which details the 

ambiguity with which the author viewed gender and sexual deviance. On the one hand, he 

condemns, shifting gender roles, and on the other, he engages his audience in a type of 

national homoeroticism, using gossip as a discursive mechanism to establish a sense of 

shared intimacy.   

Chapter Four shows that the politics of self begins with defining the sibling. This 

chapter engages more fully with the psychoanalytical tradition of privileging the 

hierarchical parent-child relationship to the neglect of the sibling-sibling one, as seen, for 

example, in the relationship between the two sisters glimpsed through their published 

diaries, Delfina Bunge: Diarios íntimos de una época brillante (edited by Lucía Gálvez) 

and Julia Valentina’s Vida: Época maravillosa 1903-1911 (1965) in addition to Delfina’s 

memoir, Viaje alrededor de mi infancia (1938). Drawing on recent critical work on 

autobiographical writing, I propose that the intellectual dialogue between sisters allows 
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for the construction of alternative kinship alliances through memory and memoir and 

diary represents a space of mutual self-construction.  

Chapter Five argues that despite the tentative openings seen in the previous 

chapter these same members of the Bunge family actually reinforce the hegemony of the 

Criollo elite through their pedagogical texts. I compare Delfina and Julia Valentina’s co-

written work, El Arca de Noé (1916), to Carlos Octavio’s textbook, Nuestra Patria 

(1910). This analysis focuses on the role of pedagogy during the period of the Argentine 

Centenary, fully developed in Ricardo Rojas’s programmatic essay La restauración 

nacionalista (1909). Here I discuss the methods used to inculcate a sense of patria and 

nationhood in the Argentine youth, a process of acculturation that had at its core a 

traditional Catholic notion of family life.  

I conclude by reinforcing the notion of the early twentieth century as a moment of 

transition from the strictly patriarchal family order to one based on pluralistic, fraternal 

bonds. The Bunge family epitomizes this shift. I will also incorporate a reading of visual 

texts, particularly the family photograph, in relation to the changing sense of collective 

identification in Argentina at the turn of the century. The new technologies of 

daguerreotype and photography allow for multiple representations of the family and new 

ways of creating and maintaining a sense of collective memory. We could also say that 

the Bunges inaugurate a new type of visual culture that will become a cornerstone of 

Argentine politics in the age of populist nationalism.  
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Chapter 1: Orphanhood and Desire in Mi amigo Luis  

Carlos Octavio Bunge’s first novel, Mi amigo Luis (1895), allows the author to 

question the narrative scripts of kinship and intimacy in Argentina in the late nineteenth 

century. If previous scholarship has underscored Bunge’s concern for the breakdown of 

the traditional gender roles that uphold the nuclear family model (e.g. Salessi), we will 

see that he was also concerned—and from a very early age—with the confusion of 

kinship roles within the family and the psychological and social dangers of that confusion 

for turn-of-the-century subjectivity. In this regard, Bunge’s writing exposes the fissures 

and gaps in the way that the liberal elite understood the family order at the turn of the 

century. In particular, the orphan becomes a nationally significant symbol that expresses 

desire in unexpected ways, a cipher through which the author explores the ambivalence 

of the bonds of kinship and friendship. 

MI AMIGO LUIS 

The novel is framed as an epistolary correspondence between the eponymous 

narrator, Luis, and his half brother, Miguel. We are told in an introduction, however, that 

Luis has died in “una desgracia inmensa e irreparable” (10), and that Miguel has 

subsequently handed over the letters to a third party, Edgar, one of their mutual friends, 

for publication. Mi amigo Luis, then, ultimately highlights the relationship between Luis 

and Edgar, though the novel is actually a series of letters from the recently deceased 

narrator to Miguel. Thus, from the very structure of the work, there is an overlap of 

friendship and kinship, and the affective bonds that connect these three men serve as the 

pretext for the novel. That is, the correspondence is published to honor the memory of 

Edgar’s friend, Luis.  
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The letters narrate Luis’s attempt to reinsert himself into Porteño society after 

growing up in Paris, the son of the Argentine ambassador to France. The rhetorical 

strategy of the letter (epistolarity) heightens the sense of intimacy in the text, and places 

us in a position of confidence, as if we were privy to a series of thoughts that were not 

meant for our eyes, as if something about them were too revealing, too personal. The text 

registers Luis’s anxiety as an outsider and his desire to belong. Ostensibly, it describes 

his attempts to win over his peers, to adapt to his new surroundings and to fit in. Through 

this process of adaptation Bunge describes Porteño society, using the text as a framework 

for a sociological study of his peers.  

But Mi amigo Luis is also a romantic tale, a story of yearning for love. As a 20-

year-old bachelor, Luis’s amorous exploits are foremost in his conscience and it is as an 

eligible bachelor that he understands his path to personal advancement. The novel details 

Luis’s attempts to court Maria-Adelia, whom he meets shortly after making his ‘debut’ in 

society, a friend of his two cousins, Clara and Elvira. While Maria-Adelia is the picture 

of elegance, “una niña delicada y suave como una azucena, de ojos color azul verdoso, y 

de un cabello castaño,” Luis also sees her as enigmatically unhappy, writing “en sus ojos 

he visto algo como lágrimas y tristeza mal vedadas á las miradas mundanales” (28). This 

sadness is due to her recently arranged engagement (against her will) to the infamous 

though wealthy Félix M. The novel’s narrative tension, then, results from the erotic 

triangle in which Maria-Adelia is positioned as Luis’s unavailable object of desire, while 

Félix M. becomes his rival for her affections.13 If the description of the upper class is 

justified by the narrative’s epistolarity, the romantic interest is maintained by Luis’s 

pursuit of Maria-Adelia in hopes of forming a new family. 

                                                
13 I will discuss this triangulation of desire below. For more information, see Sedgwick’s Between Men.   
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Mi amigo Luis is difficult to classify generically. In insisting on a sociological 

analysis and diagnosis of the Porteño aristocracy Bunge’s novel seems naturalist at 

heart.14 However, in its emphasis on the emotional toll that this courtship takes on the 

narrator, it also takes cues from the sentimental novel. There are also several sections of 

overwrought prose, such as a late night lamentation, “Oh Mab, pérfida Mab, maldita, 

execrable Mab…” (22), that link the novel to modernista aesthetics.15  

On the surface Mi amigo Luis may read like a personal critique of the culture of 

the Porteño elite, their marriage customs and linguistic patterns, their materialism, and 

their inclination to gossip, but it also reveals a desire to create a society within which a 

man who felt, as Bunge did, marginalized by the normative scripts for family and for 

love, could live and love differently. This is why the key to understanding the novel lies 

in Bunge’s fictionalization of self. Through this process the author imagines different 

possibilities for his own reality while questioning the ability of science to account for the 

psychological complexities of human behavior. In this sense, despite its initial diagnostic 

framing, Mi amigo Luis is not strictly a “somatic fiction” as defined by Gabriela 

Nouzeilles, but makes room for personal growth and the exploration of desire.16  

Bunge’s novel offers a complex view of interpersonal relationships between 

members of the Porteño elite in late nineteenth-century Argentina. The novel is set in 
                                                
14 This is not to say that naturalism only interested in diagnosis. According to David William Foster, “One 
the one hand, Naturalism permitted a scrutiny of the biological status of men and women and a 
metaphorical construal of society as a biological organism that could be studied and controlled. On the 
other hand, Naturalism in its many and often contradictory guises served to identify the multiple areas of 
nature that human knowledge had not yet been able to dominate” (128).  
15 In addition to Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, Bunge is hearkening Rubén Darío’s short story “El velo 
de la reina Mab,” published in Azul in 1888.  
16 Nouzeilles describes novels such as En la sangre by Eugenio Cambaceres, La bolsa by Julián Martel, 
and ¿Inocentes o culpables? by Antonio Argerich, among others, that is, works typically associated with 
the naturalist writers of the Generation of 1880, as “meticulosas adaptaciones de la estructura narrativa del 
caso clínico para mostrar las consecuencias negativas de una corporalidad en descontrol, libre de la 
supervisión del Estado. Etiología, diagnosis, tratamiento y prognosis se convirtieron en las secuencias 
necesarias del diseño narrativo” (22).  
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central Buenos Aires and in the luxury hotels of Mar del Plata. The protagonists are 

individuals from nonnuclear families who attempt to negotiate the cultural exigencies of 

their class. This novel is about a young man who wants to reinvent himself and to fill the 

void created by the death of his parents, by forming a new, idealized family unit, but 

because of his psychological trauma he is unable to do so. Mi amigo Luis is the tale of a 

young man’s attempts to understand his own desires for friendship, love, and family.  

FICTIONS OF SELF AND THE JEUNNESSE DORÉE 

Historians Cárdenas and Payá briefly discuss Mi amigo Luis, taking it as a 

transparent receptacle in which Bunge could “volcar...sus propias angustias y 

experiencias interiores, sin elaborarlas casi” (248). This opinion highlights two issues 

regarding the criticism of Bunge’s writing: first, that it is conceived of as a space within 

which he can resolve his own psychological angst, evidently as an adolescent, but 

implicitly as a queer (a raro) in Porteño society, and second, that his early writing is 

taken as if there were no subjective distance between the author and the narrator, as if it 

were Bunge himself writing, or, even more suggestively, as if it were his own personal 

diary.17 For Cárdenas and Payá, Mi amigo Luis is a private, intimate text in which the 

author is able to order his own life through the very act of writing. The verb “volcar” is 

interesting here, implying that Bunge had accumulated such frustrations over time that he 

                                                
17 Rumors persist about Bunge’s sexuality. Salessi and Cárdenas and Payá openly refer to him as 
“homosexual”, despite the term’s anachronism. In large part their claims are based on a reading of the 
young man’s creative writing as a window onto his sexual desires. It is not my intention to prove or 
disprove Bunge’s sexual orientation, but rather suggest that the very form of his first fiction publication 
suggests both pent up anxiety and a will to confess. According to Patrick Paul Garlinger: “The letter 
replicates the tropological dynamics of the closet as a space that contains intimate thoughts and secret 
desires, hidden behind the protective veil of an envelope. Many of the thematic, formal, and historical 
characteristics associated with epistolarity accrue new significance when considered in conjunction with 
homosexuality: individual privacy and public surveillance; memory, love, and loss; confession and 
confidentiality; identity politics and the concept of community are topics salient to both letters and 
homosexual desire” (x). 
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was nearly overrun by these feelings, not simply ‘depositing’ them, but spilling them out 

like a river overflowing its banks, onto the pages of his novel, which, in this sense 

becomes more like a confessional. In their opinion, the author’s sense of alienation is the 

source of the protagonist’s dramatic angst; Luis’s uprootedness reflects Bunge’s feeling 

that he too does not belong in society. Cárdenas and Payá depict Luis’s orphanhood as an 

expression of Bunge’s distance from his own family and culture. The historians conclude: 

“Cuando meditaba en su personaje, Carlos Octavio se sentía como él: tan desarraigado, 

tan angustiado y solo, tan escéptico con respecto a una felicidad que, presentía, jamás 

llegaría” (250).  

For Cárdenas and Payá this double subjective framing represents the most 

valuable aspect of Bunge’s first novel, serving to add narrative and literary interest to 

what they nevertheless qualify as “una obrita” (254). To be fair, Bunge’s first attempt at 

realistic fiction reveals an author still coming to grips with the craft. Mi amigo Luis mixes 

a melodramatic plot with alternating aestheticized and scientific digressions, seemingly 

meant to show the author’s intellectual dexterity and his familiarity with current literary 

trends. The effect of these brusque stylistic changes, however, is that the reader is not 

quite sure how to situate this text, suggesting, again, that the author may also not have 

known where to place himself. Add to this the fact that the novel was published under a 

pseudonym (Hernan Prins), never re-edited and excluded from the author’s complete 

works. Clearly, Bunge was more than a little concerned about the similarity between his 

protagonist and himself (see Illustration 3). 
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Illustration 3: Carlos Octavio Bunge in London, 1900. 

If the author used the text to explore his own subjectivity, he also used it to 

reconsider his role as part of the young upper class nearing the turn of the century. That 

is, Bunge’s exploration of subjectivity is highly influenced by his understanding of 

family and class. The novel takes as its point of departure the breakdown of the elite 

family when Luis and Miguel are orphaned unexpectedly. The very structure of the text is 
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predicated on the affective connection between these two men, who, importantly, are not 

fully linked genetically because of their different mothers. 20-year-old Luis decides to 

return to Argentina, his unfamiliar patria, which he left as a child, in search of a new 

start, keen to reinvent himself on American soil. Luis pertains to the Argentine elite, yet 

having grown up in Europe, feels marginalized by a culture he hardly knew. It is as an 

outsider that he authorizes himself to observe and critique for long swaths of text the 

young Porteño aristocracy, the jeunnesse dorée, as the narrator calls them with a touch of 

sarcasm. In this sense the initial driving force behind the narrative is the uncertain place 

of its protagonist within his own class, which he describes in detail in almost daily letters 

sent to his only surviving relative. 

The narrator is used as a mouthpiece for Bunge’s study of the Porteño elite. Far 

from innocuous observations, these passages become the brute material for a critique of 

the decadent upper class, what Luis calls the “semi-aristocrática sociedad”:   
 
Te he dicho que la [he] observado con detencion, y es verdad: de esa observacion 
he sacado en limpio que esta sociedad se compone en parte de ricas y antiguas 
familias, algunas de ellas de apellidos históricos, todas emparentadas entre sí; de 
banqueros, estancieros y comerciantes (estos últimos en muy reducido número) 
que aunque de origen humilde han hecho fortuna y se han ligado y vinculado con 
personas de las familias antiguas; hay abogados, magistrados y médicos notables 
que son muy bien recibidos; hay extrangeros distinguidos; y, en fin, forma una 
parte muy importante de esta sociedad el Presidente con sus ministros y familias 
respectivas, siendo también muy bien recibidos los plenipotenciarios extranjeros, 
algunos militares de alta graduación (aunque en pequeño número) diputados, 
senadores, jueces y uno que otro artista, novelista ú hombre de ciencia que se ha 
hecho notable: los profesores de las universidades son también muy bien mirados. 
(27)18 

We see how the narrator has first “observado con detencion” and then draws conclusions 

about the social and familial connections that undergird this “semi-aristocracy”. Indeed, 

                                                
18 I will respect the original orthography in my citations of this text. 
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this is not simply a list, but a sociological map of the Argentine elite in which the two 

most important qualities are wealth and prestige. On the one hand, Luis describes the 

social climbers, connected to notably bourgeois occupations: the financial sector, cattle 

industry, or to international trade; they are members of the elite by virtue of their 

financial success. On the other, are those of “historic” (an American translation of noble) 

lineage, who for an intervention in the course of the nation’s politics, a decisive battle, a 

viceregal appointment, have become associated with the very fabric of the nation.  

This depiction of the Argentine elite as based on interconnected family ties 

supports the historical claims of Balmori, Voss and Wortman, who write: 
 

Family networks were associations of families allied through business, marriage, 
spatial proximity, and later through memberships in organizations. They emerged 
at the end of the eighteenth century and then developed over three generations, 
dominating different regions in Latin America until the first decades of the 
twentieth century. These networks spawned groups that could become preeminent 
and gain control over towns or regions. (2) 

Bunge would have been well aware of this type of complementary marriage practice. The 

marriage of his own parents, Octavio Bunge and María Luisa Arteaga, was just such a 

mutually beneficial union, the former providing political connections, the latter, wealth. 

Bunge’s critique also reflects what Sebreli describes, following Friedrich Engels, as the 

function of the family in capitalist society as always related to the preservation of private 

property.19 In the Argentine case, Sebreli argues, the predominance of what he calls “la 

gran burguesía” is based on strategic marriages between the wealthy and historic 

families, which functioned to consolidate personal and economic power, status, and 

influence (12). It was not until 1949 that the primogeniture laws were reformed in 

                                                
19 Sebreli reflects on the materialist view of history developed by Engels in The Origin of the Family, 
Private Property and the State, applying it to post-colonial Argentina in his 1972 publication Apogeo y 
ocaso de los Anchorena.  
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Argentina, through a constitutional reform that included “derechos de la familia” 

guaranteeing juridical equality between spouses (Torrado 137). In the passage cited 

above the main goal of the upper class, and that of the family, is the preservation of 

private property as the basis of a sociopolitical culture. In this sense, to maintain this 

system was to maintain the very nature, the very soul of the country—at least for the 

elite. 

In contrast with this depiction, almost as a footnote, Luis mentions that “uno que 

otro artista, novelista ú hombre de ciencia” had managed to accrue a substantial level of 

social prestige. Here, it is plausible to claim that with this observation the author is 

advocating for a greater protagonism for artists, novelists, positivists, and professors in 

the cultural politics of the turn of the century. Still, to be an artist in this society as Bunge 

fancied himself is to be an outsider. In order to “hacerse notable” one has to be truly 

exceptional, a man of talent, of rare genius. 

This position is fortified by the narrator’s opinion of the linguistic patterns of his 

contemporaries. He laments:  
 
Aun yo, que tanto amo y admiro la pureza del lenguaje, me he contagiado en este 
ambiente infeccioso para la gramática, la lengua y el buen sentido; y empleo 
barbarismos y palabras disparatadas á troche y moche. Discúlpame. Ten en cuenta 
el medio anti-castizo en que vivo. No lo dudes la aristocracia tiene aquí su caló. 
(52-53 emphasis original)  

Underscoring the novel’s hygienic register, it is the infectious environment, as Luis 

describes it, what has led him to reproduce some of those “galicismos” that have been 

little by little eroding the linguistic purity of the country. He even reproduces a 

colloquialism, “á troche y moche,” in criticizing his contemporaries. This, in the 

narrator’s opinion, is clearly unacceptable behavior for the educated elite: “En estas es 

abominable, horrible, odioso, estúpido, ilógico cuanto ser se puede, ese lenguaje 
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incorrecto que emplean en vez del castizo: prefieren el oropel al oro” (56-57). The sense 

of fraud is notable, metaphorically figuring the use of “galicismos” to ostentation and 

falsity, and connecting linguistic patterns to both culture and art. The distinction between 

“oro” (gold) and “oropel” (fool’s gold) is an important one, equating the Francophile 

tendencies of his cadre with glitzy imitation, and his preferred “castizo” heritage to purity 

and truth.20 As we see the upper-class Argentine caló is “senseless” and “illogical”, 

corrupting an individual’s sense of self and consequently, the unity of national spirit that 

Bunge would analyze with more rigor in his later psychosociological texts (e.g. Nuestra 

América), and which, he seems to say, should not be jeopardized in this crucial moment 

of transition toward becoming a financially prosperous country.21  

In these quotations, non-native (read non-Castilian) linguistic terms are 

specifically called “barbarismos,” and good judgment is linked to the proper use of 

grammar and language in a critique of the process of modernization reminiscent of what 

literary scholar Julio Ramos describes as the overarching preoccupation of the lettered 

elite with creating a cohesive people (pueblo) through language. Referring specifically to 

the mid-nineteenth century, Ramos claims that lettered culture sought to differentiate 

orality, thought of as barbaric, from knowledge-as-said (“saber decir”), figured as a 

rational process of civilization (29-37). If linguistic purity is seen as a prerequisite for 
                                                
20 It is worth noting the relation between Miguel de Unamuno’s use of the term “castizo” in his essay, “La 
tradición eterna,” published in February of 1895 and that of Bunge in his first novel. Unamuno seeks to 
understand the “estado mental de su patria,” later explaining, “Se usa lo más a menudo el calificativo de 
castizo para designer a la lengua y al estilo. Decir en España que un escritor es castizo es dar a entender que 
se le cree más español que a otros,” (14, 13). While I am not sure if we can say that Bunge was at this time 
influenced by the Spaniard, though after the Argentine’s second trip to Europe in 1903 they would start up 
a long-lasting friendship, in both cases we see a call to revisit a country’s ‘autochthonous’ language, 
customs, and, importantly, mental state.  
21 Bunge was writing only 15 years after the federalization of Buenos Aires as the national capital, and 5 
years after the Revolución del ’90, an armed revolt that was suppressed by the Juárez Celman government, 
but which eventually led to his resignation. The revolt, according to Rock, “was the outcome of several 
years of breakneck economic expansion whose climax was financial and commercial collapse” (Argentina 
160). 
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civilization, that is, as a way of establishing difference between the civilized and the 

barbaric in the process of transition toward Liberalism, then the linguistic hybridity of the 

Porteño elite threatens the very possibility of a cohesive national identity. The “anti-

castizo” environment, then, refers not only to linguistic purity, but also to a psychological 

and cultural configuration with profound implications for the national project. To reject 

the Argentines’ castizo heritage was to risk their psychological unity, and consequently, 

to endanger the country’s moral, cultural, and economic progress.  

This position may be somewhat surprising in Bunge, linking him to Spanish 

linguistic purists like Menéndez y Pelayo and Angel Ganivet, authors who influenced a 

turn toward Hispanic cultural nationalism in Argentina that would not consolidate as a 

movement until the 1920s and 1930s.22 While it is possible that Bunge is simply marking 

the distinction between upper and lower classes in terms of their use of language, the 

thrust of his overall critique is to point out potential decadence within the upper class 

itself. Bunge would maintain this position regarding language throughout his career.  

The narrator’s critique of his peers does not stop at their linguistic variations, 

however, also taking exception to their seeming lack of moral fiber. Luis exclaims:  
 

La gente, la sociedad de aquí, ya ha perdido sus sanas y saludables ideas de antes, 
sus ingenuas, morales y sencillas aficiones. Ya no es esta la sociedad de nuestros 
buenos viejos padres. (84)  

This nostalgic lamentation reflects the author’s view that Argentine society has lost its 

way, a moral argument for the return to traditional customs, “aficiones”, to accompany 

the return to Castilian linguistic purity, which, notably is expressed in medical terms, 

“sanas y saludables ideas”. This is followed by his more specific diagnosis:  
 
                                                
22 I discuss this movement in Chapter 5. For more information see David Rock, Authoritarian Argentina, 
Marysa Navarro Gerassi, Los nacionalistas, and Carlos Payá and Eduardo Cárdenas, El primer 
nacionalismo argentine en Manuel Gálvez y Ricardo Rojas.  
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Creo que nuestra sociedad se va metalizando, esta es la palabra, metalizando: ya 
no aprecia ni la reputación científica, política ó literaria, ya no aprecia los 
apellidos, ya no aprecia nada, sinó el llamado [d]el mas vil de los metales: el oro. 
(84)  

Literally describing the “jeunnesse dorée” (the gilded youth) as becoming “metalized”, 

Luis shares another important criticism levied during this period of modernization, 

especially after the Argentine market collapse of 1890, which aligns him in part with 

Julián Martel’s La Bolsa (1891) and the rest of the market cycle of novels: that the 

exacerbated interest in making it rich, described as a biological defect, is corrupting the 

nation and its spiritual center. Martel’s novel locates this defect in the Jewish heritage of 

his main characters, and while in later writings Bunge was certainly anti-semitic, in this 

novel at least, his is more concerned about possibility that the mobile middle class will 

ruin the country through financial speculation.  

For members of the upper class the ostentatious display of wealth that seemed to 

be a symptom of the modern, cosmopolitan way of life was the clearest sign that 

traditional Argentine society had lost its way (Terán 52). This tension between the 

promise of riches provided by the Liberal economic system and the subsequent loss of 

moral virtue played an important role in the turn toward skepticism and pessimism at the 

turn of the century.23 If we can connect this condemnation of materialism to the earlier 

calls for linguistic and cultural purity, it seems that Bunge is anticipating José Enrique 

Rodó’s essay, Ariel (1900), which sought to resolve the perceived decadence of the 

Hispanic world through the implementation of a spiritualist and aestheticist education 

program—notably focused on youth—which continued to figure Spanish American 

society as a social organism (Aronna 90).24  

                                                
23 For a reading of naturalist fictions as expressing a ‘national dystopia’, see Spicer-Escalante.  
24 I will discuss youth pedagogy as a nationalist proposal in Chapter 5.  
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The connection between economic production, aesthetic sensibility, and family 

history is made explicit in Bunge’s novel, which attempts to establish a position that 

would allow for material and social progress, while still maintaining traditional criollo 

values. Bunge argues for a return to a bygone era in which patriarchal structure and 

family name actually meant something, where the codes of civility, based on the 

recognition of class privilege, were still observed. Luis concludes:  
 
He ahí, precisamente, el medio seguro de combatir el progreso de una nación: 
desprecia la jerarquía, la ciencia, el renombre. Todos acabaremos por ser 
banqueros, comerciantes, industriales y ¡adios ensueños gloriosos para la patria! 
Seremos al fin y al cabo tan solo una imitación, una caricatura ridícula, 
desmayada, descolorida, del espíritu yankee, con sus defectos y sin sus méritos. 
(85)   

At heart, this is a nationalist project, and one that, in addition to anticipating 

Rodó, is audaciously poised (for a 20 year old) between two major thinkers of Latin 

American identity: Domingo F. Sarmiento and José Martí. No longer situating the 

obstacle to national progress in the Argentine pampa, Bunge does not ascribe to the 

telluric determinism of Sarmiento’s Civilización y barbarie: Vida de Juan Facundo 

Quiroga (1845).25 Rather, the narrator sees national progress as threatened by an 

unwillingness to rely on the ‘autochthonous’ culture to which he pertains. Failing to 

recognize the local hierarchy, renown, science and taste, he argues, will lead to a 

materialist and utilitarian imitation emblematized by the “espíritu yankee”. In this, 

Bunge’s proposal resembles that of Martí’s Nuestra América (1891), which, according to 

Ramos, “postulat[es] a realm of the autochthonous, the ‘natural man,’ as the necessary (if 

somewhat bloodstained and forgotten) foundation for the definition of Latin American 

being and good governance” (256). “El hombre natural,” in Martí’s work does not rely on 

                                                
25 Commonly referred to as Facundo, Sarmiento’s work was also fervently anti-Spanish. For more 
information, see Shumway, The Invention of Argentina 132-138.  
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ideologies or social paradigms imported from the United States or Europe, but rather 

roots his knowledge in local customs and traditions.26 As Martí would write, 
 
El gobierno ha de nacer del país. El espíritu del gobierno ha de ser el del país. La 
forma del gobierno ha de avenirse a la constitución propia del país. El gobierno 
no es más que el equilibrio de los elementos naturales del país. (33)  

In Argentina this type of nativist sentiment would take shape most vigorously in 

the decades following the 1910 centennial. Commonly referred to as cultural nationalism 

(nacionalismo), according to historian David Rock, it represents an ideological reaction 

to the secularization of society during the era of positivism that sought to replace notions 

of ‘progress’ and ‘cosmopolitanism’ with a turn toward Hispanic ‘values’ and ‘traditions’ 

(Authoritarian 37). It was also a family affair. If Carlos Octavio Bunge began his career 

as an aspiring positivist, ironically, his future brother-in-law, Manuel Gálvez, would 

found in 1903 the literary magazine Ideas in deliberate opposition to what he would later 

describe as “estudiantes de Derecho, que tenían por un dios a Spencer y por otro dios a 

Comte,” (68) that is, men like Bunge.27 It might seem, as Rock suggests, that these were 

two diametrically opposed positions, but Bunge published several articles in Ideas, where 

his fiction was also reviewed (albeit unfavorably). In spite of these differences, what 

links the two perspectives is a desire to return to the Hispanic base of Argentine language 

and culture. This is an intellectual gesture that can be detected in Bunge’s 1895 novel, 

and which would find its full voice in La restauración nacionalista (1909) by Ricardo 

Rojas and El diario de Gabriel Quiroga (1910) by Gálvez, not to mention the fervently 

nationalist essays collected in El payador (1916) by Leopoldo Lugones.  
                                                
26 Though Martí is writing this in favor of the better relations between African, Indigenous and White races 
in Cuba, while Bunge remains forever pessimistic in this regard.  
27 Gálvez writes “Se ha dicho muchas veces que nuestra generación era positivista y materialista, que 
carecía de inquietudes religiosas. Nada menos cierto. Eran materialistas los estudiantes de Derecho, que 
tenían por un dios a Spencer y por otro dios a Comte, al que en general, sólo conocían de oídas. Pero en 
nuestro grupo literario éramos casi todos espiritualistas” (68).  
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In Mi amigo Luis Bunge argues that building a glorious nation (“patria”) requires 

a socioeconomic system compatible with its unique cultural, ethnic and spiritual 

characteristics. Rather than risk becoming a “caricatura ridícula,” the narrator 

recommends an approach to national progress that takes into account (indeed, protects 

and promotes) Argentina’s castizo heritage and by extension its colonial legacy, though 

not the religious dogma. While Bunge agrees with Martí in that the national political and 

cultural organization should be autochthonous, he proposes a traditional Argentina that 

maintains the existing social hierarchy and class structure.   

In this instance the narrator is arguing against the liberal economic philosophy 

that many Argentines saw as the key to rapid growth, particularly among the middle class 

(“banqueros, comerciantes, industriales”). Since the national consolidation of 1880, the 

country’s economy was on the rise in large part due to what Rock calls “a new, energetic, 

and highly successful bid for foreign investment” by President Miguel Juárez Celman 

(Argentina 157). This promise was dramatically called into question, however, by the 

Baring Brothers crash of 1889, which lead to a national default on foreign debt.28 If 

unbridled speculation was seen as the principle cause of this economic depression, notes 

Rock, it was the depreciation of the gold premium caused by increased circulation of 

paper money by provincial banks what led to inflation, widespread unemployment, and a 

precipitous drop in land prices (Argentina 159). Bunge was coming of age during this 

precise moment of increased distrust of the capacity of the global circulation of capital to 

satisfy the demand for modernization projects like the national railroad system, which 

was almost entirely funded by British investors (Argentina 159). With this in mind, it 

should come as no surprise that Bunge sees the social climbers of his own generation, 

                                                
28 For more information see Rock, Argentina 158-159.  
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those who sought to take advantage of the laissez-faire moment, as the main contributors 

to this climate of social, political and economic uncertainty. In this sense, Mi amigo Luis 

represents an early attempt at steering the public toward a return to traditional, castizo 

culture for which interpersonal connections, family ties, and traditional kinship structures 

play a fundamental role, in which the economic power wielded by extended family 

networks like the Bunge-Arteagas controlled Argentina. 

ORPHAN DESIRES 

Through the epistolary correspondence between the Luis and Miguel, Mi amigo 

Luis narrates the repercussions of becoming an orphan for the psychological development 

of the narrator. A symbol of the broader disintegration of the traditional family, to be an 

orphan in this novel is to have one’s personal and social development within the domestic 

space of the family truncated, and thus to break the normative temporality of bourgeois 

marriage rituals and capital accumulation.29 Unmoored from the traditional family, he is 

susceptible to a breakdown in the structures of alliance (who will arrange the orphan’s 

marriage?), and a confusion of sexual object choice (who will teach the orphan 

how/whom to love?).30    

In Bunge’s fiction, from the very outset, orphanhood causes the roles to be 

blurred between members of the nuclear family. In one of his early letters, Luis writes to 

Miguel: “aunque por la sangre eres simplemente un medio hermano mío, te he 

considerado siempre por tu conducta sabia y buena hacia mí, un padre y un amigo al 

mismo tiempo: siempre has sido mi confidente” (26). Overcoming an ostensibly 

incomplete “blood” connection through his “wise and generous conduct,” Miguel 

becomes at the same time father and brother (half-brother). In this sense orphanhood 
                                                
29 For more information on queer temporalities, see Halberstam 1-21. 
30 For more on the family as the intersection of the regimes of alliance and sexuality, see Foucault 103-114. 
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leads to an Oedipal shift in which Luis’s brother substitutes his father at the same time 

filling in as his friend. The repercussions of this confusion of kinship and friendship for 

the psychological formation of this character are profound. This is, after all, what sends 

Luis on his trek to his patria.  

Images of orphanhood have been used in this manner throughout history. As 

literary scholar Diana Pazicky notes, the orphan’s identity “hinges upon an understanding 

of the Self not as an essence formed in the past but as a dynamic, interactive process that 

takes place in the present and projects into the future” (xii). In the sense that the orphan 

depends on a continual process of self-construction, he is fundamentally a character in 

search of an identity. The Dickinsonian orphan, and in particular Pip from Great 

Expectations, argues William David Floyd, is probably the most enduring example of this 

literary figure, a character who lost his parents at an early age, is pitiable, and grows up 

learning about himself incrementally (17). It is in the separation from the family unit that 

the individual must seek out his own identity, through this journey that the self is 

constituted as such. Indeed, Pazicky notes, “from a psychoanalytic point of view, 

Oedipus is the original orphan and the prototype of the orphan in search of a Self” (xiii). 

While most criticism of the orphan as a literary trope has focused on American 

and British fiction from the nineteenth century, on the one hand, and on its metaphorical 

relation to social tensions or national crises, on the other, in the Argentine case I have 

found no comparable work on the literary orphan.31 This may be due to the fact that in 

Argentina the place of actual orphans, rather than fictional ones, has dominated public 

discourse in the wake of the last military dictatorship, the Proceso de Reorganización 

Nacional (1976-1983), which, it is estimated, secretly detained, tortured, and killed some 

                                                
31 For American literature, see Pazicky; for British literature, see Floyd.  
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30,000 citizens (Rock, Argentina 383-86). Tellingly, the public response to the Proceso 

was immediately framed in terms of kinship. Organizations such as the Madres de la 

Plaza de Mayo, the Abuelas de la Plaza de Mayo, and HIJOS (Hijos por la Identidad y la 

Justicia contra el Olvido y el Silencio) have long fought to bring the actual orphans of the 

‘disappeared’ (desaparecidos) to the forefront of the Argentine consciousness and today 

the representation of orphanhood in literature and film is almost inevitably linked to this 

trauma at once individual, familial, and national.32  

This makes Mi amigo Luis an interesting example of the literary representation of 

orphanhood in Argentina, if only by historical contrast. Still, Bunge’s novel details a 

similar intersection of the desire to construct an individual identity and to belong to a 

national community. When framed by the novel’s initial Oedipal slippage, it can also be 

read as a journey toward the symbolic order, anthropomorphically figured as Argentina’s 

national territory. The return to Argentina is thus simultaneously a journey of self-

construction and of desire. In the former the narrator and protagonist seeks to situate 

himself culturally, linguistically, and familiarly within the national and symbolic space 

occupied by the Argentine elite—within its network of family connections—; in the 

latter, he attempts to court Maria-Adelia in order to start his own model family. In other 

words, Luis’s return to Argentina is simultaneously an expression of his desire for a 

nation, a wife, and a self.  

An intriguing example of how orphanhood reflects a psychological otherness 

involves Luis at one of the glamorous parties that he was accustomed to attend, when he 

happens to run into (literally) an old friend from his childhood, Federico. “Al vernos,” 

                                                
32 A detailed list of the representations of orphanhood in Argentine literature is beyond the scope of this 
project, but I can cite two examples that were published before the Proceso: the eponymous narrator of the 
short story “Emma Zunz” (1949), by Jorge Luis Borges, and the narrator and Irene, siblings that inhabit 
Julio Cortázar’s “La casa tomada” (1951).   
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Luis writes, “nos hemos conmovido profundamente” (138). The emotional connection 

that the two men share is expressed first metaphorically: it is like a “leve chispa” among 

ashes, “dormida pero no apagado” (138). Like a Phoenix rising, their affective connection 

intensifies until: “una mirada bastó tan solo para decirnos tantas, tantas cosas...” (138).  

These characters are linked by much more than fond childhood memories. 

Federico is now also orphaned, having lost both of his parents suddenly like Luis. In this 

sense it is not so much a shared past as a common status as orphan that unites them. This 

shift in affective registers is marked by a shift in communicative possibilities: “su 

corazón sobre mi pecho me contó sus dolores y el mío le dijo mis penas” (138). In this 

abrupt and improvised embrace there are no words that could possibly speak what only 

their “corazones” can express. The look that says it all is followed by the uncontrollable 

flow of tears, a shared release of vital fluids, and the beats of the heart, syncopated 

rhythms that intimately bind these two men. In contrast with earlier exhortations to 

“saber-decir” that should be the foundation of rational subjectivity, the ineffable 

connection between Luis and Federico, at once physical and emotional, represents the 

basis of a much yearned for intersubjective connection, one that is ciphered by their 

experience as orphans.   

Indeed, the author seems to intuit that the shared tears and communicating hearts 

may seem a bit odd between two men. He attempts to justify himself by addressing the 

reader directly: “Vosotros, hombres serios, si esto leeis, y tú mismo Miguel, os reirás 

sardonicamente ante una amistad sentimental pasados los veinte años...” (141). Serious 

men, as opposed to the sentimental ones described here, might laugh at the possibility of 

such a connection, but, the author continues, “nosotros no somos felizmente aun hombres 

maduros” (141). Here, the narrator seems to sarcastically disregard the normative scripts 

for sexuality and gender performance, linking his sentimentality, and therefore his state 
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of mental and emotional development, directly to his status as an orphan. Having an 

irregular family has adversely affected the psychological development of both the 

narrator and Federico. Their (lack of) maturity in the present is ascribed to the very 

quality that links them so profoundly; it is as orphans that they are able to think of 

themselves as less than fully adult. In other words, the two characters infantilize 

themselves in order to justify their sentimental attachment.  

This trait is important for two reasons: first, because of the symbolic significance 

given to youth in the very moment when Latin American countries were struggling to 

position themselves as mature democracies. In the context of the predominantly social 

organicist thought at the turn of the century, Michael Aronna writes, “immaturity invoked 

notions of vulnerability and precocious corruption” (20). To be immature, in this 

scenario, is to be vulnerable to outside influences; prone to falsity and ostentatiousness, 

dangerous qualities for a young man symbolically aligned with the future of his nation, 

and precisely the qualities he criticizes in others. Secondly, in framing the unspeakable 

connection between the two men as a product of their “corrupt youth”, Bunge seems to be 

portraying, perhaps hoping, that homoerotic desire is something that one grows out of. To 

become an “hombre serio” means to forgo and to forget the queer relationships of the 

past; to discipline the self and the “corazón”. Likewise, to become a mature nation means 

to overcome the precociousness of one’s youth, to learn to administer one’s desires. 

Mi amigo Luis stages the narrator’s crisis of adolescence, marked by the death of 

his parents and his journey to his patrimonial homeland. Insofar as the novel is situated 

temporally at this significant moment in Luis’s life, it also stages the interruption of a 

gradual process of personality development. I have suggested that what precipitates the 

narrator’s psychological angst is the collapse of kinship and friendship in which Miguel, 

Luis’s half-brother, assumes at the same time the place of father, brother and friend. With 
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this in mind, it is important to underscore that in Luis’s encounter with Federico, we see 

precisely the type of erotic tension, negotiation of social taboos and inhibitions, and 

confusion of sexual object choice that Freud would identify in the final of his five-stage 

psychosexual model of development described in his Three Essays on the Theory of 

Sexuality (1905).33 

I do not want to force this connection since in the late nineteenth century 

Argentine psychiatrists, criminologists, hygienists, and intellectuals were theorizing in 

terms of Darwin, Spencer, and Lombroso, and had not yet adopted, as they would 

enthusiastically in subsequent decades, Freudian psychoanalysis.34 Rather, in 1895, in Mi 

amigo Luis, Bunge narrates the intersection of psychological and sociological discourses 

in the adolescent crisis of his protagonist who expresses in such a peculiar way his 

excitement about having found another individual from his past who shares his trauma. 

Luis seems to describe himself as stuck, fixed in the adolescent stage when intensely felt 

emotional connections between men are not described as odd. Rather, he expresses relief 

about not yet having to bear the responsibilities of adulthood, that is, not yet having to let 

go of those intimate attachments. In addition to performing the type of pubescent 

homoeroticism that Freud would later describe as part of man’s negotiation of the 

Oedipal complex, Luis is also, simply, a young man who has failed to grow up. 

Ironically, only 4 years after publishing Mi amigo Luis, on his 1899 visit to Oxford where 

he was conducting research for his report that would become El espíritu de la educación, 

Bunge would proudly describe in a letter to his mother penned in red ink, “Varios son los 

                                                
33 In general this model is simplified to the oral, anal, phallic, latent and genital stages. See Freud, 239-293. 
34 Mariano Plotkin argues that the first mention of Freudian psychoanalysis in a public scientific 
conference in Argentina was probably at the 1910 Congreso Internacional Americano de Medicina e 
Higiene, a conference sponsored by the Sociedad de Psicología de Buenos Aires, of which Bunge was a 
founding member in 1908. For more information see Plotkin 12-17 and Vezzetti 11-30.  
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casos en que he tenido aquí lo que llama Thackeray ‘a romantical friendship at first 

sight’” (qtd in Cárdenas and Payá 328).  

The grammar of homoeroticism distinguishes Luis from other men. It expresses 

his difference and allows him to connect so strongly with Federico. It is the spark that 

awakens in him a desire that can only be expressed heart to heart, and the clearest 

indication of the symbolic connection between Luis and the nation. He, like Argentina, is 

a precocious youth in need of reform.35   

THE DUEL AS HOMOEROTIC ACT  

The romantic triangle that sustains the novel’s dramatic plotline is also generated 

by orphanhood. Maria-Adelia is unavailable to Luis because she has been betrothed by 

her father on his deathbead, in a desperate attempt to secure the future of the young lady, 

who at this point also becomes an orphan. We find this out when Luis exclaims  
 

¡No tiene padres! Lo comprendo. Jamás unos padres honrados hubiera[n] 
permitido que persista ese compromiso. Su padre, no sé, pero supongo que ha de 
haber tenido muy fuertes razones para comprometerla así, cuando lo hizo. Mucho 
me cuesta perdonar á ese padre, padre de mi Maria-Adelia adorada, error tan 
incomprensible. Tiene una abuela que es una gran señora, es verdad; pero una 
abuela no es una madre para su nieta. (114) 

This engagement, importantly, is the result of the patriarchal marriage system that has 

already been criticized by the narrator. As in Gayle Rubin’s notion of “traffic in women”, 

Maria-Adelia has been passed from one male provider to another; from one ‘master’ to 

the next (174). And even though, as Luis points out, his beloved still had other family 
                                                
35 The use of secondary education as a disciplinary and ‘corrective’ measure developed along with what 
Hugo Vezzetti calls “criminología infantil” in the first decades of the 20th century. As he writes, José 
Ingenieros was one of the foremost exponents in Argentina, adding “y no deja de ser particularmente 
ilustrativa la emergencia de esa ecuación niño-delincuente en el origen de un pensamiento psicológico que 
busca aprehender el ‘factor individual’ en la determinación del comportamiento por el sesgo del delito y la 
desviación—concebidos en una gama que se amplía indefinidamente—a la vez que concibe la ‘prevención’ 
como una acción básicamente pedagógica y social” (22-23).  
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members upon whom she could lean, the fact of her lacking a direct parental connection 

has led to the unfortunate circumstance of her being spoken for by a man, in Luis’s 

opinion, inferior to himself.  

Her betrothed, Luis claims, is completely unworthy of her. He is a gambler and a 

liar; a cheat and a womanizer. Despite being tremendously wealthy—and thus a desirable 

suitor according to the marriage network of the Porteño “semi-aristocracy”—, not to 

mention a member of one of Argentina’s most historic families, he has all the trappings 

of a fin de siglo degenerate. “Pero ¿quien es?  Quien es ese ente odioso que me roba mi 

felicidad, mi dicha?” Luis asks himself in the first line of a letter, which, not 

coincidentally, also carries two epigraphs, one referencing the honor and merit of fighting 

a duel; the other justifying a sinful act taken in order to achieve a well intentioned goal 

(58). This overhanded foreshadowing clearly marks Félix M. as Luis’s mortal enemy, a 

man who must be eliminated—evidently by force—in order for him to save his beloved.  

In vying for Maria-Adelia’s attentions, Luis and Félix M. are tied to their 

positions in what Eve Sedgwick calls a “homosocial rivalry” (1). Even after Félix M. 

loses interest in Maria-Adelia, withdrawing his offer halfway through the novel; even 

after Luis, elated, finds a way to win her over and secure her hand for himself, the rivalry 

between these two men remains, latent, like a smoldering ember, until the novel is 

concluded. In fact, the text ends abruptly with Luis and Maria-Adelia engaged but not yet 

married. We learn, however, in an epilogue that Luis has been killed in a duel by none 

other than Félix M., who had slandered the young woman within earshot of Luis, and 

slapped him in the face in the subsequent melee, precipitating the tragic finale.  

 The murder allows at least two different readings: first, as the ultimate expression 

of homosocial desire between the two rivals, and second, as the final departure from the 

naturalist precepts of the novel. If, according to Sedgwick’s analysis, the bonds of the 
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erotic triangle may be stronger between the two (male) rivals than between one of those 

rivals and the object of desire, then the duel becomes the final—extravagantly public—

way of expressing the homosocial connection between them. “In any male-dominated 

society,” Sedgwick argues, “there is a special relationship between male homosocial 

(including homosexual) desire and the structures for maintaining and transmitting 

patriarchal power” (25). With its theatricality, its posturing and posing, the naming of 

padrinos, the establishment of the rules of engagement, the location, and the weapons, 

the duel is not simply a way two men resolve their claim to the same woman, but a social 

ritual that frames the logical conclusion of erotic desire between men as the death of one 

at the hands of the other. It is an erotic pact between rivals that is sanctioned by society 

and which posits the finality of the expression of that eroticism as the elimination of one, 

or both, of the participants.  

The duel is an important form of expression in the novel because it allows us to 

read how Bunge treats deviance from normative social behavior. In fact, theorist Georges 

Bataille sees the duel as one of the key examples in human history of a ritual suspension 

of a societal taboo. Whether against murder or sexual activity, Bataille argues, a taboo is 

always broken within established norms—a framework for transgression—, which is 

meant to contain man’s natural impulses to violence and promote economic production 

(68). “The taboo is there to be violated,” he claims, essential rather than disruptive to 

societal functioning (64). We see this reflected in Bunge’s novel, as the duel is an 

elaborately orchestrated social ritual that allows men to kill. It also serves to release 

homoerotic tension. If we can move from Sedgwick’s argument regarding the linkage 

between two homosocial rivals as always potentially erotic to Bataille’s argument that the 

duel allows for the temporary suspension of social norms, to engage in the duel is also to 

erotically engage one’s opponent. Thinking in Bataillian terms, then, to murder one’s 
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rival in this highly ritualized and highly erotic way is not to perform a subversive act, but 

one that has been integrated into the fabric of heteronormative society. The duel, 

consequently, is not extraneous, but essential to the patriarchal kinship system that Bunge 

is discussing in Mi amigo Luis because it provides a structure within which queer desires 

can be expressed, and thus contained and diffused.  

When Bunge’s protagonist is killed in a duel it is as a man marked throughout the 

novel as an outsider and an unproductive member of society, as a man haunted by his 

familiar abnormality. If in the disciplinary function of the naturalist mode, to kill Luis is 

to expose his fallibility—to take him as a model of what not to be—, it is also to warn 

against the unproductiveness of such a character, in both the sexual and economic senses. 

The fact that Luis and Maria-Adelia never consummate their marriage evidences their 

unsuitability as models for a new family. And the fact that Luis, in the end, is not joined 

with his beloved, but instead buried in the same tomb as Elvira, his tuberculosed cousin, 

punctuates his characterization as somatically unfit.  

However, if we can consider, finally, that within the system of alternation 

between the profane and the sacred described by Bataille, the restoration of order 

(shifting from the profane to the sacred, chaos to order) is in many cases marked by 

funeral rights, then the seemingly minor detail of the protagonist’s burial arrangements 

gains new meaning. With the novel’s final image, set in the symbolic national space of 

the Recoleta Cemetery, the conjoined coffins of Luis and Elvira suggest not just an 

equivalency between the two characters, but the romantic trope of the spiritual union of 

two lovers. If Luis and Maria-Adelia could not be joined in life, and thus fail to 

contribute to the production of new citizens, in death, Luis and Elvira are perpetually 

linked, underscoring their shared destiny as individuals who transgressed psychological 

and biological norms. They are thus figured as soul mates. If Luis’s deformity is his 
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orphanhood and queer desire, the product of a psychological malformation, Elvira’s is 

more typically somatic, physical enervation, the result of her tuberculosis.    

While at first glance the novel presents itself as a cultural diagnosis of the 

decadent “jeunnesse dorée”, what remains unspeakable—undiagnosable—is a sense of 

desire, derived from the alienation of the narrator, which is the product of the breakdown 

of the traditional roles of the nuclear family. What Bunge endeavors to describe in such 

details finds relief in the unspeakable, and for this reason this novel is more than simply a 

receptacle for the author’s doubts, but a space within which he actually attempts to live 

out and bury—we might say closet—his guilt for what he saw as the incompatibility of 

his homoerotic desires within the normative family. Queer desire is not excised from the 

performative repertoire of the Porteño elite, but rather an integral part of its functioning, 

an essential taboo that is expressed violently through the murder of the protagonist. Luis, 

in a sense, is a scapegoat sacrificed to the better functioning of the elite; his desire, 

unspoken and buried, no longer a threat for future generations.   

In conclusion, the queerness of the orphan’s erotic desires is dual. Firstly, Luis is 

queer not for his somatic composition (his race) but for his curtailed exposure to 

hegemonic family practices. By this I mean that the loss of his parents limits his ability to 

learn the essential normative models of gender and sexuality, and thus, his unsuccessful 

performance of hegemonic masculinity, his immaturity, is the result of his orphanhood. 

Secondly, Luis’s journey of aristocratic desire is structurally queer in the sense that the 

family romance plot is not about fulfilling a prescriptive social function, that is, marrying 

well in society (which is in fact critiqued), but about finding another individual who bears 

the same mark as “other”. In the end, Luis’s journey is not about finding a somatically 

compatible mate, nor is it really about reintegrating himself into the social hierarchy of 

the Porteño elite, but about finding the self in the eye of the other.   
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Chapter 2:  The Dangers of Marriage in La novela de la sangre 

Carlos Octavio Bunge’s second novel and his most widely read piece of fiction is 

La novela de la sangre (1903). In it, the author explores the unstable border between 

formal and informal kinship ties as he narrates the effects of the violent dictatorship of 

Juan Manuel de Rosas (1829-1852). Applying theories of collective psychology 

developed in his essays Nuestra América and Principios de Psicología individual y social 

(both also 1903), Bunge proposes individual neurosis as a disease provoked by the abuse 

of the very social ties that should have served as a safety net for wealthy families in 

difficult times. This means that paradoxically, in La novela de la sangre, marriage is part 

of a matrix of social relations that is both productive and destructive. This chapter 

examines Bunge’s depiction of the bourgeois family as a zone of conflict between 

freedom and repression, intimacy and exposure, sanity and neurosis, which stages the 

performative linkages between individual subjects, what Pierre Bourdieu calls 

“habitus”.36  

HABITUS AND THE OFFENSE OF MARRIAGE 

At the beginning of La novela de la sangre, the young protagonists, Blanca 

Orellanos and Regis Válcena, are married in a modest ceremony on a fragrant spring 

evening in 1835. As the gathering disperses the Válcena family returns to its spacious 

colonial-style residence in the center of Buenos Aires to await the bride and groom, who 

will start married life in a recently partitioned apartment on the family property. The 
                                                
36 Bourdieu defines habitus as “systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures 
predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles of the generation and structuring of 
practices and representations which can be objectively ‘regulated’ and ‘regular’ without in any way being 
the product of obedience to rules, objectively adapted to their goals without presupposing a conscious 
aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary to attain them and, being all of this, 
collectively orchestrated without being the product of the orchestrating action of a conductor” (72). See the 
next section for a discussion of this term.   
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scene is fittingly idyllic: “la familia se había reunido en el patio, sentados todos en 

hemiciclo, bajo los naranjos prematuramente en flor aquel año” (Bunge, Novela 20). 

Gathered in this democratic configuration, the interior space of the patio allows the 

family members a moment of respite. Here the Válcena family is depicted as both 

spatially and emotionally close: “La reunión era de rigurosa intimidad. Hallábase en 

familia” (Novela 21). Here, to find themselves “en familia” is to be allied, linked by a 

shared domestic space that facilitates trust and makes possible frank, intimate 

communication. But the Válcena home seems oddly vulnerable. There is something 

menacing in the air; the scent of the precocious orange blossoms is replaced by “un 

viento caliente del Nordeste, que traía en sus alas ciertas vagas y acres emanaciones de 

los trópicos, de esas que exasperan los nervios de los temperamentos sensibles” (20). The 

emotional security provided by the home is threatened by a vague and menacing tropical 

wind, an anthropomorphized harbinger of anxiety, of psychological disturbance, which 

literally sours the air of domestic tranquility. 

The spring of 1835 marks the beginning of the Reino de Terror of Juan Manuel de 

Rosas, which ushers in—like an exasperating tropical wind—an era of political 

repression carried out by the notorious and seemingly ever-present Mazorca, Rosas’s 

strong-arm police force. Their brazen tactics terrify the Liberal elite, symbolized by both 

the Orellanos and Válcena families. The effects of this political regime of censorship and 

intimidation are already visible in the Válcena household: “Punto menos que en secreto, 

dos temas se comentaban: la boda y la política. Porque la gente sólo hablaba entonces de 

política en el seno de la familia” (21). As the narrator implies, it is unsafe to speak about 

politics, or rather to critique the Rosas regime, in the presence of anyone other than kin. 

Family intimacy, in this case, can be thought of not only a physical space of respite, but 

as a discursive space of freedom. To critique the dictatorship is only possible within the 
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spiritually charged, symbolic space of being “en familia”. And in fact, the Válcenas are 

eager to discuss the night’s events behind closed doors, because, they fear, the wedding 

may result in an unintended political backlash.  

Gabriel Villalta, first cousin of the Válcenas, explains how the family has exposed 

itself to danger: “Se han casado de noche, tarde, en privado, y ‘a la francesa’…Los 

amigos de Manuelita Rosas nos van a criticar. Lo merecemos” (21). In addition to having 

neglected to invite the daughter of the Restaurador de las Leyes to the wedding, a highly 

symbolic faux pas given the authoritarian political climate, the manner in which the 

ceremony was conducted, “de noche, tarde, en privado, y ‘a la francesa’” is described as 

potentially offensive—not necessarily for having disregarded Catholic religious tradition, 

but rather for shirking their social responsibilities to their class and to the dictator. The 

ceremony has not followed the social code regulating the extension of the elite family 

network. That is, by minimizing the profile of the wedding, literally conducting it out of 

sight, the Válcena-Orellanos nuptials have symbolically violated what anthropologist 

Pierre Bourdieu describes as the function of marriage as a “strategy of social 

reproduction” (58). Bourdieu is describing the position marriage occupies not only 

regarding biological reproduction, but also in “reproducing the structure of social and 

ideological relations within which and through which the activity of production is carried 

on and legitimated” (59-60). In performing the marriage “a la francesa,” a style that refers 

to a hastily carried out, unelaborate ceremony to which few people are invited, the 

families have insulted the rest of Porteño society, and in particular the man who occupies 

its most powerful position, and they have specifically refused to honor the social 

connections that bind them to other members of the Porteño elite. This marriage is 

particularly damaging because it describes a non-Hispanic (in this case French) mode of 

social reproduction. Echoing a sentiment that Bunge first expressed in Mi amigo Luis 
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regarding national traditions and castizo heritage, the marriage act itself is literally 

foreign—and thus potentially harmful—to the social reproduction of the Argentine elite.  

But more than simply failing to invite the dictator, Villalta is expressing a 

sentiment that the Válcena family “deserves” punishment because they have violated the 

habitus of their class. That is, they have failed to internalize the natural tendencies and 

learned dispositions, the unwritten rules, poses, and practices which shape a particular 

culture. It is in this sense that Bunge’s novel speaks to the role of the family as more than 

just a unit of genealogical heredity, but also a structure of social and cultural 

reproduction. The unorthodox Válcena-Orellanos wedding is situated at the intersection 

of what Bourdieu calls “official kinship” and “practical kinship” in that the final ritual 

union actually reveals the fragility of the connections between members of the upper 

class.  

By not inviting Rosas the protagonists have revealed that the dictator has not been 

a participant in the official and unofficial exchanges that preceeded the wedding. In 

carrying out the marriage “a la francesa,” the Válcena and Orellanos families are actually 

exposing Rosas’s failure to control both social and biological reproduction. On the one 

hand, the protagonists have denied Rosas access to their interior space, to the right to 

share intimacy with the Válcena and Orellanos families, and in this sense they preempt 

his supposed right to approve the unions that take place under his domain, as if denying a 

licentious feudal lord his droit de seigneur. But, on the other, importantly, they also 

expose his lack of knowledge of and association with the Válcena and Orellanos families. 

In other words, the marriage reveals the dictator’s exclusion from the process of social 

interaction of which the marriage rite is a public expression.  

It would not be exaggerated to state that the entire plot of Bunge’s novel is based 

on this initial breech of protocol, for the same night of the wedding Regis is called upon 
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by Rosas’s aid-de-camp, Manuel Corvalán, who must bring him immediately to the 

headquarters of the Federation, “para confiarle una comisión honrosa” (33). The mission 

is anything but honorable and seems more a cruel joke, as Regis is dispatched to meet 

with the famed caudillo of Santa Fe, Estanislao López, for no apparent reason other than 

as retribution for the family’s perceived irreverence.  

Once Rosas has successfully divided the newlyweds, the novel also separates into 

two main plotlines, revealed in alternating chapters. The first follows Regis on his 

journey to see López, his imprisonment there, and his attempt to escape. The second, 

details the frustrations of the Válcena and Orellanos families in their quest for 

information about Regis, Blanca’s increasing anxiety, and the violence of the Mazorca. 

The former takes the protagonist into the interior, farther from civilization, and deeper 

into his own neurosis. The latter shows us multiple strategies toward the use (and abuse) 

of the system of interrelated family ties. The novel’s underlying tension, then, derives 

from the control that Rosas seeks to exert over the “social reproduction” of the 

population, returning to Bourdieu. Rosas’s authority is derived not only from political 

influence or cultural legitimacy, but also from his ability to determine whose bloodline 

(whose “sangre”) will continue. This is precisely what makes Rosas so objectionable in 

Bunge’s novel: he disrupts official kinship ties (marriage), on the one hand, and 

manipulates social alliances, on the other.  

A HISTORY OF DIAGNOSIS: ROSAS AND REGIS  

If Bunge’s first novel haphazardly mixed styles and narrative strategies, La novela 

de la sangre sheds most of the tangential bulk. It is clearly etiological, approximating the 

narrative model that Nouzeilles calls the “caso” or “historia clínica” which gradually 

narrates the “historia del descubrimiento de un diagnóstico” (69). In Bunge’s novel, 
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however, the explicit diagnosis of the main character as neurotic comes in the first 

chapter, in the opening scene.  

Just when Blanca and Regis are about to give each other their first kiss on the 

night of their wedding, “De pronto sorprendiólos la explosión de un tumulto, del 

amenazador tumulto de una patrulla rosista, que vociferaba sus mueras contra los 

‘salvajes unitarios’, muy cerca, en la calle, junto a las ventanas” (Novela 8). This is the 

call to curfew, the “sereno,” enforced by the Mazorca. Contrasting the previously 

discussed idyllic domestic scene, which actually occurs simultaneously with this one, the 

call seems especially menacing tonight. “Algo de tétrico había en este grito,” the narrator 

opines, “que amenazaba con la muerte a los enemigos del gobierno” (9). The “sereno” is 

a pointed reminder of the violence that might befall Rosas’s political opposition. The 

narrator continues, “Los novios, hombres civilizados y de exquisita sensibilidad, no 

podían simpatizar con la demagogia vencedora y la tiranía...” (9). True to the period in 

which the novel is set, the civilization/barbarism dichotomy takes center stage; the 

narrator painting with broad strokes the differences between each pole. The newlyweds 

are, first and foremost, “hombres civilizados,” but then, entering the semantic field of 

psychopathology, “de exquisita sensibilidad”. They are fragile, susceptible to these 

shocking and brusque outbursts from the street. We see how the mental faculties of the 

protagonists, their sensibilities, are brought to bear on the situation. They are not simply 

scared, but their mental health is put in jeopardy by these jarring shouts. Finally, in this 

description it seems like the protagonists are hardwired, genetically opposed to Rosas’s 

federalism. They are unable to sympathize with the Rosas regime precisely because of 

their particular physical and psychological composition.  

Suddenly, we hear the sharp tones of a new wall clock, a wedding gift of Blanca’s 

mother, ringing the hour. Contrasting the call of the sereno, these chimes put Regis into a 
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trance. He staggers over to the clock, reaches inside its bowels and breaks one of its 

springs. Still emitting a faint sound, he then throws it to the floor, dually perturbed. 

“¡Regis, Regis! ¿Por qué has hecho eso?,” Blanca implores (10 emphasis in the original). 

But he is unable to explain himself. Instead, the narrator intervenes, revealing the 

diagnosis: “Durante el noviazgo le habían dicho que Regis era un mal ‘candidato’, que 

tenía sus rarezas, sus manías; alguien había llegado a insinuarla que era ‘loco’...” (11). In 

a typically etiological moment, we learn from the omniscient narrator not only that Regis 

is marked as mentally unstable, but that during his courtship of Blanca, other members of 

society had insinuated as much to her. This vague suspicion comes within the context of 

the possibility of their marriage, as part of the vetting process of this suitor. Thus from 

the beginning of the novel we see how medical discourse, kinship ties, and intimate 

speech are tightly bound together. It does not seem a good omen that Regis has broken 

his first wedding gift, a counterpoint to the Mazorca’s exclamations, when it triggers in 

him a deep-seated psychological reaction.  

It is at this point that we learn that Regis has recently returned from Europe (in a 

rhetorical move similar to that of Mi amigo Luis), a changed man. The trip has affected 

his psyche. He is no longer accustomed to the “barbarism” of his homeland and its 

inhabitants. Regis continues, claiming that the first time he had this type of reaction to the 

sound of a wall clock, what he calls “sobrexcitación general,” was actually while having 

dinner at Blanca’s house with her family (12). In an attempt to placate Blanca’s fears—

which have obviously not subsided— he gives his own account of the origin of his 

mental instability, that is, Regis recounts his own trauma for the audience:  

Vencedor de los indios del Sur, Rosas estaba de vuelta en Buenos Aires, donde se 
le aclamaba ‘Héroe del Desierto’. La plebe de la campaña venía con él, triunfante 
y ebria de sangre. Las campanas de todas las iglesias saludaban al caudillo...Su 
repiqueteo, su sonoro, –su continuo, su infernal repiqueteo, –sonaba en mis 
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nervios de enfermo y de ciudadano... Porque los argentinos estábamos ya 
enfermos, como ahora, de una dolencia rara, mitad extenuación, mitad terror.... 
(12 emphasis mine)  

Regis is referencing the triumphant return of a young Juan Manuel de Rosas from the 

pacification wars of the southern frontier in 1828, a year before he would assume his first 

term as Governor of Buenos Aires.37 As in Esteban Echeverría’s “El matadero”, the 

plebian and racially inferior masses, homogenized in their barbarism and thirst for blood, 

are identified as the first group in support of the future dictator. The second, the Catholic 

Church, is symbolized, ironically, by the ringing of its “infernal” bells. It is this sound, 

the cacophony of Rosas’s theatrical return from war, which has become emblazoned on 

Regis’s memory, a trigger of nervousness and mental unrest. It is a sound that rings 

within him, literally vibrating his nerves.  

Regis construes his own role as “enfermo y ciudadano” as a metonymical symbol 

of the true Argentine citizen: an educated Unitarian, of the upper class, recently returned 

from Europe—a prototypical Porteño not all that dissimilar from Bunge himself—, who 

is suffering from a strange disease, equal parts “extenuación” and “terror”. And in this, 

we see the supposed effects of the Rosas dictatorship: a literal weakening of the being, a 

draining of the vital forces that is caused by the political censorship and the constant 

threat of violence, hallmarks of the Mazorca.  

This explicit diagnosis brings us back to Bunge’s social psychology, particularly 

the chapter dedicated to Rosas at the end of Nuestra América, where he writes the 

following:  

[Rosas] Fué un cacique criollo, de origen español puro, que gobernó por el Terror 
durante una veintena de años, en la época más difícil, la entonces más 
ingobernable región de Hispano-América.  

                                                
37 For more information see Rock 104-117.  
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De esta definición se infieren dos corolarios: no podía ser un hombre progresista 
ni normal. Progresista, porque se hubiera estrellado contra la barbarie gaucha. 
Normal, porque para dominar esta barbarie se necesitaba una crueldad imposible 
en un europeo sano, después de tantos siglos de herencia psicológica cristiana. 
Era, pues, un neurótico; pero su morbidez no fue la neurosis de progreso del 
hombre de genio, sino la de infatuación y ausencia de sentido moral del 
degenerado superior, el atávico, el misterioso intermediario entre el Heroísmo y la 
Locura. (Nuestra 303-04)  

La novela de la sangre and Nuestra América are connected in many important ways, but 

the psychosomatic basis of Bunge’s judgments about society is what concerns us here. In 

the above citation we see that the author first describes Rosas’s ethnic composition, and 

then how the particular environment in which he lived and operated forced him to act 

accordingly. Bunge recalls the mid-century notion, most famously expressed by 

Sarmiento’s Facundo, of Rosas and his particular brand of authoritarianism as products 

of the very landscape from whence they came. In this telluric determinism Rosas “could 

not be” anything else. He was destined to be a “neurotic” in large part because of the 

political and social climate of the period of national consolidation. Yet, his neurosis is not 

that of the upper class “hombre de genio” (like Bunge, perhaps?), but rather that of the 

“atávico,” the greedy, primitive, and morally corrupt. Somewhere between heroic and 

insane, the man’s actions are taken almost as involuntary responses to the natural and 

cultural stimuli that surrounded him.  

This diagnosis follows an important trend in Argentine medical science, 

spearheaded by José María Ramos Mejía’s Las neurosis de los hombres célebres en la 

historia argentina (1878), which attempts to analyze the psychology of major figures in 

Argentine politics through history. The first half of Ramos Mejía’s two-volume essay is 

dedicated specifically to Rosas’s neurosis and its effects on the Argentine population. He 

writes:    
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Subyugada por el régimen enervante de Rosas, y dominada por el miedo y la 
desconfianza había perdido sus hábitos varoniles y debilitado todas sus fuerzas: 
una decadencia intelectual estremada vino á agravar este estado de embotamiento 
en que se encontró en presencia de los homicidas de la Mazorca. (159) 

From here we see again the link between fear and a debilitation of the vital energies. 

Ramos Mejía is more specific in terms of the repercussions of this “decadence” on the 

population, underscoring his preoccupation with the possible weakening not only of the 

physical body, but also of the ability to adequately perform the traditional gender role in 

the face of the violent postures of the Mazorca. In concert with Echeverría’s depiction of 

the young Unitarian in “El matadero,” the subjugation of the intellectual elite was, at least 

in part, attributed to their supposed loss of virility.38  

This approach to gender in Ramos Mejía’s study actually builds on the work of 

Andrés Lamas, who published in 1877, the year before Las neurosis..., a series of 

historical articles about the Rosas regime in Argentina. Ramos Mejía cites Lamas as a 

scholar who focuses specifically on the effects of the Rosas regime on the constitution 

and daily practice of living “en familia”. Lamas in fact describes Rosas as a man who 

precipitates the total breakdown of the traditional family structure:  

Rosas, que domina a la mayoría por el terror y por la rápida ejecución de sus 
medidas, porque es el depositario de la fuerza organizada, sistemando la 
corrupción, introduciéndola dentro de las paredes domésticas, ha degradado la 
familia, la ha tiranizado de un modo que no tiene precedente; la familia ya no 
presta en Buenos Aires desahogo al pecho oprimido, á la pena que despedaza el 
alma; ha perdido allí su vínculo mas precioso, la confianza ilimitada que la 
embellece y la consolida; la ha sustituido la negra suspicacia, la traidora 
hipocresía, y la mujer, deidad del hogar, destinada á ejercer en él una altísima 
misión social, ha perdido su inmunidad, su libertad y su prestigio. ¿Qué dirá la 
pobre madre que al afear el vicio, no está segura de la fe de los que la rodean y 
teme que su palabra, siniestramente entendida ó falsificada, atraiga sobre su 
familia la muerte, la proscripción ó la miseria?  

                                                
38 For more information see Salessi, Médicos 55-74.  
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Rosas ha establecido oficialmente esta situación. La sirvienta doméstica que 
delata á sus patronos, obtiene la libertad si es esclava, recompensas crecidas si es 
libre, la libertad de atormentar y estafar á sus patronos, la consideración y la 
impunidad que las turbas armadas disfrutan en la sociedad.... (Carranza 268-69 
my emphasis) 

Here we see clearly the imbrication of the family structure and intimacy. Rosas has 

“degraded” the family because he has taken from it the sense of security and intimacy 

that is an integral part of family life, and which Bunge also identifies from the beginning 

of his novel as essential. In this respect Lamas is clear, the “vinculo mas precioso” 

between family members has to do with the ability to confide in one another. And this is 

precisely what Rosas has taken away by what Lamas describes as his luring of domestic 

workers to become part of his network of spies.39 This lack of intimate space has grave 

consequences for Lamas, putting at risk the place of the “deidad del hogar”, a reference 

to the common trope of the mother as the angel of the home. This is a feminine ideal, as 

Nancy LaGreca argues, “in brief, the notion that a woman’s virtue is measured by her 

dedication to domestic life, self-sacrifice, and servitude to her family” (3). Thus, the 

critique of Rosas’s regime reaches deeper than we might have though at first glance. 

Lamas is claiming that the social function of domestic space, and in particular that of the 

angel of the home, is being destroyed with the mother/wife losing her ability to freely 

discuss intimate topics within her domain. In this way she loses her freedom, but, also, 

her prestige. And it is in this sense that we are returning to the affective dimension of 

family within the space of the home.  

In this scenario, where the domestic help is granted access to the private 

conversations of the criollo elite, what Lamas finds deplorable is that the “angel” of the 

home is no longer guaranteed her sacred pedestal. Rosas’s regime is made out to be even 

                                                
39 This is also one of the main themes of José Mármol’s Amalia, a foundational text that Bunge is clearly 
referencing in Novela. For more information, see Masiello 28-34.  
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more deplorable because the servants no longer revere their masters, subverting 

socioeconomic hierarchies and jeopardizing the intimate relations upon which the angel 

of the home trope is based. It is in this sense profoundly disruptive because ‘the help’, 

marked as racially and culturally inferior, gains power over ‘the family’ precisely 

because it is able to wrest intimacy from them. A dangerous maid, in this scenario, is a 

gossiper and an informant; potentially revealing her mistress’s true thoughts to the 

Restaurador. And in this sense, finally, the danger lies in the gossipy maid’s ability to 

undermine the performance of allegiance to the dictator. This critique of gossip will be 

explored in greater detail in Bunge’s later works, but for now, let it suffice to say that the 

figure of the domestic servant is not one of being a part of the family, but rather, a direct 

threat to it.40 

Bunge takes from Ramos Mejía an approach to psychohistory that is grounded in 

domesticity. When applied to the study of Juan Manuel de Rosas, Bunge means not only 

to explain his past, but the effects of his government on the present. Both Ramos Mejía 

and Bunge are interested in applying this approach so that they might better elucidate the 

cultural malaise of turn-of-the-century Argentine society, in particular the role of gender 

and intimacy in private space. While most literary criticism argues that the literature of 

the turn of the century, and in particular the works Nouzeilles calls “somatic fictions,” 

describes culture as a biologically determined and genealogically inherited set of 

practices, in Bunge’s work we see something more akin to Bourdieu’s notion of habitus 

in which social relations are imitative and performative, replicative rather than 

reproductive.  

 

                                                
40 For an interesting comparison in the Brazilian context, see Roncador. 
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Illustration 4: “Carlos Octavio Bunge” by F. Barrantes Abascal, published in Ideas 
1903.  
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DAUGHTERS AND COMPADRES  
 
Bunge’s novel blurs the division between official and practical kinship through 

his treatment of the relationships established between the novel’s three principle families, 

Válcena, Orellanos, and Rosas. This argument borrows from Bourdieu’s schematization, 

in which  

official kinship is opposed to practical kinship in terms of the official as opposed 
to the non-official (which includes the unofficial and the scandalous); the 
collective as opposed to the individual; the public, explicitly codified in a magical 
or quasi-juridical formalism, as opposed to the private, kept in an implicit, even 
hidden state; collective ritual, subjectless practice, amenable to performance by 
agents interchangeable because collectively mandated, as opposed to strategy, 
directed towards the satisfaction of the practical interests of an individual or group 
of individuals. (35)   
 

Keeping in mind that La novela de la sangre is based on a breach of social protocol that 

reveals the desire of the dictator to control official kinship (and thus biological 

reproduction), it is also important to understand the ways in which Rosas attempts to 

control the non-official relations between citizens. In Bunge’s novel there are two main 

approaches that Rosas employs to do this. As we have already seen, the dictator supports 

the lower class, mixed-race domestic servants in exchange for information about potential 

Unitarian households. This refers to the danger of the spy within for the tranquility of the 

home and for the successful performance of gender. But Rosas also uses his own position 

as part of the upper class network to exert his influence. He does so, on the one hand, by 

deploying his daughter to carry out ‘official’ state business, and on the other, by 

manipulating the system of symbolic kinship known as compadrazgo.  
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For example, when Regis arrives at the dictator’s house on the night of his 

wedding, he is greeted not by a servant or a guard, but by Rosas’s daughter, Manuelita. 

“Le aconsejo que baje la frente y cumpla,” she warns, and continues to suggest that he 

should simply do as her father says to avoid any undue hardships (47). Importantly, she 

assures him that she will personally advise Regis’s family about his status, offering to 

serve as a link between the two groups.  

This is an interesting role for Manuelita, positioned in an interstitial space (she is 

literally on the porch) between the Válcena/Orellanos families and her father. Like the 

Manuelita of Amalia, Bunge’s version takes her as an active though not necessarily fully 

conscious participant in Rosas’s abusive regime. It is worth noting that on more than one 

occasion Mármol refers to her as the “pobre y primera víctima de su padre” (167; 356), 

which leads Francine Masiello to claim that Mármol uses Manuelita “not only to expose 

the injustices of Rosas but also to point up her need for reeducation for civic 

responsibility” (29). She represents the first potential convert to Unitarianism; the first 

woman who could be “rehabilitated” through civic engagement.  

Bunge is not so redemptory in his own novel, however, situating Manuelita as the 

agent who prepares Regis for the difficult confrontation with her father. This of course 

means that she knows or can anticipate what her father intends to do, and yet she has still 

taken it upon herself to give advice to the young man and makes no mention of having 

not been invited to the recently concluded wedding. Regis thanks her and is told to enter. 

After ignoring him for a while, building suspense, Rosas finally acknowledges Regis, 

exclaiming “Manuelita me ha solido hablar de sus hermanas de usted. ¡Las quiere 
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mucho!...Creo que casi somos parientes...” (51). In this way Rosas’s first gesture upon 

receiving a man who he is about to send on a wild goose chase is to probe the family 

relation that binds the two of them. They are linked socially through Manuelita, who, 

Rosas is sure to point out, cares deeply for Regis’s sisters. But Rosas equates that 

affective bond with symbolic kinship, claiming to be “almost” family by virtue of the 

affective link between Manuelita, his daughter, and Regis’s sisters. And then, Rosas loses 

the pretext and comes out with his accusation: “Creo que es [Blanca] amiga de 

Manuelita... Es decir, lo era antes... [...] ¡Sí, sí! Era amiga antes de que ustedes nos 

desairaran; porque creo que no han invitado tampoco a Manuelita... ¿No es así?” (58). 

Marking the end of the friendship between Manuelita and Blanca with the failure to invite 

the Rosas family to the wedding, here the dictator is depicted as petulant and sarcastic, 

theatrically embellishing this affront as a way of gaining the upper hand with Regis. After 

these histrionics, Rosas asks ironically “¿Será posible que un hijo de mi compadre don 

Valentín sea un traidor unitario?” (53). Again, a familial bond is referenced, underscoring 

a network of kinship that is meant to deepen Regis’s sense of shame for not having 

invited the Rosas family to his wedding. Slyly utilizing the grammatical future of 

probability, Rosas asks, could it be possible that a member of my own family network is 

also my mortal enemy?  

A second example involves Bunge’s treatment of compadrazgo. In referencing 

Regis’s father, don Valentín, as a “compadre” of the dictator, the narrator emphasizes the 

failure of the entire family to adhere to social protocol. In fact, Bunge seems to be 
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describing what anthropologists Sidney W. Mintz and Eric R. Wolf conclude about 

contemporary Latin American co-parenting:  

While the custom [compadrazgo] derives primarily from a conception of spiritual 
parenthood, modern Latin American emphasis seems to be rather on ritual co-
parenthood; the compadre-compadre relationship outweighs the godparent-
godchild relationship. 
 
The ritual complex has been demonstrated to be of so flexible and adaptable a 
nature that a wide group of individuals can be bound together ceremonially… 
compadrazgo may be used either to enlarge numerically and spatially a number of 
ritually related kin on the one hand, or to reinforce already existing blood or ritual 
ties on the other. (355) 

The relationship between members of the upper class is strengthened through this form of 

ritual kinship in ways that even official marriage ceremonies cannot. This is precisely 

what bothers Rosas about not having been invited to the wedding. The bonds of symbolic 

kinship that should have bound him to his compadre, don Valentín, have not in fact 

served to reinforce their social ties. Rosas’s anger is exacerbated precisely by the fact that 

his family is allied with the Válcenas through this system of symbolic kinship, and still he 

has not been invited to participate in the wedding. Returning to Bourdieu, what Rosas 

seems to be expressing is his disappointment with the rejection of an overarching cultural 

and corporeal disposition, the habitus that he desperately seeks to control.  

Compadrazgo is also a key element in Bunge’s political writing, depicted as one 

of the biological factors that he claims contributed to the individual and collective 

“neurosis” of the Argentine people in the 19th century. In Nuestra América Bunge claims 

that when exploited effectively by a “cacique criollo” (such as Rosas), the network of 

compadrazgo leads to the accumulation and eventual abuse of wealth, prestige, and 

power. Bunge argues that it is this particular system of power, for which the family 

network is extended through economic, religious and social bonds, sagaciously exploited 
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by the Restaurador, which has led to the longevity of the Rosas regime. Indeed, Bunge 

describes compadrazgo and its counterpart, caudillismo, as the main social factors that 

led to the political system, which he refers to as the “política criolla,” understood to be a 

sort of collective mental disorder caused not only by years of political and cultural 

practice, but by a biological predisposition to that style of government. Described as a 

symptom of Argentine miscegenation, it is also a mode of relationality based on the 

manipulation of family networks and simulated familial relations, compadrazgo (also 

known as compadrismo).  

In both the novel and in Bunge’s essay, the author argues that Rosas derives his 

power by exploiting societal expectations, using compadrazgo in order to gain a social 

and political advantage. In this sense, the caudillo maintains power though the effective 

manipulation of both actual and imaginary kinship ties. For the caudillo, taking the 

opportunity to connect, through this social system, to a wide range of the population, is 

what allows him to gain not simply a diverse support system, but an affective connection 

to the families in his particular geographical area. In La novela de la sangre, Bunge 

portrays Rosas as exploiting the expectations that come along with being a compadre and 

this is precisely what makes him so sinister.  

GENDERED APPROACHES TO THE DICTATOR 

Faced with the daunting task of ascertaining the whereabouts of their son, the 

Válcena family decides to employ all the means at their disposal. Through their actions 

we see the horizon of possibilities to accessing power in Bunge’s novel, which helps 

develop the underlying theme of the imbrication of kinship and politics. There are two 

major approaches to Rosas, which, not surprisingly, are heavily coded in terms of gender. 
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By this I mean that women and men approach the dictator, his office, and its symbolic 

representation in clearly distinct ways.   

The Válcena family is informed that Regis has been sent away, but they do not 

know where. After recovering from the initial shock, the narrator relates what plans the 

Válcena family has devised to discover his whereabouts:  

Planteáronse varios proyectos. Licia y Blanca debían ir a visitar al día siguiente a 
doña Manuelita, la hija de Rosas, como si nada hubiera pasado; doña Mauricia 
escribiría una carta a doña Encarnación... Y las explicaciones vendrían entonces, 
y las protestas de amistad y de fidelidad política... Todo se arreglaría con calma, 
sin intempestivos apresuramientos. (65 elipses in the original) 

The first set of plans is gendered female. Regis’s sister and his wife have already made 

plans to visit Manuelita the following day, and are instructed to carry on with their 

engagement without mentioning the previous night’s incident at all. This planned 

discursive silence seems to recognize the importance that Manuelita plays in the Rosas 

household. First they must reinforce their friendship, and this affective bond will 

hopefully lead to a more generous treatment of Regis. Likewise, Doña Mauricia should 

write a letter to doña Encarnación, her maternal counterpart in this family drama. Thus, if 

the first case relies on oral communication, the second is textual, and both are structured 

as female-to-female interactions. Both are also intimate; they take place in the private 

space of the home, in the first case, and that of the letter, in the second. This reinforces 

the gendered division of space, with women functioning behind the scenes, in the privacy 

of the letter or the domestic sphere.   

The men, in contrast, intend to operate in public. Valentín actually proposes to go 

visit Rosas himself the next day: “cuando sea tiempo, yo iré a ver a mi compadre don 

Juan Manuel” (66). This is a more traditional, patriarchal plan, and it reinforces the idea 

that men should deal with men, and women with women. Each member of the Válcena 
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family is paired off with a corresponding member of the Rosas family. The fathers, 

wives, and daughters are all to meet each other, in this diverse, though predictably 

stratified plan.  

Not to be forgotten, the family’s younger members, led by Silvio, decide that they 

will operate through indirect channels to find information about Regis’s deployment: 

“Sin dirigirse directamente a Rosas, pediríanselas a algunos amigos militares y hombres 

políticos” (67). In what we might call today to ‘ask around’ for advice, the young men 

propose to help by requesting confidential information from their friends, that is, they 

want to use their social connections to ascertain Regis’s whereabouts. The novel thus 

presents three distinct methods for acquiring information about Regis Válcena once he is 

taken from the heart of his family. Men and women operate in similar ways but in 

separate spheres, which are divided according to age and social status, while young men 

operate behind the scenes, though still in a gendered pattern.  

The following morning, however, their plans are dashed when Manuelita sends a 

servant with a basket of Paraguayan oranges and a note announcing that she would be 

paying them a visit at ten that very morning. Perhaps an omen of the bittersweet news 

that awaits them (and one which reinforces the ominously premature orange blossoms of 

the opening scene), such a gift seems disingenuous, heightening our suspicion of 

Manuelita, a calculated or even cheeky response to Regis being taken away.  

The Válcena family receives her in their living room, where their faces cannot 

help but reveal their anxiety. Manuelita calmly explains,  
 
No tienen ustedes nada que temer...Tatita aprecia mucho a su compadre don 
Valentín, y conoce las cualidades de Regis. Lo ha hecho teniente y le ha confiado 
una misión fácil y sin peligros. Dentro de pocos días volverá. (68)  
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From the use of the diminutive, to the coy assertion of Regis’s good qualities, Manuelita 

is proving herself a skilled negotiator. Still, we wonder if she is merely parroting what 

her father has told her, that is, if he is actually the agent in this political negotiation, or if 

she is simply a vessel. But then, as she is pressed for more information, she shows her 

true ability when doña Mauricia asks one final time if she cannot tell them where Regis 

has been sent. “Por ahora no... Ni yo misma lo sé... En fin, sí, creo que lo sé; pero no 

puedo decirlo... Es un secreto de Estado” (69 my emphasis). Here, crucially, Manuelita 

admits to having intimate knowledge of her father’s plans. She knows where Regis has 

been sent, and claims that since the matter has been called a state secret (“classified”), 

she must remain silent. This statement exposes her agency, limited as it might be. Indeed, 

it seems that she is working along with her father as an integral part of his plan. Invested 

in her is the responsibility—and the power—of silence.  

In the following days, the Válcenas attempt to reach Rosas through the 

aforementioned channels, reaffirming their “lejano parentesco” as it seems it might 

benefit them, to no avail. This sobering realization is expressed by the narrator: “Sobre la 

familia, como sobre la patria, había caído la desgracia con la dictadura de Rosas” (71). In 

this metaphorical construction, the link between family and nation is made explicit. And 

in this sense we should interpret the division of the Válcena family as a symptom of its 

“desgracia”. Misfortune is here construed not only as the loss of a family member (and 

the first born son at that), but also as the inability of the family to access the intimate 

circle of the Rosas regime, their failure to re-connect with Rosas. Not only are they made 

to pay for their seemingly provocative social transgression, their link to the dictator—

their relation as kin—is theatrically annulled.      

In a way, Bunge is describing a Rosas whose control over the population goes 

beyond Foucault’s notion of biopower. If, as Foucault describes it, biopower is a set of 
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“techniques for achieving the subjugation of bodies and the control of populations,” and a 

method of organizing the population in the service of economic production (140), then 

what Rosas is demonstrating is that the symbolic bonds of kinship (compadrazgo) are 

more important than the consanguine ones in the construction of a cohesive nation. Rosas 

underscores his ability to dispose of the bodies of the citizens under his control, and even 

the future bodies that might come, potential citizens. But he does so by attempting to 

control not only biological reproduction, but also social reproduction, habitus. First he 

controls the use of Regis’s body as both a productive agent (his use value), and second as 

a reproductive agent (his ability to procreate). However, Rosas is also described early in 

the novel as neurotic, and his main symptom is the abuse of symbolic kinship. He 

exploits its very foundation, turning its affective dimension back on the Válcena family 

after they failed to invite him to their wedding. In their attempts to get back into his good 

graces, particularly by appealing to their relation as compadres, they are dually rebuffed. 

Even when they appeal to other members of the criollo elite, politicians, wealthy 

landowners, near and distant relatives, no one is able (or willing) to help them, that is, 

their kinship-based network is not able to save them. It is in this sense that Rosas goes 

beyond the desire to control the population and its use for economic production. His 

desire, which becomes his neurosis, is to control the unknowable and immeasurable space 

between citizens, the affective bonds that underpin the narrative of kinship as a national 

metaphor.  

THE BLOOD OF KINSHIP 

Having examined at length the abuse of kinship as a strategy of social and 

political control, we now consider how the novel culminates in a pair of gruesome 

episodes that cement this portrayal. Rosas’s house is described as the center through 
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which all information flows, the point of convergence of gossip, political power, and 

kinship ties. Now, it seems that the entire city has become contaminated with the 

dictator’s vengeful neurosis. Bunge reflects this by creating a specific and gory 

atmosphere as the novel reaches its climax, echoing the descriptions of the foundational 

texts of the Generation of 1837: “La Mazorca se desbordaba en ríos, en torrentes de 

sangre. A diario se sabía de hembras azotadas, de varones quemados vivos en barricas de 

alquitrán, de nuevos fusilamientos y degüellos...” (291). Contrasting the flow of 

information, the city seems to be inundated, literally flooded, with the news of violence 

and the actual blood of the Unitarian opposition, again hearkening “El matadero”. And as 

if that were not enough, the narrator continues, “Las cabezas de los unitarios, cortados de 

sus troncos, acabaron por hacerse familiares a la población” (291). From beatings to the 

burning of flesh to summary executions and torture, the list culminates in decapitation. In 

an operation similar to the play on “sangre” of the title, the decapitated heads of the 

Unitarians are literally described as “familiares”: both family and familiar; cut like 

branches from a (family) tree.  

Throughout this passage, we must note the strong influence Echeverría’s tale, 

particularly its “ríos de sangre”. As if to take away any doubt, the narrator details the fate 

of many of these severed heads: “Los carniceros, cuyo gremio era ejemplarmente federal, 

las ostentaban en sus escaparates, adornados con rábanos de perejil” (291). Referencing 

Echeverría’s Juez de los Mataderos, this is a violent act that is turned into something of a 

joke, with the butcher’s displaying the severed heads of the political opposition as a 

trophy in the window, complete with an ironic garnish. Ridiculing the horror of 

decapitation, this is an ominous sign of things to come. 

When don Valentín hires a boatman to ferry him across the river to Montevideo, 

very much like the opening section of Amalia, he is unscussessful because “El dueño del 
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buque, un italiano, aterrorizado por la Mazorca, los denunció a la policía” (292). And 

while the detail of the boatman’s national origin is practically germane to the narrative, it 

is not, however, to the somatic response to immigration in the early twentieth century, 

when Bunge was writing his novel. Whether an innocuous detail or an attempt to relate 

the mid-century contagion, Rosas’s política de terror, with the turn-of-the-century 

“immigrant problem,” the racial undertones are clear. The moral fiber of this Italian 

immigrant, his biological and mental faculties, is proven incapable to withstanding the 

terror-imbued atmosphere.  

As a result, don Valentín is captured by the Sereno and taken to jail. There, 

Bunge’s racial analysis from Nuestra América again plays a prominent role. The jailer, 

we read, “era un mulato casi obeso, y de sonrisa tan cruel y sensual, que parecía un ogro 

cebado en carne humana” (293). This is the first mulatto character that actually speaks, 

but still an ogre and, again, like the negros of “El matadero,” described as bloodthirsty 

and sensual. In Bunge’s Nuestra América, the psychological condition of the mulatto is 

characterized as “impulsivo, falso, petulante” (159). The racial mixture of African and 

Spanish blood makes him opportunist, a social climber, a parasite, lacking in “valor 

personal” (159). Constantly attaching himself to the white man for prestige, he is unable 

to propel the nation forward on his own merits, in Bunge’s view, a dangerous racial 

mixture. But, and here we find a very interesting parallel, not only is the mulatto 

described as socially inept, but incapable of forming strong bonds of kinship. Bunge 

concludes in Nuestra América: “No solo es un ser antisociable, sino también antifamiliar. 

No solo malquiere a sus semejantes, sino también a sus propios hermanos de sangre” 

(159). Thus the sensual and perhaps cannibalistic mulatto of La novela de la sangre is the 

antithesis of the patriarch whom he has jailed. If don Valentín is the prototype of the 

Liberal family man, fighting constantly to maintain the security of his family, he has 
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come face to face with an emblem of he who disdains the bonds of kinship, a glutton for 

the blood of “ideal” families, and what is worse, even disdains his own blood relatives.     

“¡Usted es don Valentín Válcena!,” the jailer exclaims, “llega usted muy a 

tiempo, señor Válcena, muy a tiempo porque tengo para usted una gran sorpresa, una 

gran sorpresa...” (293, 294). The jailer seems to know something that don Valentín does 

not. A surprise from this hypersensual, violent man cannot bode well. Fearing that he is 

about to be tortured, Válcena prepares himself mentally. The narrator explains:  

Hizo acto mental de contrición, y, más con el pensamiento que con la palabra, oró 
por sí y por su familia, como un creyente. En un esfuerzo instintivo de la 
memoria, rememoró una vez más su vida entera. Recordó a todos los suyos, uno 
por uno. Cuando volvió a la realidad y abrió los ojos, el último que tenía presente, 
tal vez por ser el preferido, pues igualmente le inquietaba el porvenir de todos, fue 
a Silvio... Frente a él clavada en una pica, evidentemente para que la viera, habían 
puesto los verdugos federales una cabeza lívida... De una mirada reconoció el 
padre las queridas facciones del hijo recordado en ese instante. No podía dudarse; 
era su rostro todavía imberbe, de líneas nobles y varoniles.... (295)  

The chapter began by planting a few warning signs, paving the way for this emotionally 

charged scene, one of the most heartbreaking in the novel, the father literally facing the 

decapitated head of his young son. The boy’s “noble and virile” physical features contrast 

with those of the gluttonous mulatto jailer, calling attention to their racial difference. 

Taking into consideration Bunge’s writing on race, in this scene we see the vile effects of 

the biological composition of the mulatto jailer. He is the opposite of don Valentín, and 

not only that, he is working gleefully to destroy his victim by literally forcing him to stare 

into Silvio’s still open eyes. This is clearly a means of torture that seeks to destroy him by 

exploiting the emotional dimension of kinship between father and son. The jailer is 

figured as an enemy of the family and his torture is specifically aimed at destroying the 

affective network of the Válcena family by targeting its patriarch. Here the torture is not 

physical, but emotional. Indeed, don Valentín is never actually touched by the jailers. 
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This is a scene that connects Bunge’s well-elaborated racial theories with his less explicit 

fears for the future of the family structure in that the impossibility of don Valentín’s 

genealogical continuity is precisely what is the mulatto jailer utilizes to further degrade  

his prisoner. 

We then realize just how much of a spectacle this torture has become, “Desde la 

puerta, empinándose sobre los pies para saborear mejor el espectáculo, la gentuza del 

cuartel contemplaba curiosa aquella tortura inaudita” (296). The scene’s violence is 

enhanced by the voyeuristic crowd that is reveling in the destruction, not of the Unitarian 

himself, but of his family. Thus Bunge stages the physical and emotional violation of 

kinship. A racially inferior, barbarous public has gathered to witness the metonymically 

figured national father face to face with the death of his son, the death of his continuity as 

a member of the Válcena family. The narrator continues, “De cuando en cuando, el 

gastado organismo parecía luchar hercúleamente por libertarse. Su jadeo recordaba el 

estertor de una fiera” (296). We feel the space between these two faces, linked by blood, 

by love, by time, as the very link that Rosas has destroyed. This is precisely the 

interstitial space between kin that Rosas has been attempting to influence throughout the 

novel. 

Adding insult to injury, the jailer leaves don Valentín in his cell overnight, with a 

candle lit so that he would be forced to stare at his dead progeny throughout. Finally, the 

next morning, the narrator reveals: 

Miróle entonces con mayor atención, y vió que tenía el aspecto de un Cristo en la 
cruz. El cuerpo caía desplomado sobre las rodillas. En el rostro había una 
expresión tan honda de angustia, que era como de beatitud. Aun corría por las 
comisuras de los labios un hilillo de sangre. Alrededor de la cabeza revoloteaba 
una nube de moscas azuladas. (298)  
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Here depicted as a Christological figure, don Valentín has endured his punishment with 

admirable nobility, and dies facing his son. The jailer is outraged when he finds out, his 

plans for ridiculing the “lomonegro” or suspected Unitarian now foiled. Instead of 

sending Don Valentín out into the public dressed as General Lavalle, as was his original 

plan, the official sends a different prisoner to a raucous crowd of racially inferior 

plebeians, satisfying their desire to rehearse their enmity for the Unitarian general. In a 

clear reference to Echeverría’s narrative, we read: “Tal hubiera sido el fin del padre de 

Regis, si la indignación y la pena, a tiempo oportuno, no le hubieran reventado la aorta” 

(298). Rather than be made an example by the Federalist official, as with the case of 

Echeverría’s young Unitarian, don Valentín (self) explodes in order to deny the jailer the 

satisfaction. This is an important intertextual connection in that Bunge seems to be taking 

major elements from Echeverría’s tale, notably the connection between barbarism and 

racial mixing. It seems that Bunge has reconfigured the Civilization/Barbarism 

dichotomy with a familial twist, that is, the effects of the symbolic “violation” of 

civilization by barbarism are expressed in terms of the family unit itself.  

BLOODLINES 

The final example of racial incompatibility is the love triangle involving Blanca, 

Regis and Julio Pantuci. Pantuci was charged with escorting Regis on his “comisión 

honrosa”, and had previously been an admirer of Blanca. Throughout the text Pantuci is 

portrayed with all the vices of the stereotypical Italian immigrant: “Bajo y flaco, de 

enfermizo aspecto y cutis terroroso, poseía éste, aunque deshonrada por un eczema, 

fisonomía juvenil y atrayente; el ojo vivo, la boca móvil y expresiva, bien arqueadas las 

cejas” (73). Here Bunge is pitting the biologically suspect Pantuci against the highly 

civilized Regis, the Porteño recently returned from Europe. Pantuci is charged with 
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taking Regis from her arms to the caudillo López. When López imprisons Regis Pantuci 

delivers Regis’s first correspondence to Blanca. However Pantuci eventually returns to 

Buenos Aires, seduces and marries Blanca after convincing her (though he was told 

erroneously) that Regis had died while away.   

Obviously, the union between Blanca, now developing her own “neurosis,” and 

Pantuci, clearly portrayed as biologically (and morally) inferior to both she and her true 

love, is doomed from the beginning. Indeed, the narrator claims that Pantuci is aware of 

this himself: “Ya en el trayecto, pudo bien percatarse una vez más Julio Pantuci de que 

Blanca no le amaba, y aun tuvo la intuición de que nunca llegaría a amarle” (275). And 

on the night of their wedding Blanca faints upon hearing the ringing of the wall clock, in 

a repetition of the first scene of the novel, with Blanca now the one afflicted by the 

“campanas”.   

Bunge uses this particular night to to reinforce the racial difference between 

Blanca and her new husband:  

Blanca, con sus pupilas claras y enigmáticas de antigua hidalga, era como de 
distinta raza; una mujer excepcional, orgánicamente aristocrática, que, por raro 
fenómeno, conservara pura la azul sangre ancestral de algún altivo conde de los 
lejanos tiempos de Isabel la Católica... Hasta era como un ser de otro mundo.... 
(278)  

Thus not only is she clearly marked as racially superior to Pantuci, but it seems, the rest 

of the population as well. We see that she seems to conserve her “blue blood”, since the 

actual lineage cannot be proven, nor is Bunge actually claiming that Blanca is of a truly 

aristocratic family. However her performance, her attitude, her psychological makeup, 

and her visage, suggest this background, in a rhetorical gesture that hearkens Bunge’s 

racial theories later developed more clearly in Nuestra América. She is not necessarily 

aristocratic by blood, but “organically,” as if it were part of her soul. And as if to 
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completely close off any possibility of her union with Pantuci, she is finally described as 

“other worldly”. This ethereal woman, for whom purity is embedded within her very 

name, could never marry Pantuci.   

It is in the tragic resolution of the novel that we see how the progeny of this 

union, doomed from the start, is also unfit as the symbolic continuation of the national 

family. Soon after they are married, Blanca becomes pregnant, and even before the baby 

is born, Pantuci seems to know its fate: “No sin mirarla en los ojos, el esposo, que apenas 

podía creerlo, pensó qué monstruo de desafecto llevaría en su seno aquella singular 

mujer...” (279). Bunge is insinuating here that the baby, conceived in a matrimony of 

“desafecto”, a very interesting term for our analysis of the affective relations of kin, 

would be in fact a “monster”. This only serves to underscore again the way that the 

affective and the consanguine become ambiguously intertwined in Bunge’s writing. This 

child is born of two biologically incompatible parents, who, what is more, do not love 

each other. 

This is made clear when Regis, having endured myriad travails to return to his 

beloved, finally locates her in Montevideo, and full of hope, enters the home she has been 

renting, to find a young child playing in the entryway. At this point only referred to as “el 

nene”, the young boy is clearly a shock to Regis, who continues to call for Blanca. 

Finally she arrives and is equally shocked to see him, a man she had for years thought 

dead. Adding a heavy-handed touch of melodrama, Pantuci appears in the doorway at 

that very instant. “¿Creíste que yo había muerto y te casaste con ese miserable?” Regis 

asks (315). “¡No!” she exclaims, “Ellos, ellos me casaron” (315), claiming that she 

married for custom, at the behest of her family, rather than for love. Seemingly 

awakening from a dream, she declares that her real husband (in both a legal and affective 
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sense) has returned.41 The confrontation between Pantuci and Regis is tense, with Regis 

threatening to kill his rival, aiming a pistol at his chest, before Blanca, who is visibly 

shaken, convinces him to holster his weapon.   

After hearing a few choice words from Regis, Pantuci leaves the house, and 

Blanca, “radicalmente trastornada” wants to leave as well (318). As she is doing so she 

gives the first indication of her own doubts regarding the child: “Tal vez sea mejor que 

acabe también este niño de mala raza” (318). The implication is clear: this boy, carrying 

within him Pantuci’s nefarious blood, might disappear from her life so that she and Regis 

could start anew. The boy’s mixed blood is damning, a clear reference to the scientific 

theories espoused by Bunge regarding racial degeneracy. Following in the footsteps of 

Sarmiento and Ramos Mejía, Bunge is aligning himself with the ‘scientific’ justifications 

for racial whitening in Argentina. Blanca and Regis, accompanied by the boy (who 

throughout is not called by his actual name), walk down to a nearby beach.  

Finally, as Regis is trying to console Blanca, ten years after their first kiss as a 

married couple was interrupted by Rosas’s vengeful order, in the moment they are 

reunited, described by the narrator as “el momento más intensamente feliz” of Blanca’s 

life, another tragedy strikes (326). The young child is nowhere to be found. And after 

searching the area, Regis comes to a small sinkhole, and there, at the bottom of the 

darkness is the boy. “Más muerto que mi agüelo” is how a local fisherman describes him, 

in a strangely poetic pronouncement also infused with the rhetoric of kinship (329). The 

death of the child, symbolically returned to the womb, was foreshadowed at several 

points in the story, but within the narrative framework of the naturalist fiction, the 

narrator is compelled to ask: “Y si la Providencia lo había querido así, ¿no sería eso 

                                                
41 Since Regis was never killed, as had been reported falsely though unwittingly by Pantuci, the marriage 
between he and Blanca was never legally valid.  
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mejor para el futuro hogar?...” (330). If it was his destiny to die, at that moment, then, the 

narrator argues, wouldn’t that be better for the new home that Regis and Blanca should 

finally be able to build. With this rhetorical question we see the insistence of the narrative 

of a nationally significant kinship pattern even in the death of the young boy. The Regis-

Blanca union is a future one, their home, a future ideal. In this sense the temporality of 

hegemonic kinship, its ever-forward (reproductive) motion, is restored when the child, a 

remnant of the past and of an undesirable racial combination, is eliminated. 

Paradoxically, the Argentine nation enjoys the favor of providence and actively 

participates in changing its fate.   

Miscarriages, known in Spanish as natural abortions, often serve to eliminate 

biologically defective or unviable fetuses. In this after-the-fact abortion, the tragedy of 

the child’s death is lessened, the narrator claims, because without him Blanca will not be 

reminded of her terrible experience, that is, the terrible blood running through her son’s 

veins. Thus the pattern of heredity, in a temporal sense, is combined with the more 

graphic meaning of kinship as blood relation. The home, so important throughout the 

novel, is again referenced as a space of intimacy that should be preserved for the future of 

the two ideal national subjects, Regis and Blanca. And in this novel, in this tragic finale, 

colored by the somatic exigencies imposed by the author, the death of the child and the 

return of the true husband sever any ties of affect or blood that might have linked Pantuci, 

the impostor, the unfit Italian, to the restored national pair. The tragic but foretold death 

of the boy makes possible the disappearance of the undesirable intruder and the forgetting 

of his very existence.  

In one of the final scenes, Regis opens the door to find Pantuci waiting for him 

outside. After swearing that he did not kill the child intentionally, “Quedaron los dos, el 

falso y el verdadero esposo, en violentísmia pausa, frente a frente, separados por el 
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pequeño cadáver” (332). This is another scene in which two male characters stand tensely 

face-to-face. Bunge excels at infusing meaning into this fatal space between characters, 

which, as argued, representes the type of bodily disposition toward others that Bourdieu 

calls habitus.  

The interstice between Regis and Pantuci, and between don Valentín and Silvio is 

charged with emotional and biological significance, bringing face to face the individuals 

who give meaning to kinship and revealing the individual subjectivity of each. This space 

does not only separate, but rather fundamentally connects them, somewhat like a 

membrane dividing one cell into two. It becomes a passageway, a space of gnosis which 

magnetically and momentarily binds these individuals together. As Georges Bataille 

argues, this space stages a single instant of linkage between what he calls “continuous 

beings” (13-14). If we are continuous only in death, as Bataille claims, then the space 

between us, that border between beings, is therefore the space of affective connection. In 

what should be the space of potential union, however, this is a space charged with 

violence, abused by Rosas and infused with the collective neurosis that he sows amongst 

the population.  

Finally, Pantuci claims, “yo, como nada tengo que hacer aquí, desapareceré 

también” (333). Never having enjoyed any emotional connection with Blanca, and since 

his one biological link to her has now been removed, he has no further reason to be 

involved in her life. And as if to prove this once and for all, “envolvió el ya amortajado 

cuerpecito en su propio poncho, como para preservarlo del frío, y salió con él de la 

sala...” (333). Pantuci not only disappears from their lives, but he takes with him the last 

physical vestige of his biological presence. The cadaver, product of an ill-fated and 

loveless union, whose blood is that of the type of racial mixture that will only lead to 

degeneracy, is eliminated.  
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CONCLUSION 

Bunge writes about kinship as if it were both highly desirable and utterly 

terrifying. The desire to procreate, to form a nationally significant future (and fertile) 

union, is only the product of the protagonists’ infection with the neurosis that overran 

Argentine society under Rosas, whose terrorism becomes a disease that leaves both Regis 

and Blanca unable to recognize their own desire, forcing them, in some sense, to sacrifice 

the memory of the past in order to project a positive future.  

Bunge’s writing on kinship also forms part of the hygienic fervor of the turn of 

the century, part of the taxonomical gesture of upper class writers who sought to identify 

possible threats to national progress. In his novel, heterosexual desire is never natural, but 

rather the product of a disease, a temporary state of lawlessness, which is often expressed 

by the breakdown of traditional gender roles. Bunge offers a vision of kinship that is 

highly problematic, laden with psychological tension that makes procreative relationships 

almost undesirable. In setting his novel in perhaps the time of greatest collective 

psychological stress, especially for members of the lettered elite, he points to the ongoing 

difficulties for men to locate themselves within the ongoing narrative of national 

progress, even to the danger and problematic nature of marriage itself.   

The notion of “habitus” can serve to summarize much of the above. As we have 

seen, habitus infuses meaning into the ambiguous relationships between families in this 

novel. As Elizabeth Freeman argues,  
 
In that habitus produces bodies that are like other bodies, it is a replicative system, 
but not a heterosexually reproductive one. It is a representational technology of 
sorts, but a metonymic rather than a metaphorical one: the subject acquires a 
bodily schema through proximity, through the physical motions of imitating or 
being directed in an activity, which process may or may not result in a self-
understood or culturally symbolized identity. (306) 
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It is telling that the crucial moments in Bunge’s novel are staged similarly in terms of 

space and emotion. The space between don Valentín and Silvio heightens the tragedy of 

the end of the Válcena line. The patriarch and his youngest son are situated as if to show 

the impossibility of the continuation of the family tree. Likewise, the highly charged 

space between Regis and Pantuci, positioned as if they were disputing the corpse of the 

unwanted “nene”, serves to highlight the racial difference between the two suitors. The 

young child will have no opportunity to learn to perform his unique subjectivity. In both 

cases it is the gap, the link between symbolically significant figures that becomes subject 

to infection, corruption, or abuse. What Bourdieu calls habitus conglomerates official and 

practical kinship under the auspices of a subjectivity that is citational and performative as 

well as biological. The contradictions in Bunge’s writing, between advocating for a 

racially homogenous population and simultaneously proscribing inappropriate biological 

reproduction, are expressed through these interstices, these reproductive borders that 

simultaneously serve to mark the desire for cultural (re)generation and expose its 

impossibility. It is in this contradictory space between culture and race, desire and 

vulnerability that Bunge situates the future of the Argentine nation at the turn of the 

century.  
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Chapter 3:  Thespis: Putting on the Mask 

Continuing our study of the fiction of Carlos O. Bunge, we look two types of 

family fictions different from those we have previously seen. Chapter One focused on the 

development of queer desire in Mi amigo Luis, a melodramatic romance that included a 

sociological study of the Porteño elite. In Chapter Two studied how in La novela de la 

sangre Bunge’s theory of collective neurosis questions the affective capacity of the 

family. In this chapter we turn to Bunge’s ideas on popular family making, and then his 

take on the possible dangers of sibling relations, in particular sisterhood, for the national 

project. In this endeavor we will find that gossip is portrayed as a communicable disease 

that infects the social body, and can also have the effect of involving the audience in an 

act of collective homoerotic desire. 

In his 1907 short story collection, Thespis, Bunge continues analyzing major 

themes we saw in his previous works, such as shifting racial and class structures and 

changing notions of gender and sexuality. Thespis, however, is a much more personal 

text. Named after the ancient Greek inventor of the theater, Bunge introduces the work 

with a prologue in which he describes his position regarding the collection:    

Pues este libro es un manojo de cuentos y fantasías, escrito en los más varios 
estados de ánimo. Presenta, puedo decirlo, distintos personajes y diversos estilos. 
Por mi rostro han pasado también las máscaras de lino, ya trágicas, ya cómicas... 
¿No es acaso todo escritor—poeta, dramaturgo ó novelista, –la sucesiva 
encarnación de sus personajes? Él siente, actúa y habla por ellos, ellos por él. 
(304) 

Drawing the audience to an autobiographical reading, Bunge describes the two 

overarching sections of the book, “máscaras trágicas” and “máscaras cómicas”, as 

representative of aspects of his own life. This is the first time we see that Bunge 

recognizes and actually seeks to contextualize the autobiographical content of his fiction.  
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He does this with the metaphor of the mask, applying it not simply to dramatic 

convention, but to narrative structure and the relationship between the text and the author. 

According to Bunge, the mask is a device that creates the potential for multiple identities 

and subjective relations. It allows for a certain ventriloquism, and thus protection from 

any accusations of impropriety.  

This masking, which engages in a critique of the process of identity construction, 

is important for our study of Carlos O. Bunge not only because he specifically references 

the ductile nature of the mask in his introduction, that is, the slippage it facilitates 

between character and author, but also because he is writing about identity, according to 

Salessi, precisely in the moment when the homosexual as a discrete identity category was 

being consolidated in Argentina. In Bunge’s case we could say that the character as mask 

metaphor serves to open a discursive space for subjective exploration. Rather than hiding, 

the prismatic variability of the mask reflects the author. He is liberated in the mask’s 

ability to queer the very construction of identity, revealed to be a performative, rather 

than an inherent, biologically determined quality. This is a very important distinction, and 

one that is often overlooked by critics interested only in Bunge’s positivist essays. Here, 

at least, identity is pliable, performative, interchangeable like a mask. “Un autor es un 

actor en silencio,” Bunge concludes (8). And in that silence, that discursive space 

between the two masks or as Sedgwick would call it, that performative speech act 

between author and actor, lies the potential discursive energy that Bunge is trying to 

create in this publication.  

Thespis is a work that continues some of Bunge’s main thematic preoccupations, 

but it also reveals a few innovations. “El último grande de España” and “La agonía de 

Cervantes,” are set in medieval Spain, though the majority of the short stories take place 

in the near past or the present. There are several medical sketches, such as “La madrina 
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de Lita”, a story that begins with the story of a young girl “atacada á la médula por 

incurables enfermedades” (61). He also includes a pair of satirical pieces that consolidate 

his disdain for modernismo, “Almas y rostros” and “El canto del cisne”; the latter 

anticipates Enrique González Martínez’s famous anti-modernista sonnet of 1909, 

“Tuércele el cuello al cisne”. Overall, though, it is a collection that continues the author’s 

moralizing penchants and is written in the vein of naturalist realism.  

What is intriguing about this collection are the stories that call attention to the role 

of interpersonal communication, myth, popular discourse, and gossip. This is not 

something entirely new in Bunge’s fiction. In La novela de la sangre Rosas’s house was 

figured as a switchboard for the gossip and intimate details of the dictator’s rivals, 

serving to heighten his ability to terrorize the city. In this collection, however, these types 

of communication are explored in a more detailed and explicit way.  

This chapter focuses on two short stories. The first, “El Chucro,” questions the 

expression of female desire through popular discourses like myth and rumor, while the 

second, “El Capitán Pérez,” links gossip to a personal and national desire for a hero. 

While these two stories may remind us of the author’s recurring interest in alternative 

forms of desire, since, as he admits they function as a testing ground for his “fantasies,” 

the way in which this desire is expressed in the narrative will most occupy us here. If the 

previous chapters focused on the violent expression of kinship, this one analyzes the 

discursive modalities used to express intimacy.  

A WORD ABOUT GOSSIP 

But how are we to understand these particular types of discourse? Before we 

analyze these texts, a more comprehensive definition of gossip is in order. Indeed, an 

interesting aspect of these two stories is that both depend on different forms of gossip to 
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drive the plot. For Bunge uses gossip as a strategy for narration, deploying it as a sort of 

disembodied character, diffusely operating in the background, as the voice of “the 

people” or perhaps the moralizing view of the author himself. But, as we have already 

seen, Bunge often criticizes the Porteño upper classes, the jeunnesse dorée, for gossiping 

too much. Nonetheless, in these two stories gossip is essential both to the narrative 

momentum and to the disciplinary function of the text. 

For a discussion of gossip in literature Patricia Meyer Spacks’s book, Gossip, is 

arguably the best critical approach to the topic to date. She characterizes gossip as usually 

falling somewhere along a continuum: 1) purposefully malicious gossip, as embodied by 

the Shakespearean character Iago in Othello; 2) idle talk, critiqued by both Kierkegaard 

and Heidegger as intellectually vacuous, the most “public” of these variants; and 3) 

“serious gossip”, which, as she claims, “exists only as a function of intimacy” (5). Her 

analysis focuses on this final type of gossip, which, she writes,  

takes place in private, at leisure, in a context of trust, usually among no more than 
two to three people. Its participants use talk about others to reflect about 
themselves, to express wonder and uncertainty and locate certainties, to enlarge 
their knowledge of one another. (5)  

In this sense “serious” gossip is very much a space of intersubjective relations, a space of 

trust. In fact, it is this setting of intimacy that the Válcena family was denied by Rosas in 

La novela de la sangre. This is also what Lamas laments, and what Ramos Mejía echoes, 

as the loss of “confianza ilimitada” within the domestic sphere. After all, Spacks notes, it 

is “a crucial means of self-expression, a crucial form of solidarity” (5). This is precisely 

what Rosas sought to eliminate, and, when combined with the violence of the Mazorca, it 

contributes to what Bunge calls the collective neurosis of the population.  

But not all gossip is serious, and Bunge most often employs in his fiction the first 

two types on Spacks’s continuum, either as deliberately malicious speech or idle chatter. 
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Nonetheless, gossip of these sorts serves to propel the plot, and we, as an audience are 

often intrigued by the very process that Bunge decries in his writing. In Bunge’s fiction 

gossip most often functions to “circulate scandal” or to “discipline those who go astray” 

to borrow Spacks’s terms (7). This is clearly the type of discursive practice that most 

approximates the moralizing tendencies of naturalism, and it is the driving force behind 

the short stories analyzed in this section.   

Particularly pertinent to our discussion, however, are the potentially erotic 

overtones in Spacks’s definition of gossip. She writes, “Gossip, even when it avoids the 

sexual, bears about it a faint flavor of the erotic” (11). The connection one establishes 

with another while gossiping, creating what she describes as “the atmosphere of erotic 

titillation” (11), is an essential part of the attractiveness of this type of discourse. It is 

hard to reject someone else’s gossip precisely because of this bond. What is more, she 

continues, the subjects of gossip—very frequently other people’s sexual activities—are 

also, not coincidentally, a staple of Western realistic fiction (11). Consequently, there is a 

direct and prominent connection between interpersonal gossip and the practice of writing 

fiction. The mid-19th-century folletín exploited this connectivity to great commercial 

success. Indeed, it is not surprising that in the early 20th century, the allure of gossip and 

its capacity to seduce readers remained a staple of contemporary writers. 

One objective of this chapter, then, is to analyze how Bunge utilizes gossip to 

propel his narratives and to see how he pulls readers into these two stories, making his 

audience, if not fellow gossips, at least voyeurs of desires visible only through the 

medium of gossip.  
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DISCIPLINE IN “EL CHUCRO” 

The environment in “El Chucro” is folkloric, set on the banks of the Río Paraná. 

A mysterious creature, “El Chucro”, referred to by the “imaginación popular” as an 

insatiable ogre or supernatural beast, has been stealing cattle in the area and has even 

been blamed for the disappearance of Pepa la Gallega, a Spanish cook on the local 

estancia. Bunge emphasizes El Chucro’s mythological characteristics, relying on rural 

legend to generate suspicion and intrigue. 

Soon, provincial authorities are summoned to deal with this terrifying creature 

and to restore order to this outlying area. “El Chucro” is one of the few fictions in which 

Bunge sets the action in the countryside, relying, it would seem, on the telluric 

determinism that marks the hinterland and its inhabitants as uncultured and barbarous. 

While searching the islands of the Paraná River where he is rumored to live, Peñálvez, 

the police scribe, is captured by El Chucro, in reality a leather-faced gaucho, who is 

described (somatically) as “alto, nervioso, de cejas espesas, cutis cetrino y nariz 

aguileña” (48). He is masculine but nervous and rather ugly. Carrying a rifle and an 

enormous dagger, with his “brazos hercúleos” he drags the frightened officer back to his 

camp and binds his arms. 

There Peñálvez is shocked to find that Pepa has in fact been living with El Chucro 

for the past eight months, and even more so to see how she is acting. When she lived on 

the estancia, Pepa was famous for transgressing femenine protocol: “Respondía a su 

marido, pegaba á sus hijos, insultaba á los peones, encarábase con el mismo patrón y 

vociferaba el día entero. Propios y extraños tenían miedo á su lengua ponzoñosa y á su 

genio luciferino” (49).  She used to dominate men with her devilish speech and even her 

physical strength. Add to this the fact that Pepa is a foreigner and clearly the type of 

woman who posed a threat to society, recalling what turn of the century higienistas 
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referred to as the “tercer sexo” or “mujer fuerte”, that is, the woman who failed to fulfill 

her role as mother in society (Salessi 205). Nonetheless, if she was previously too 

independent, too masculine, she has now been tamed, disciplined, and silenced. She is a 

changed woman, now subservient to El Chucro’s every demand.  

She is also unmoved by the desperate pleas uttered by Peñálvez; even when he 

reminds her of the domestic life that awaits her should she decide to set him free and 

return with him to the estancia: “Todos te recibirán con los brazos abiertos, Pepa, si 

quieres volver...Se sabe que el Chucro te robó contra tu voluntad... ¡Nadie te diría una 

palabra!” (51). Still she is silent, and we start to wonder if she could actually enjoy living 

with El Chucro?  

In the end the gaucho savagely kills Peñálvez, and despite orders to the contrary, 

Pepa constructs a makeshift cross and places it on the gravesite, one final vestige of 

civilization. Infuriated, he bashes her on the head and leaves her there to die. She 

eventually regains consciousness and in a symbolic gesture, drags herself back to El 

Chucro’s side, leaving the reader to ponder the agency invested in this character. 

Described as a “polluelo friolento” (60) she is simply incapable of breaking away from 

this mythical gaucho, a figure seemingly conjured by the constant murmur of the public; 

who acquires mythical proportions as “El Chucro” by virtue of his public constitution 

through gossip.  

If Pepa is depicted as unsavory for her dominating personality while on the 

estancia, she is even more transgressive for abandoning—or at least not returning to—her 

family. This is a de facto rejection not just of civilization, but also of her role as mother 

within the heteronormative paradigm of reproduction. Thus, the critique of this “mujer 

fuerte” is based on her rejection of the traditional family and her desire for the barbarous 

gaucho malo. In the end, this is a queer character disciplined by a man—perhaps the only 
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man—capable of doing so, a not-so-subtle indictment of contemporary gender relations 

in Argentina. In the end, Pepa prefers the barbarous and sexually powerful gaucho, and 

an abusive relationship to the tranquil life of a housewife. Might she express, in this 

sense, a sadomasochistic desire?  

“EL CHUCRO” AS A REVERSE CAPTIVE TALE  

In this short story Bunge reverses the traditional captive woman tale of the 

romantic period in Argentina. From the legend of Lucía Miranda to Echeverría’s 

canonical poem “La cautiva” (1837), the narrative generally details the capture of a white 

woman, symbolic of the nation, by a band of barbarous nomadic Indians. In “El Chucro”, 

as we have seen, the male captor is a racially mixed gaucho who has all the vices of the 

naturalist mode; his victim, a Spanish woman, of suspect morality.  

Indeed, Pepa is no Lucía Miranda, who, when captured along with her husband, in 

an act of supreme loyalty, refuses to abandon him to remarry an Indian chief. Pepa is 

deliberately shaped as the opposite of that national myth. Her disloyalty makes her the 

subversive inversion of the allegorical female martyr. She is far from the angelic, 

beautiful, strong-willed protagonists of the typical narrative. Bonnie Frederick has written 

specifically about the gendered dimension of the captive women stories, arguing that in 

the context of the Río de la Plata, they were almost always written by men, from a 

Christian and nationalistic point of view, and constructed as moralizing lessons that 

uphold a strict gender and racial hierarchy. It is important, in this sense, to note that 

Bunge has adopted the same basic structure of the captive woman tale, but adapted it to 

reflect turn of the century concerns about racial miscegenation and immigration—a 

process similar to La novela de la sangre. In this sense, Bunge is again mixing a 

Romantic vision of the Argentine countryside with a Naturalist twist and in the process 
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warning against the deterioration of traditional models of kinship. As Frederick notes, 

“The woman is duly warned that the price for such a union, whether it physically happens 

or not, is loss of family and death. Though the literary discourse does not explicitly blame 

the women for their predicament, their fate communicates a warning nonetheless” (11). 

Indeed, Pepa is never explicitly blamed for her circumstance, in fact Peñálvez attempts to 

persuade her that the community would not hold her time in captivity against her, but she 

remains captive nonetheless. Her fate is sealed.  

For her part, Susana Rotker remarks “the few times a text accepts the existence of 

a captive who refuses to return to civilization, it tries to justify her decision with the 

bonds of motherhood: she refuses to abandon her children” (Rotker 70). But Pepa has no 

children with El Chucro. In fact she has abandoned the children she was raising back on 

the estancia. This clear rejection of motherhood heightens this character’s deviance. And 

as a woman who chooses to reject the (biological) bonds of kinship, she can no longer be 

thought of as a chaste heroine or national allegory. As Rotker argues, this type of woman 

is condemned to oblivion, her individual identity revoked, becoming an abject being.  

Her desire is transgressive; she is at once fascinated and paralyzed by the 

exacerbated virility of El Chucro. But, at the same time, Pepa, like the other cautivas, is 

no longer be able to return to “civilization,” having been marked by the barbarism of—in 

this case—the gaucho, and thus becoming a sexual deviant to be made an example of by 

naturalist fiction. In the end, gender roles are constructed and disciplined not only by the 

physical violence of barbarism, embodied by El Chucro, but also by the framework of 

popular discourse. Pepa is not simply scared into staying with the gaucho; she 

understands the limits of her own agency as they are imposed by society. She is no longer 

able to return to “civilization” once she has been “contaminated”—paradoxically—by her 
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own desire. In the end, we are led to question which character is more “deviant”, the 

reflexive and mythical gaucho, or the once civilized outcast.   

DESIRING EL CAPITÁN PÉREZ 

The relationship between popular discourse and desire is pushed to the limit in 

Bunge’s “El Capitán Pérez”. Here, the national hero is not the “authentic” gaucho that 

would come with the cultural naturalist movement in the 1920s and 30s, but a fictitious 

military officer of the eponymous short story. Featuring interlocking Girardian erotic 

triangles, the text exemplifies the tension for subjective and sexual recognition that can 

often build up within a family. Rather than show the disciplining of gender and sexuality 

through the disembodied and ever-present popular discourse, as in “El Chucro”, we see a 

collective desire for a particular type of masculinity, expressed through gossip.  

“El Capitán Pérez” focuses on the de Itualde family, wealthy Porteños fallen on 

hard times. In this story the omniscient narrator paints a grim picture from the beginning: 

“Primero perdió en especulaciones toda la fortuna el padre y jefe, don Adolfo. Poco 

después murió, dejando ‘en la calle’ á su viuda, doña Laura, y sus cuatro hijos: Adolfo, 

Ignacio, Laurita y Rosa, la pequeña, á quien llamaban ‘Coca’” (175). Only a few weeks 

later doña Laura would also pass away, leaving the family without either traditional 

parental figure and with few alternatives. Resonating with Julián Martel’s La Bolsa, 

published in 1891, and with Bunge’s first novel, Mi amigo Luis, the crisis of the financial 

market reveals the fragility of upper-class hegemony. This introduction reminds us of the 

enduring connection in Bunge’s writing between economic success and family structure. 

As with much of his work, the premise of this tale is the fragmentation of the nuclear 

family, though here Bunge finds support in the economic climate of the turn of the 

century.  
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The remaining members of the de Itualde family, Adolfo, and his two sisters, 

decide to move to Tandil, a small town in the Province of Buenos Aires, while Ignacio 

remains in the capital where he joins the military. This is clearly a family in distress, no 

longer boasting a traditional patriarchal structure, in fact, now a sibling-led household 

that has been symbolically exiled from the capital to the province, a journey toward 

barbarism. We see that the structures that constitute the particular environment of the de 

Itualde family, their notion of class and of kinship have been drastically altered. The 

strategies that they will employ to return themselves to familiar ground constitute the plot 

of this short story. 

Tellingly, their first order of business is to establish a traditional-feeling home, 

importing furniture and other domestic comforts, as the narrator notes: “hicieron de la 

casita un verdadero oasis en el desierto de Tandil” (177). The province is described as 

symbolically devoid of culture, echoing the Romantic vision of the Argentine hinterland 

as a space of barbarism, and so, the reconstruction of the upper-class criollo habitus 

begins in the home, their oasis. 

Outside the home, this non-traditional family, especially its women, is not 

received well by the Tandilenses, who are marked as different in both class and racial 

terms:  

...las ‘morochas’ del pueblo se contentaban con llamarlas ‘esas orgullosas de 
Itualde’.  ¡Y había que ver con cuánto menosprecio las calificaban de ‘orgullosas’, 
sabiendo que no eran ricas!... Poco les importaba á ellas este menosprecio, con tal 
de que las habladurías no pasaran á mayores... (178)    

This is a gesture of foreshadowing; the habladurías are indeed going to become more 

important. The narrator also implies that the de Itualde sisters retain a sense of class 

privilege despite their loss of fortune.  
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The narrative shifts when a wealthy eligible Porteño bachelor named Vázquez 

sends word that he will be moving to Tandil shortly. The sisters, shunned from the local 

social circles and disenchanted with what they see as a dearth of suitors in the town, 

immediately begin to plot how they might take advantage of this opportunity. Coca 

chides her older sister: “Es preciso que usemos todas nuestras armas...para vencerlo y que 

quede en casa, contigo, y si tú no quieres ó no puedes, aunque sea conmigo...” (179). 

“Conquering” Vázquez is identified as the most direct way to improving the family’s 

economic situation. Before proposing any type of commercial activity, any type of labor, 

the sisters opt to make an effort to marry well and thus be able to provide for the family. 

The restoration of the structures of family is to be carried out through contrasting 

methods of courtship, with Laura intending to be “buena y franca,” and Coca, known as 

the la beauty del Tandil, “coqueta y mentirosa,” (180).  

Interestingly, Laura and Coca bear a striking resemblance to Bunge’s own sisters, 

Julia and Delfina. They were of a similar age as the protagonists when Bunge published 

the collection. They also were known for having a very close relationship, in spite of their 

different views. Eventually Julia, like Coca, became known as a charming socialite, while 

Delfina, like Laura, garnered a reputation as being somewhat introverted. It is not my 

intention to propose that the short story is about Bunge’s own sisters, but simply to point 

out that it is concerned with the negotiation of social mores, the way that siblings 

differentiate themselves within the space of the home, and the public reaction to a 

nontraditional family. These are themes that could also describe the main preoccupations 

of both Julia and Delfina’s journals.    

Returning to our narrative, the eligible bachelor, Vázquez, is promptly invited 

over for dinner. When the conversation turns to the availability of the two girls, Coca 

boldly claims that one of her brother’s friends is already pursuing her…a 
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Captain…named Pérez…. The narrator helps us understand her logic: “Lo importante era 

inventarse un novio, ya que no lo tenía verdadero, para despertar los celos en Vázquez... 

¡Los hombres debían sentir los celos antes del amor!...” (184). Coca intentionally seeks to 

create a homosocial rivalry between Vázquez and Capitán Pérez, bearing out Eve 

Sedgwick’s analysis of the Girardian erotic triangle. But, as we will recognize, there are 

actually two erotic triangles in this narrative. Not only does Coca claim that in order for 

Vázquez to desire her, he must first feel jealousy for Pérez, but Coca and Laura are also 

directly competing for the same man. We thus see a double framing of the competition 

for love, which seems to complicate feminist scholar Gayle Rubin’s influential critique of 

Lévi-Strauss, which takes the “traffic in women” as the central fixture of patriarchal 

heterosexuality and the sex/gender system (Between 25-26). While the first triangle 

seems to more typically follow the Girardian structure, with two male suitors competing 

for a female mate, one of these men is the capricious invention of a mischievous girl. In 

the second, the link between Coca and Laura inverts the Girardian model with two girls 

(and two sisters at that) setting their sights on the same male companion.  

As Vázquez grows ever more desperate to discover the identity of his rival, the 

sisters carefully flesh out this fantasy. Piece by piece we learn about Pérez as Vázquez 

does, through his questions and the girls’ ever-more-outlandish inventions. Finally, 

Vázquez can take no more and laments to the town judge that Coca must be in love with 

someone else, some captain named Pérez. This revelation spreads like wildfire: from the 

judge to the doctor to the pharmacist, to the Club Social. By nightfall Tandil is consumed 

with intrigue: Coca de Itualde, la Beauty del Tandil, is engaged to Capitán Pérez. This is 

of course completely false, but once Coca’s “engagement” is made public there is no way 

to stop the flow of information.  
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One of the town’s two journalists, Jacinto Luque of El Correo de las niñas, 

actually claims to have met the illustrious gentleman, Pérez, among the high society of 

Buenos Aires. The narrator explains how other supposed rivals follow his lead:  

Habiendo afirmado Jacinto Luque la suma distinción del capitán Pérez, todos los 
‘dandies’ del Tandil declararon conocerlo, siquiera de vista. El presunto novio de 
la beldad local llegó así á tener cierto renombre en el pueblo. Los innumerables 
pretendientes de Coca excusaban su derrota adornando al vencedor de 
excepcionales cualidades. (195)   

Notably, the group charged with visualizing Pérez is not the de Itualde sisters, but the 

town dandies, men like our author. And it is through their collective imagination that the 

reader also participates in this rivalry. Crucially, this is made possible by the spread of 

gossip. Indeed, Bunge heightens the sense of intrigue by endeavoring to cast the audience 

in the role of a consumer of gossip.  

We see that all of Coca’s now former suitors feel defeated by this unknown 

captain. And in this sense Pérez becomes an apparatus (a Foucauldian dispositif) that 

facilitates the idealization of a masculine subject while he involves the entire male 

population of Tandil in this homosocial rivalry. This imaginary figure becomes the 

standard against which all men in Tandil are measured, a mirror reflecting a collective 

homosocial desire.  

In sum, not only are the tandilenses caught up in this expansive homosociality 

that is facilitated by gossip, but the reader, in the sense that we are meant to participate in 

the intrigue by witnessing and consuming the spread of gossip, is implicated as well. We 

enter a voyeuristic field where we know that Pérez is only a figment of Coca’s 

imagination, and yet, we, as consumers of this process, are still titillated by the 

heightening tension produced by the dual erotic triangles.   
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UN DREYFUS ARGENTINO 

 Thus integrated into the melodrama, we are also surprised when the town’s other 

reporter, Publio Esperoni of La Mañana, a character who is described by the narrator as 

“un mal sujeto”, inspired by jealousy, claims that Pérez has been accused of “traición a la 

República” in a Buenos Aires newspaper (200). This is a monumental accusation, but one 

that receives little explanation, a discursive silence that begs the audience to speculate 

along with the shocked Tandilenses.  

This example of intentionally malicious gossip (like that of Shakespeare’s Iago) 

quickly divides the townsfolk into rival bands: perecistas, described as “futuros 

conservadores” and antiperecistas, labeled “futuros radicales” (205). Luque, a leading 

perecista, comes to the aid of his “friend” (that is, Pérez) by penning a scathing critique 

of Esperoni’s article titled “El honor y la calumnia: Un Dreyfus argentino” (201). The 

comparison to the Dreyfus Affair is remarkable in that it was still a divisive issue on the 

world stage, with Captain Alfred Dreyfus exonerated and released from prison in 1906, 

only one year before the publication of Thespis. Indeed, the role of the press takes center 

stage at this point in the narrative, with the columns written by Luque and Esperoni each 

attempting to scoop the other, revealing the desperation caused by the mysterious Capitán 

Pérez.   

Bunge links melodrama and the yellow press, which was gaining popularity at the 

end of the 19th century, through the narrative obsession with discovering delinquency and 

degeneracy, sensationalizing crime, and disciplining social outcasts. This is precisely 

what Esperoni intends to do by slandering Pérez, a man, about whom he knows nothing, 

but who has generated such a notoriety in the small town that his legend seemingly could 

not go without comment in the local gossip columns.  
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By accusing him of betraying his country, the journalist wants his readers to 

imagine just what calamity or licentious behavior the idealized man has committed, 

positioning himself as the keeper of social norms, a public channel for the disciplining of 

social deviants. Capitán Pérez, figured as a symbol of national pride, indeed desired, 

exaggerated, and hallowed by at least half the population of Tandil, is an easy target. But 

here Bunge injects his own criticism since Esperoni, the character who portrays himself 

as the most willing to unmask the young though fictitious captain is described by the 

narrator as “sin Dios y sin patria”, a man who “atacaba con implacable ironía de 

anarquista lo que desdeñosamente llamaba los ‘prejuicios sociales’, es decir, ¡Dios y la 

patria!” (200). Thus the Italo-Argentine is not only labeled anti-patriotic, but he is also by 

implication associated with anarchism, and thus a threat to the traditional social and 

familial structures of the turn of the century. In this sense, the man who attempts to 

denigrate Pérez, the idealized Criollo male, is Esperoni, a racially suspect and ethically 

dubious gossipmonger.  

In the end, the comparison to the Dreyfus Affair seems to a certain extent 

appropriate since both scandals serve to construct an imaginary of the other through 

popular discourse. Instead of the Jews, blamed for the economic crisis in France in the 

1870s, here, a symbolically anarchist Italian is described as responsible for disseminating 

the invective that would have disqualified the captain as a suitor for the highly sought 

after Coca de Itualde. After all, the debate quickly turns personal, with Esperoni calling 

the long-haired aspiring poet Luque an “afeminado esteta” (202). This confirms the 

centrality of homophobia to the competitive relationship in which the entire town has 

been implicated by referencing another turn of the century scandal, that of Oscar Wilde.  

Amid all this confusion, Coca is by now hardly able to move about the town 

without being assaulted by inquiring Tandilenses; she seems to be in a situation that is 
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oddly similar to today’s encounters between celebrities and the paparazzi. Confirming to 

Laura, that she had indeed invented this personage, Coca exclaims with frustration, “Sí, 

pero lo inventé en familia...para nosotras, y no para que estos indiscretos de los 

periódicos la creyeran y repitieran...” (197). Here, to be “en familia” describes a space of 

intimacy, the home, where secrets between sisters can be hatched, but beyond which 

should not be spread. We are here reminded of the notion of intimacy from La novela de 

la sangre, in which to be “en familia” implied a space of personal privacy and an 

affective connection, pillars of the nascent bourgeoisie which are defended consistently 

by Bunge.  

The story reaches its climax when, ironically, Coca and Laura receive a letter 

from Ignacio, their brother, who had been stationed in a remote military camp, 

announcing that he would be paying them a visit in Tandil along with a friend of his, a 

captain named Pérez. The sisters are flabbergasted at what was always going to be the 

spectacular appearance of the real Capitán Pérez, willed into existence by collective 

desire. When Ignacio visits with his family for the first time in several months he is 

unable to understand a word, except for the news that his companion has garnered, 

inexplicably, tremendous fame in the town. Ignacio remarks, baffled, to Pérez, “No he 

podido entender claramente lo que pensaban mis hermanos, hablando todos al mismo 

tiempo...Parece que creen que tú eres un mito...” (219-220). The confusion has reached 

its peak. Individual family members are speaking over one another in a cacophony of 

intrigue while the real Capitán Pérez can only exclaim “¡Yo un mito!” (220). 

The story’s resolution is somewhat predictable. Vázquez proposes to Coca in an 

effort to stave off the advance of his mythical competitor, but the engagement is broken 

when she falls instantly in love with the real version of her fantasy man. Laura, who 

through it all has been resolute in her female abnegation, feels it her duty to console 
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Vázquez, who, in appreciation gives her first the complete works of Lamartine (perhaps 

an inside joke referencing one of Julia’s favorite authors), and then an engagement ring. 

In the end, we could say that Laura wins the bet since she ends up marrying Vázquez, and 

Coca, though she marries the man (literally) of her dreams, does not fulfill her goal of 

achieving the family’s economic stability through marriage. That, we will note, is 

accomplished by Laura, who, through her marriage with Vázquez pledges to support 

Coca and Pérez in the purchase of their first home in Buenos Aires.  

 
CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, reading “El Capitán Pérez” allows us to glimpse Carlos Octavio’s 

preoccupation with the decadence of the upper class family, marked with melodramatic 

flourishes, sibling rivalry, and homoerotic tension. We also see his concern for the social 

climate at the turn of the century, the changing view of gossip and the sensationalist 

press, and the collective desire for a particular type of masculinity, embodied improbably 

by the phantasmagoric Capitán Pérez. In this short story the family is in danger from the 

outset, signaling the need to learn new ways of relating between siblings. Family is 

represented as the threshold between private and public, allowing the de Itualde sisters to 

create and to explore their own desires, but also serving to reign them back in and restore 

order. It is the link between official and practical kinship, a space that recognizes 

hegemonic norms and structures, but which also points to horizontal relations, 

siblinghood, as an alternative to hereditary patriarchalism.   

The gender tropes that Bunge utilizes in his fiction allow the author to explore 

alternative forms of masculinity and femininity from the safety of literary convention. 
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Pepa is a deviant character for her transgression of gender norms, but even more so for 

her refusal of the bonds of kinship. In contrast, Pérez is a fantasy, a symbol, but also the 

reflection of a collective desire. These stories rely on an exacerbated masculinity that 

stems from a profound sense of collective (and individual) anxiety. But they respond to 

something more than just the author’s desire to explore “fantasies”; as he claims in the 

introduction to Thespis, they point to the indissoluble relationship between family 

structure, gender performance, and intimate speech.  

In addition, it seems that only through the failure of the patriarchal model is 

gender deviance made intelligible, that the social and economic concerns prevalent in 

these stories are also problems of family dynamics and intimacy. Gender and the family 

are mutually dependent; when one fails, the other will surely follow. Importantly, this 

connection is made through intimate speech like gossip, rumor, and intrigue. Gossip 

plays a role in the case of both El Chucro and Capitán Perez. These discursive 

mechanisms mark the limitations of speech and in that sense serve as a method of social 

control, bringing us back to the boundaries between public and private.  

In the case of Bunge’s fiction these limitations are not simply expressed by 

correcting deviant gender roles; they are reflected in the narration of the family and in the 

space, the mirror—or the mask—that divides the author from his characters. In the end, 

these fictional families are broken, patched together, or about to fall apart. The threat to 

kinship—the dual system of biological and affective relations—pervades throughout. 

Bunge’s fiction alludes to deviant sexual desires, but usually as a way of urging the 

public toward the traditional heterosexual criollo family model. Despite his use of fiction, 
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or the mask of fiction, to explore queer desire, Bunge ultimately advocates for the social, 

sexual, and familial status quo.   
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Chapter 4: Sisters Writing the Argentine fin de siglo  

 
Me decidí por fin, pero lo que a otros les 
parece lo más natural, escribir cada día lo 
que se piensa…Me he puesto enfrente de mi 
consciencia y le pregunto: ¿qué sientes?—
Necesito saberlo. 
–Julia Bunge 

 Like other forms of autobiographical writing, the diary stages the intrinsic 

relationship between the text and the construction of self. As a minor genre and a highly 

self-reflexive one, the diary has been of special interest to feminist literary critics. Indeed, 

the diary for Julia and Delfina Bunge was a space in which to construct the self 

particularly in relation to available forms of femininity and feminism at the Argentine fin 

de siglo. However, for these sisters, the diary was not only a space for feminine writing 

or a form of feminist practice; the diary was a means of queering the family. Private, yet 

shared with each other, the sisters’ diaries provided space to explore selfhood and 

sisterhood as sameness across difference, a process of mutual subjective creation that 

highlights the horizontal sibling bond rather than vertical genealogical kinship. I have  

argued in previous chapters that the family exists in a liminal space between public and 

private, at once reproducing external upper-class norms and producing internally non-

normative relations. I argue in this chapter that the private yet shared diaries at the center 

of the Bunge family record queer alternatives to the normative family even as they 

facilitate the self-fashioning of two proper ladies who eventually go on to start families of 

their own—though when they do, they stop writing in their diaries.  

Diary writing in general provides a means of fashioning subjectivity by writing 

the self. It is a genre that represents the unfolding over time of a series of lived 

experiences written by a diarist whom we assume to be the same person who is narrated. 
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However, the serialized diary has neither the benefit of hindsight nor the imperative to 

link particular life moments through a cohesive narrative told from the unified 

perspective of the author/narrator.42 Perhaps it is this freedom from the narrativity that 

has led contemporary critics to study the diary under the aegis of its assertion of an 

individual’s identity and agency.43 The diary certainly provides a space through which 

the individual self can be contemplated, registered, and placed in relation to others, but 

we should also recognize that within poststructuralist theory, the self, like the authorial 

voice, is a heteroglossic formulation.44 This is one aspect that the diary shares with 

autobiography. As Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson argue,  

Autobiographical narration is also populated with external voices. The voices of 
literal others may be incorporated through citation of dialogue or the use of free 
indirect discourse (in which the Narrating “I” projects another’s subjectivity by 
imagining his or her interiority of thought and affect). The narrating “I” can 
embed, for instance, an imagined interiority in the voice of a parent or sibling, a 
lover or friend. The voices of literal others may be less individuated or specific 
than those of loved ones and constitute the voice of a community or other kind of 
collectivity. The narrating “I” may draw in a web of voices from the oral life of a 
culture, voices that may be conflicting or in relative harmony. (80-81)  

More than any other element of the genre, the question of the construction of the 

authorial voice has most preoccupied contemporary critics of the diary. As Smith and 

Watson note, the voice of the self is imbued with the voice of the other; all 

                                                
42 Phillipe Lejeune turned his attention from the autobiography to the diary in the early 1990s, helping 
define genre. Among the aspects he identifies as essential to the “true, authentic diary,” as he calls it, we 
note that it is discontinuous, full of gaps, allusive, redundant and repetitive, non-narrative, and has no 
notion of its own ending (170). 
43 Though the diary has hardly been studied by critics of Latin American literature, such issues are 
prominent in postcolonial autobiographical texts, such as the testimonio. The case of Me llamo Rigoberta 
Menchú y así me nació la conciencia (1982) is illustrative, though we might also consider the earlier work 
by Carolina Maria de Jesus, Cuarto de Despejo (1960). 
44 In addition to Bakhtin, for example, Françoise Lionnet’s term métissage invokes a braiding of voices in 
postcolonial texts. See her Autobiographical Voices. Nancy K. Miller and Paul John Eakin have expanded 
this notion to argue that all narratives are relational, involving a dialogic process that combines the 
assertion of individual autonomy and the recognition of intersubjective relations. See Miller’s 
“Representing Others” and Eakin’s “Relational Selves”.     
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autobiographical writing is dialogic. But the diary keepers in this case also understood 

this dialogism. Julia Bunge describes the genesis of her journal in terms of an 

examination of her consciousness. The question “¿Qué sientes?” thus becomes an 

invitation to self-contemplation and the narrative device whereby Julia is authorized to 

produce the text. Importantly, this same question is also influenced by the residual 

presence of Julia’s sister, Delfina. It is Delfina, after all, whose diary writing sets the 

precedent that leads Julia to describe the practice as “lo que a otros le parece lo más 

natural.” For Julia, the decision to start recording her thoughts, indeed to start the decade-

long process of examining her consciousness comes as a (call and) response to her 

sister’s writing. This is one example of the way in which the Bunge sisters conceived of 

the diary as a practice that was simultaneously collective and individual. For them, to 

write a diary within the space of the family was an activity that helped produce the very 

selves as sisters that it claimed to narrate; it was through the act of writing the self within 

the space of the diary that the sisters found common ground and differentiated 

themselves. 

In part for its nonlinear structure and in part for its openness as a genre (both to 

experimental content and to potential diarists), feminist critics have taken the diary as an 

example of intrinsically feminist practice.45 Cynthia Huff, for example, writes:  

Diaries are about community, not hierarchy, about communication, not authority. 
Hence, their inherent generic qualities are subversive to the literary establishment 
and to the patriarchal social order that it perpetuates in its privileging of texts and 
genres, each ranked according to unquestioned standards. (6)  

                                                
45 As Huff notes, Adrienne Rich’s pronouncement in her 1979 book On Lies, Secrets, and Silence calling 
the diary as “that profoundly female, and feminist, genre” has been taken as an invitation to identify the 
diary as a touchstone for a revision of the literary canon and of women’s writing in general, which for 
centuries has largely been excluded from the hegemonic, masculine public sphere. 
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She goes on to argue that the diary, like feminist criticism, is subversive for its lack of 

boundaries, for its intersubjectivity and its blurring of the personal and the professional. 

The diary may be inherently subversive but it may also record a process of normalizing 

the self.  

What did it mean to Delfina and to Julia to write a diary? Was their diary writing 

inherently transgressive, as Huff claims?  Such claims depend on opposing the genre to 

canonical works of poetry and prose, works that create a fictitious world as proof of the 

author’s commitment to the artistic craft. Most critics have read the diary as a genre that 

records rather than creates: a minor genre of nonfiction rather than a form of art.  

But this opposition fails in light of the level of aesthetic craft with which each of 

the two diaries under consideration was written. Delfina herself realized this when she 

expressed surprise regarding the difference in the quality of prose and rhetoric employed 

by Julia as distinct from her own. “Eso es Diario: lo que ella escribe. No es preciso 

perderse en una maraña de ideas y divagaciones, no hay que echarse a la mar para ‘saisir’ 

allí su vida […] Hace más diario en una frase, que yo en 20 páginas” (Vida 9-10). Delfina 

points not only to the relationship between an individual personality and prose style, an 

authorial voice that is distinct from her own, but also to a sense of admiration for the 

economy of phrase with which Julia is able to describe her thoughts. The diary is able to 

stage the self-creation of the narrative voice because it provides a space of aesthetic 

experimentation and active self-reflection, not a passive reflection of the self. 

In general, both Julia and Delfina’s diaries are deliberately dialogic and make 

frequent use of actual or rhetorical questions. Julia asks herself “¿qué sientes?” in the 

opening lines of her diary, while Delfina frequently records her process of self-inquiry 

regarding her emotions, reactions, and behavior. As she mentions in the quote above, 

Delfina’s text is full of parenthetical digressions and ellipses. She is also much more 
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prone than her sister to propose a sort of thought experiment, a hypothetical, such as the 

following entry dated “Enero de 1905”: 

Quisiera ser, por un momento, una extranjera para ver qué efecto me hacía la 
música nuestra: los tangos, los “tristes”, los “aires criollos”. Para ver hasta dónde 
les pertenece ese sentimentalismo tan penetrante, tan triste, tan… tan que parece 
siempre sonar en el silencio, en la soledad. En cualquier parte y a cualquier hora 
que se les oiga, suenan como en una gran noche, en una gran soledad, en un gran 
silencio, en una gran naturaleza, bajo un gran cielo…¿en la Pampa? (68) 

This preoccupation with the spiritual nature of Argentine culture, in particular its music, 

would be a constant theme in Delfina’s journals, often combined with an effort to 

describe the psychology of her countrymen that is also found in the writing of her 

brother, Carlos Octavio. To be different for a day, to feel the strangeness of the foreigner, 

to hear a familiar tune as if for the first time, are desires that Delfina would express 

consistently, and which would continue to mark her publications in later decades. Her 

diary reveals a constant preoccupation with people’s spiritual nature, the objects around 

her, and the potentialities and limits of her own identity.  

 For her part, Julia’s writing is, as Delfina recognizes, more direct. She is less self-

contemplative and more prone to detail specific events, social outings, and personal 

communications. An example from July 5, 1904 is illustrative:  

Espléndido el baile. Tal vez demasiada gente. Un grupo de 60 niñas, todas las que 
más andan y figuran, las elegantes.  

Me divertí, a pesar de lo incómodo, insoportable, que resulta el exceso de 
compañeros. Todo el tiempo se pasa en explicarles que vuelvan más tarde, que es 
imposible salir con todos a la vez. ¡Si no me han pedido pieza 100 de los que 
estaban y cada uno seis veces! –¡Qué horror, toda la noche en saludos y 
conversaciones interrumpidas! (188) 

This entry is stylistically distinct from Delfina’s text, but it is also notable for its critical 

stance regarding the organization of the dance that Julia was attending. She is frustrated, 

curt at times, and clearly interested in chronicling her own popularity among “las 
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elegantes.” At no point does Julia ask herself about the implications of such a social 

gathering, about the nature of the dance itself. Rather, she uses the diary as a space in 

which to deposit her frustrations and to describe herself as part of the social elite of the 

upper class.  

Thus each sister’s sense of self, as revealed in her diary, is dependent on her sense 

of being different from her sister—by virtue of her different writing style on the one hand 

and, on the other, according to the different role in Porteño society she reveals herself to 

occupy. Julia and Delfina use the diary as a locus of subjective differentiation, a 

mechanism through which they are able to name and perform how they are both similar 

and distinct from each other. Such a mechanism depends on the fact that each sister is not 

only writing “en el espíritu” of the other, but also reading what the other is writing.  The 

question of writing the diary thus joins with that of reading it. Who is the reader of a 

diary? What happens when the diary is understood from the beginning as a public, or 

semi-public document, one that will be shared with friends and relatives rather than only 

read by the author in private? What happens when a diary is no longer private, but 

becomes an invitation to public discussion? In part, this is what makes the diary writing 

practice of the Bunge sisters so unique. Their diaries are not written “for my eyes only,” 

as an enclosed space of intimate self-reflection, but rather they are intended to be shared. 

The diary, in this sense, becomes a mechanism through which sisterhood is itself 

constructed. It is based, at least in part, on the invitation to share one’s intimate thoughts 

and feelings, becoming a social adhesive, the affective glue that binds members of the 

same family.  

Huff, along with other feminist scholars of autobiographical writing, have made a 

strong case for the connection between diary writing by women and potential social 
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transgression by appealing to psychoanalytic accounts of identity formation.46 We can 

agree with the general premise that the formation of an individual identity may take 

different paths according to the expressions of gender, race, and class that are learned as 

part of one’s psychological development. We may also agree that the diary provides a 

particularly interesting vantage point from which to analyze this process because it points 

to the multiplicity of subjective positions, the desire to communicate, to share, to express 

the self as part of a network of kin (or symbolic kin). It is this particular quality that links 

the diary to feminist criticism. I hasten to point out that in the case of the Bunge sisters, 

writing a diary was explicitly identified with the budding feminist movement in 

Argentina with Delfina complaining about being called a “bas-bleu” or blue stocking, by 

certain members of her class. 

It is not clear, however, that Julia and Delfina themselves saw their diary writing 

as transgressive. To publish their writing, as I show in the next section, certainly crossed 

social taboos regarding the publicity allowed a young woman of the upper class in 

Buenos Aires. But writing the diary, insofar as it was a practice shared and intended for a 

select group of peers, allowed an outlet for writing while protecting the privilege of an 

upper-class lady, who of course was not a “writer.” This does not mean that diary writing 

was opposed to feminist practice in 1900. Rather, the Bunge sisters used the diary as a 

space in which to contemplate their own positions relative to burgeoning feminism. 

Taking up a voice, constructing a self through text retained at the turn of the century the 

historically masculine pose of the author. To write, and especially to publish, was to 

transgress in terms of feminist practice and masculine authority. The Bunge sisters show 

                                                
46 In particular, these scholars have relied on the work of sociologist and psychoanalyst Nancy Chodorow, 
who describes women’s ego boundaries are “more porous” than men’s. See her The Reproduction of 
Mothering: Psychoanalysis and the Sociology of Gender. 
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that, at least for them, the space of the diary retained a sense of class privilege even 

though it may have had the potential to break down such divisions.   

In what follows, we will focus on a few examples through which the diary bears 

witness to the process of mutual subjective creation that highlights the sibling bond. This 

focus on sibling relations, and on relations between the siblings and the upper class, 

allows us to glimpse some of the ways in which the form of the diary encourages 

intersubjectivity, empathy, and mutual self-construction, but also reveals the 

normativizing limits each sister faced in attempting to differentiate herself from others.    

EL CASO DELFINA  
La jeune fille du siècle à venir qui semble 
emporter avec elle et la fleur du génie et les 
forces nouvelles de la société. Elle aspire à 
joindre à ses dons naturels de grâce et 
d’attrait, les forces viriles, l’indépendance 
qui seule lui sera donnée par son travail. Elle 
veut être père, mère, frère, sœur, artiste, 
ouvrière…tout! 
–Marguerite (Delfina Bunge) 

On June 24, 1904 a letter arrived at the Bunge household addressed to 22-year-old 

Delfina—the younger of the family’s two daughters—congratulating her for being 

awarded honorable mention in a literary competition held by the Parisian magazine 

Fémina. Encouraged by her mother and unbeknownst to her father, Delfina had 

submitted, in French and under the pseudonym Marguerite, an essay responding to the 

contest theme, “Is the young woman of today happy?” When word got out, as historians 

Cárdenas and Payá put it, “La noticia cayó como una bomba en la sociedad” (173).  

The news was a bombshell not necessarily because of what was written—a series 

of costumbrista character sketches of turn-of-the-century young women—but because of 

who was writing. Recollecting the event in his own literary memoirs, Manuel Gálvez, 
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Delfina’s future husband, would write, “Antes de que Delfina se iniciara en las letras, una 

mujer de su elevada condición social, fuese casada o soltera, no podía publicar unas 

líneas sin caer en el ridículo” (115). To write a diary was one thing, but to publish a 

literary text was quite another for a young woman of Delfina’s “elevada condición 

social”. Gálvez played a prominent role in this family drama: as the intrepid founder and 

director of a new literary review, Ideas, he first attempted to publish Delfina’s work in 

Buenos Aires.  

Ideas was not the only magazine interested in publishing the essay. The editor of 

the sleek and more popular Caras y Caretas also wanted to publish a selection translated 

by the author into Spanish and illustrated with a photo of the young woman. Gálvez 

would describe the way that family, publicity, and the negotiation of rapidly changing 

social mores were inseparable:  

Carlos Octavio habló en su casa de la proposición de la revista, y todos, padres y 
hermanos, a pesar de que entre ellos había dos escritores, consideraron 
absolutamente impropio que una niña distinguida saliera fotografiada en esa 
forma; y una tía suya, al oír hablar del ‘deshonroso’ pedido de Caras y Caretas, le 
dijo estas palabras de reproche y de lástima: ‘Ya ves, hijita, a lo que te expones 
con escribir…’. En esos años el oficio de escritora estaba casi tan mal mirado, en 
nuestra sociedad aristocrática, como el de actriz o bailarina. (94)  

Interestingly, the first distinction Gálvez makes in his memoir is not related to publishing 

the text in one magazine or the other, but rather being photographed, and thus visually 

identified as the author of the text in public. It seems that what is “deshonroso” to 

Delfina’s aunt is the publication of the photograph rather than the publication of the text. 

We can take this as an example of the interplay of honor and publicity, with the prospect 

of violating the social taboo against the assertion of the female self in public reinforced 

by the decision, taken as a family to accept the proposal by Ideas rather than Caras y 

Caretas.  
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 But Gálvez also mentions that the “oficio de escritora” is an unsuitable profession 

for women at the turn of the century. Gálvez’s anecdotal recollection conveys the 

heightened tension at the turn of the century between gender and labor, when a woman’s 

right to work was heavily debated in both the public sphere and private homes. Upper-

class fears about the inversion of class structures, as we saw in the work of Carlos O. 

Bunge in Chapter 1, were often expressed by appealing to notions of traditional criollo 

values, linguistic and racial purity. But as historian Donna J. Guy demonstrates, and as 

Gálvez’s recollection implies, these same fears could also be expressed by linking 

women’s work outside the home to the decadence of the Argentine family. Particularly 

damaging was the link between women’s labor and prostitution, which was legalized in 

Argentina in 1875.47  

Delfina’s first essay, what Gálvez calls her “literary initiation” was eventually 

printed in the July 1904 edition of Ideas, still in French and signed Marguerite. It indeed 

caused a sensation. As Gálvez recalls, the magazine sold out in two weeks—the only time 

the magazine ever sold out—as several Buenos Aires literary critics noted the debut of 

the country’s latest femme de lettres (93). And while most of their critiques were positive, 

for the Bunge family the notoriety was simply unbecoming of a woman of Delfina’s 

station. The negotiation of notoriety, family, writing, and womanhood is recorded in the 

Bunge sisters’ diaries.  

                                                
47 See Guy’s chapter on the legalization of prostitution in Sex and Danger in Buenos Aires: Prostitution, 
Family, and Nation in Argentina, 37-76.  
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Illustration 5: Delfina Bunge c. 1905 

A PUBLIC RELATIONS CAMPAIGN 

While Delfina’s diary is curiously silent on the matter of her first literary 

publication, Julia’s is rather ambiguous. On June 24, 1904, the date of the infamous letter 

announcing Delfina's honorable mention in Fémina, Julia describes Delfina’s 
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composition as “preciosa” and “un gran triunfo” (187; 188). However, she also expresses 

a bit of surprise at her sister’s accomplishment, claiming “lo que es más notable es que no 

habiendo aprendido mucho francés pueda escribir tan bien, en un idioma extranjero” 

(187). Other than this scant praise, Julia does not remark at all about the actual content or 

quality of her sister’s piece in this entry. While both young women had been studying 

French for at least two years, Julia seems to take umbrage with the recognition, or the 

notoriety, that her sister was receiving for a talent that Julia deemed insufficient. This 

subtle and seemingly innocuous observation provides a glimpse into the ways in which 

sibling differentiation can take place simultaneously at home and in public. It is precisely 

this movement from the intimacy of the home to the harsh reality of the public sphere that 

will reveal a series of discursive maneuvers and social strategies that link Delfina and 

Julia, but which will also clearly identify them as distinct from each other. 

Delfina’s local publication began with a moment of sisterly conflation and 

differentiation. When Galvez arrived at the Bunge family home to ask permission to 

reprint Delfina’s article, Delfina answered the door and blurted out, “¿Usted es Gálvez?” 

A bit confused, he responded affirmatively, and then replied, “yo quería hablar con su 

hermana Delfina.” To this the young woman retorted: “Mi hermana Delfina soy yo” (L. 

Gálvez 209). While Delfina correctly identified the young man as Gálvez, he incorrectly 

identifies her as the sister of Delfina. And when Delfina remarks “Mi hermana Delfina 

soy yo,” she is not simply identifying herself as herself, but also as like—if not the same 

as—her sister. Sisterhood, in this case, is characterized by the initial folding of one 

individual subjectivity into another; its origin is the erasure of difference between the two 

Bunge daughters. It is from this erasure that Delfina’s subjective “I” stakes a claim of 

individuality, a claim of difference that emerges from sameness. 
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Two weeks after this initial episode, after the article appeared reprinted in Ideas, 

Julia’s diary writing turns almost exclusively to the notoriety that the publication brings 

to the family, and, more specifically, to her sister’s transgressive publicness. She writes:  

La composición de Delfina es siempre el tema. En las visitas, entre niñas, entre 
jóvenes, no se habla de otra cosa. Y como no le pueden hablar a Delfina porque 
pone cara de desesperada, todas las ponderaciones y todos los juicios me los 
hacen a mí. (195) 

While the topic of conversation may be Delfina’s writing, Julia highlights her own role in 

the affair and the repercussions of her sister’s actions on her. She is frustrated by what 

she perceives as Delfina’s inability to deal with her own newfound fame, and laments the 

role in which she has been cast, something akin to a modern day publicity agent. The tone 

of this section of the diary is notably more aggressive, and Julia, who sees herself rather 

as a charming socialite, is forced to revise her role within the family when Delfina 

becomes suddenly the more public of the two.  

  The notoriety unnerves Julia, and as part of her ongoing public relations 

campaign, with the aid of their mother, attempts to mitigate the speculation that has 

engulfed her sister by sending her to the opera, a staged appearance meant to project a 

specific type of feminine image. Julia writes:  

Entre Mamá y yo la hemos obligado (así puede decirse) a Delfina a ir esta noche a 
la Opera. Es ridículo que yo esté yendo todas las noches y ella no vaya nunca. [...] 
Hoy ha ido doblemente contra su gusto. Dice que es el colmo que la hagamos ir 
en 9 de Julio, para que todo el mundo la mire como bicho raro, después de su 
premio de Fémina; que si se tratara de un palco grillé, pase, pero a las tertulias 
más visibles del teatro... 

Es precisamente lo que queremos, que todo el mundo la mire, que vean que 
aunque sabe escribir, es una niña encantadora y que en su casa no la tratan tan 
mal. (189-90) 

On this nationally symbolic night, Delfina has been “obligated” to make an appearance, 

marking a stark contrast between the public resonance of her article and the private 
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movement of her body. It is precisely this physicality that bothers her, to be seen as a 

“bicho raro” rather than a woman of letters. Visibility is key. If her family were to have 

reserved one of the “palco grillé,” a room enclosed with a removable metal barrier 

typically used by families in mourning, Julia implies, Delfina would not have put up such 

a fight. Delfina’s foremost concern is being exposed to the gaze of the public in the 

aristocratic space of the opera, but this is precisely what her family obligates. 

Rather than a “bicho raro,” a queer transgressor of social norms, that is, a woman 

who publishes, Julia wants Delfina to be seen as a “niña encantadora.” The Bunges do 

not want her literary talent, taken as a statement of fact by the use of the indicative verb 

tense (“she knows how to write”), to tarnish her reputation in society. As her final 

comment reveals, Julia is not only concerned about Delfina’s reputation, but about her 

own, and about the fallout for the entire family. Here the diary serves to consolidate one 

sister’s normative viewpoint regarding the other as Julia contemplates the effects of 

public scandal on her own place in society and attempts to construct a framework through 

which her sister’s image could be rehabilitated. The friction between the two sisters is 

palpable here, as it seems that Julia does not want to become the collateral damage of 

Delfina’s sudden publicity.  

Reading and Writing Sororophobia  

The episode I have been describing reminds us that siblinghood is not a static 

biological relationship, but a dynamic nexus by which siblings realize simultaneously 

what is the same and what is different in each other. Helena Michie describes as 

“sorophobia” this process of negotiation of multiple axes of difference, in particular 

among sisters. This is a term that, as she argues,   

attempts to describe the negotiation of sameness and difference, identity and 
separation, between women of the same generation, and is meant to encompass 
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both the desire for and the recoil from identification with other women. 
Sororophobia is not so much a single entity as it is a matrix against and through 
which women work out—or fail to work out—their differences. (9-10)   

The diaries written by Julia and Delfina Bunge bear out Michie’s argument that 

sisterhood is not simply a process of mutual identification and collaboration. Essential to 

its full elaboration is also the ability it holds to reveal, even to produce difference.  

In the previous section, I proposed that we might understand the Bunge sisters’ 

diaries as collectively written documents that reveal the changing social and political 

climate of the turn of the century. To this we could add, following Michie, that they are 

also sororophobic. That is, the diaries represent a collective staging of the social and 

psychological processes by which the Bunge sisters differentiated themselves from their 

parents (in a vertical axis of kinship), from each other, and from their peers (in horizontal 

relationships of actual and symbolic sisterhood). This also reminds us that the 

relationship between writing and subjectivity as mutually influential. The diaries 

simultaneously record and produce difference between individuals.  

But keeping a diary is not only about writing. It is also about reading and 

imagining a reader. Who, after all, is the reader of a diary? Scholar Phillipe Lejeune in 

fact opens his essay “Rereading Your Diary” with the following statement: “Yes, you 

write your diary for yourself, and that is what makes it private” (324 emphasis original).  

The question of writing for a future self who will reread the diary at a later date is central 

to the generic specificity of the diary, according to Lejeune. In the case of the Bunge 

sisters, however, we have evidence that they actually imagined each other as a primary 

reader in the present. Their diaries, in this sense, become a way of writing to the self but 

also to the other. They imagine the world through each other’s eyes, as Delfina explains 

in an entry dated April 16, 1905, “Estoy en el espíritu de Julia. En el de su diario. Lo he 

leído todo el día,” (9) and later:  
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Durante su lectura, me imagino—sin quererlo y no sé por qué—que soy un 
hombre, que soy X, que es él, o cualquiera de ellos quien lo lee, y siento lo que 
ellos deberían sentir si lo leyesen, lo que ellos deberían comprender y amar. (12)  

Delfina experiences a sort of strangeness when she reads the diary. Though she is unsure 

how or in what way the narration is affecting her, she feels able to empathize and even 

identify with the individuals described in Julia’s diary. While reading she imagines 

herself becoming another reader: the person described in the diary.  Here, the possibility 

of constructing a self as part of a family and as part of a class is acutely influenced by the 

ability each sister has to read the other; for each to compare her individual perspective, 

her interpretation of reality, to that of her sister. If rereading your diary is a way of 

becoming yourself, reading your sister’s diary is  described as a way of becoming other. 

This is a passage that points to the ambiguous positioning of the Bunge diaries as a space 

of self identity or ipseity, what Lejeune calls “a sort of abstract commitment to remain 

faithful to oneself” (324). In these diaries at least, the Bunge sisters maintain 

simultaneous commitments to self and to other, engaging a sorophobic form of self-

fashioning.  

La jeune fille du siècle à venir 

As Delfina’s own self is constructed through a dual process of writing and reading 

the self through the other, so the “young woman of the next century”—the topic of her 

Fémina essay—is constructed. The essay was, after all, sourced from her diary and 

translated to French for the competition. In the essay, Delfina is contemplating the 

relationship between self and other, but also between present and future. The notion of 

the young woman of the next century, a future self that has yet to become fully realized, 

links the essay to the diary itself as a diachronic genre: nonlinear, self-reflexive, 

continually reread. Delfina furthermore imagines the future woman in a range of subject 

positions: “Elle veut être père, mère, frère, sœur, artiste, ouvrière…tout!” (279). 
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The essay follows this same general principle as the diary, revealing the 

individual through the collective. The author is attempting to assemble a picture of the 

possibilities for the young woman of the future by describing qualities that are embodied 

by a range of characters that closely resemble those around her. She writes, “J’ai essayé 

d’ébaucher sa structure, ais cette jeune fille peut nous presenter elle-même une grand 

diversité de caractères” (288-89). This is yet another example of a multiple subjectivity 

forming the sense of self, how a young woman sees herself as an index of the qualities 

she sees in her friends and siblings. That is, the individual is clearly bound together with 

the class with which she associates.  

In this sense the publication is rather like a set of costumbrista character sketches 

meant to portray contemporary society through the personalities of its young women. 

However, it also contains a kernel of what would decades later become Delfina’s feminist 

position regarding the role of the woman as part of the patriarchal family:  

Ne se sentant pas la force ni la vocation pour rompre avec les préjugés de sa 
famille, avec le milieu ambiant, elle s’aperçoit bientôt que l’intelligence et la 
bonté se développent partout, et qu’il n’y a pas de temps perdu pour qui sait en 
profiter. (285) 

The role of family and culture, in addition to the “milieu ambiant,” will remain important 

touchstones for the woman of the future, according to Delfina. But her “intelligence” and 

“goodness” will allow her to open up doors that had remained previously closed to her. In 

1904 Delfina is already aligning herself with a strand of feminist discourse that she would 

continue to develop throughout her life, but which was most eloquently expressed in her 

1922 essay “Las mujeres y la vocación,” a text that advocates for the moral and spiritual 

place of the woman as part of the Catholic nuclear family.48  

                                                
48 For a useful discussion of gender and motherhood in this essay, see Marta Sierra’s “Scripts for Modern 
Mothers: Representations of Motherhood in Delfina Bunge and Alfonsina Storni.” For an analysis of the 
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As historian Asunción Lavrin has documented, “feminism,” as developed in the 

Southern Cone between 1898 and 1905, was by 1920 a term used in common parlance. In 

its early years, Lavrin identifies two strands of feminism: the first was related to socialist 

and labor movements, the plight of unskilled workers and the work of August Bebel; the 

second was influenced by Liberal discourses of individual rights and legal equality 

between the sexes (16). Delfina clearly identified with this latter vision, and would argue 

throughout her life for women’s rights in terms of the woman’s maternal role as part of 

the metaphorical national family. Indeed, the publication of Delfina’s essay in Fémina 

itself was an example of the type of international feminist dialogue that would continue to 

characterize her intellectual endeavors.49  

A QUEER HOME  

Es muy cierto que hay momentos en que tengo deseos de 
irme de casa, de sentirme libre y de estar sola…De marchar 
delante de mí, de llevar mis pasos adonde quiera sin hacer 
sombra sobre nadie, ni incomodar…No es en momentos de 
fastidio, ni de desapego a los míos: nada tiene que ver con 
eso mi deseo. Al contrario, me viene en días como éstos de 
perfecta calma entre nosotros…  

–Delfina Bunge 

After the publication of her first literary text, Delfina relates a growing 

uncertainty about her place within the Bunge home, within the normative family. Her 

desire to “sentirme libre y de estar sola,” is related to a growing possibility that she 

attempt to break from tradition yet again and strike it out on her own, a desire that is 

contrasted by her interest in following her religious inclinations and joining a monastery. 
                                                                                                                                            
creation of a public space for women writers, see María Cristina Viñuela’s “Delfina Bunge, Victoria 
Ocampo. Hacedoras de un espacio literario 1920-1940”. 
49 On the role of Femina in forming a discourse of femininity in the early 20th century in France, see 
Lenard R. Berlanstein, “Selling Modern Femininity: Femina, a Forgotten Feminist Publishing Success in 
Belle Epoque France”. 
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These two poles dominate her writing in the decade between the turn of the century and 

1910, a period that includes her first publication and the romantically charged 

introduction to Manuel Gálvez and which closes with their marriage and honeymoon to 

the Holy Land and Southern Europe. In other words, this period starts with Delfina’s 

identity crisis as part of an upper class family, spans her period of courtship, and 

concludes with her decision to marry and form a new family of her own.  

This period documents each sister’s self-contemplation in terms of available 

forms of femininity and feminism, and it ends with both taking up the position demanded 

by genealogical family and social class: wife. In the sense that the diary serves as a space 

of subjective pliability, it also bears witness to the doubts that afflicted the young woman 

with inclinations that were not copacetic with the demands of her class. These moments 

of doubt reveal the changing views of gender and sexuality in the early years of the 20th 

century in Argentina and serve to highlight the tension between individual desires and 

responsibilities to the family and to the class.  

La solterona 

Two years before her publication in Fémina, Delfina was already dissatisfied with 

the life of a “niña de sociedad,” a young woman circulating the series of galas, benefit 

societies and tertulias that constituted the social nexus of the Porteño upper class. In an 

entry dated “17 de septiembre de 1902,” Delfina wrote: 

¿Qué es lo que caracteriza la vida de una solterona? ¿Cuándo se empieza a 
considerar ‘solterona’ a una niña que todavía no es vieja? ¿Cuándo empieza a 
emplear su vida útilmente? ¿Cuándo busca lo útil para ocuparse de ello? 
¡Enhorabuena, empecemos a ser solterona entonces! ¿Qué es ser solterona al fin? 
Es haberse dado por vencida en la carrera de buscar marido y comenzar a emplear 
su vida en la otra ocupación. Yo no tengo el trabajo de buscar marido, justo es que 
trabaje en otra cosa. (Diarios 72) 
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This passage is typical of the way in which the author defines herself in relation to others. 

It also shows her use of self-directed questions that leave a trace of her thought process. 

Her sense of sarcasm is notable as well: “¡Enhorabuena, empecemos a ser solterona 

entonces!” It is also indicative of the conflicting relationship between Delfina’s 

individual desires and the exigencies of her class. Delfina’s rationalization, her definition 

of the solterona, rests on the contrast between “la carerra de buscar marido,” a position in 

which the woman sets out to discretely charm male suitors—of course, without appearing 

too obvious or desperate—and “otra ocupación.” This passage indicates also that 

Delfina’s preoccupation with the “vocation” or the “occupation” of women in 

contemporary Argentine society is derived from her own frustration as part of the upper 

class. That is, her 1904 essay in Fémina as well as her 1922 essay, “Las mujeres y la 

vocación,” form part of an ongoing debate for Delfina regarding the role of the woman in 

modern society. In this case she describes the process of rationalization through which 

she identifies herself as a woman who is not like the other members of her class. Instead, 

she sees this occupation, the “carrera” as disingenuous and unfulfilling. 

 Interestingly, Delfina does this by turning to a queer figure, the “solterona” or 

‘spinster.’ By definition this is a woman who never marries and thus fails to (or refuses 

to) participate in the vertical reproduction of family. Far from rejecting the family 

outright, however, the spinster has the potential to relate otherwise to kinsmen. She may 

be marginalized from biological reproduction (within the logic that presumes marriage 

before pregnancy), but she is frequently integral to family cohesion, functioning as a 

surrogate in times of need, keeping the peace between quarreling siblings, or serving as 

an important source of labor within the home.50 In fact, Delfina attempts to recast the 

                                                
50 For more information see the winter 1984 special edition of The Journal of Family History devoted to 
spinsters, introduced by Susan Cotts Watkins, “Spinsters”.  
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“solterona” in a positive light. This process of resignification not only shows her 

willingness to occupy the role of a queer figure at the turn of the century, but also her 

intention to live out her own individual desires on her own terms.  

It is telling that the trope of the “solterona” is directly linked to finding a vocation, 

which for Delfina was to write. The major choice in Delfina’s life seems to be between 

marriage and writing. And in this we can hear an echo of one of American literature’s 

most famous spinsters, Louisa May Alcott, who through the voice of the autobiographical 

Jo, takes a similar approach to her impending solitude in Chapter 43 of Little Women 

(1868):  

An old maid, that’s what I’m to be. A literary spinster, with a pen for a spouse, a 
family of stories for children, and twenty years hence a morsel of fame, perhaps, 
when, like poor Johnson, I’m old and can't enjoy it, solitary, and can’t share it, 
independent, and don’t need it. (478) 

This sense of failure and neglect, of incompatibility, is precisely what Delfina subverts in 

her diary, aiming to reclaim the term for the possible positive connotations that it could 

have in the future, a future of work and of utility, a future of self realization and of 

personal fulfillment. Delfina would not go on to become a spinster (nor would Jo, for that 

matter), but there is an important quality, a queerness, that seems to engulf the figure of 

the spinster, at once integral to the family, and biologically distant from it; a sister and a 

daughter but never a wife.  

La Princesse Lointaine 

If Delfina was already formulating her ideas regarding the frivolity of the social 

circuit of the aristocratic youth, Julia relished it. The latter’s diary reveals a gradual 

increase in her time spent “in society” during the period in which Delfina was seriously 

questioning the utility of such endeavors. As we saw earlier, Julia initially praised 
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Delfina’s literary prize, but as the social tension began to rise, and as Delfina was 

unwilling to face the public’s barrage of questions herself, Julia began to see her sister as 

potentially prejudicial to her own standing in society, which was increasingly important 

to Julia. 

In the year following Delfina’s essay, from August 1904 to October 1905, Julia 

relates with increased frequency her life as a “niña de sociedad.” Attending the dances, 

benefit societies, and the opera mark the rhythm of her participation in precisely that 

society which is disdained by her sister. This period reveals how Julia sought to 

differentiate herself from Delfina by cultivating her personality as a desirable and 

assiduously courted socialite, we could say, by becoming a celebrity.  

One extravagant example of the way in which she attempted to produce this 

difference is related in the diary entry dated Sunday, October 15, 1905. It was a “bal de 

têtes” or ‘masked ball’ benefit at Prince George’s Hall, located on Cuyo (today 

Sarmiento) between Talcahuano and Libertad, one block east of the Club del Progreso. 

Julia never mentions which organization is putting on the event, simply that “había 

muchísima gente, sacaron mucho dinero”: 

Domingo 15: Un éxito “La Princesse Lointaine”. “El peinado más artístico”, 
decían. Cuatro grandes flores, de perlas, a cada lado de la cabeza, rosadas, verdes, 
azules y blancas, con pétalos largos dorados. Una diadema de piedras preciosas y 
dos hilos de perlas a los costados. El vestido era de tul blanco, con las mangas 
muy abullonadas y larga cola. La bata estaba bordada con esmeraldas, rubíes y 
topacios, que realmente parecían piedras finas. (Vida 266-67)  

If the cause was irrelevant, her physical presence was anything but: “No podía dar una 

vuelta, con un amigo, por el salón, que es enorme, sin que la concurrencia se pusiera de 

pie (literalmente, así como suena) para formar una calle aplaudiendo a mi paso” (267). 

Julia describes herself causing such a sensation that the partygoers could not help but be 

transfixed by her. They applaud her at every turn, proclaiming her “la Reina” (267). As 
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Julia indicates, the costume itself is modeled after Sara Bernhardt’s portrayal of the title 

character in Edmund Rostand’s “La Princesse Lointaine” (1895), “muy en boga en París” 

(267). Julia imitates Bernhardt as an ethereal princess longing for love, in stark contrast 

with Delfina, whose public presence in society had to be coaxed, at times mandated by 

the family (see Illustrations 6 and 7).  

 

 

Illustration 6: Sarah Bernhardt (l), Princesse Lointaine (1895) 

Illustration 7: Julia Bunge (r), as Sarah Bernhardt in Princesse Lointaine (1904) 

Bernhardt, an actress and thus another figure for the all-too-public woman, serves 

to divide the Bunge sisters. Julia attempts to reproduce the artist’s magnetic presence, 

that is, to embody her celebrity. Delfina is never willing to engage in such knowing 

performativity. What distinguishes the two sisters, in this instance, is their willingness to 
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participate in the public rituals of sociability established through the aristocratic culture 

for young women of their class. By imitating the provocative Bernhardt, Julia is 

expressing a desire to position herself as what Bernhardt represents—glamour, celebrity, 

an object of desire—while approaching but never crossing the line of public propriety on 

which Delfina, as a writer, dangerously verges. Delfina, for her part, becomes ever more 

disillusioned with the social scene, in particular its artifice. In the end, Bernhardt allows 

Julia to experiment with the theatricality of her own presence, and to dramatize her place 

as part of the Porteño elite. In channeling Bernhardt’s celebrity, Julia reveals her self-

awareness, on the one hand, and her self-fashioning on the other. Through this visual 

incarnation of Sarah Bernhardt, and the staging of her public persona, Julia seeks to 

position herself as an object of desire and admiration, casting her peers in the role of the 

captive audience that she aims to seduce.51 Julia has found a socially sanctified form of 

publicness while Delfina occupies a socially suspect privateness. 

A Spiritual Union  

6/3/1903. Tenemos con Julia diálogos de esta especie:  

Julia –Tú guardas una especie de rencor a la familia, por lo que te martiriza, 
¿verdad? 

Yo –La familia, en general, estorba porque pretende quitar la independencia al 
individuo. Guardando la libertad del espíritu, habría más unión real en la familia. 
Existe la unión natural, pero ésta no debe sobreponerse a las cosas del espíritu. Si 
sobre esta unión natural, se verificara otra unión más libre y de elección; la de los 
espíritus, la unión de la familia sería perfecta. Pero ésta difícilmente se realizará. 
Y más difícilmente cuanto menos se respeta y se considera la libertad espiritual de 
cada uno, y la misión a que se está llamado. (137) 

                                                
51 For an interesting discussion of celebrity in Bernhardt, in particular in her role as Salomé in the 
eponymous play by Oscar Wilde, see Sharon Marcus, “Salomé!!! Sarah Bernhardt, Oscar Wilde, and the 
Drama of Celebrity”. 
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This diary entry shows that Delfina did not view the family simply as a biological unit of 

reproduction, and that she questioned the structural role of marriage in the development 

of the individual. Also, we see that Delfina is accused of harboring a kind of “rancor” 

toward the family, indicating that she has a longstanding aversion to marriage. We can 

take this transcribed dialogue both an example of the diary’s dialogism and of the way 

that sisterhood frames the development of subjective difference. Marriage, in this case, 

becomes the object of analysis and the opportunity for each sister to stake out a position.  

 This is a debate in which Delfina reveals her interest in defining the self in terms 

of a spiritual liberty. What she finds objectionable in the family is that it frames the 

relationship between two individuals in terms of a rigid set of cultural parameters. That 

is, Delfina does not take umbrage with the premise of marriage itself, but with the way in 

which marriage is enacted, as a set of legal, cultural and familial obligations that define 

an individual vis-à-vis a spouse.  

Delfina insists on a definition of marriage as a “spiritual union” rather than a 

physical one. In fact, the only mention of the reproductive function of the family in this 

diary entry is in the begrudged concession that the “unión natural” will always exist. 

Delfina is adamant, however, that her ideal version of marriage would be based on 

“spiritual freedom,” on the ability of two individuals to value each other’s vocational or 

spiritual calling and on their ability to choose freely to enter into the marriage pact. The 

perfect marriage, according to Delfina, privileges the spiritual over the physical, and is 

based on mutual respect rather than patriarchalism.   

 Not only does this position sidestep the doctrinal definition of marriage as a union 

of flesh, described in Genesis 2:24, but it also parries the ecclesiastical heterodoxy, 

steadfastly advocated by colonial authorities in the New World since the Council of Trent 

(1545-63), which sought to regulate human sexuality and the physical union of bodies, as 
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part of mankind’s obligation to the Catholic Church.52 In the case of Argentina, as family 

historian Susana Torrado explains, the intellectual environment of the mid-nineteenth 

century, with Sarmiento’s proto-positivist stance toward immigration and popular 

education and Alberdi’s civilizing project based on the axiom “gobernar es poblar,” laid 

the foundation for Argentina’s 1869 Código Cívil. This document was based on the 

Hispanic colonial tradition, the Napoleonic Code, and canonical law, and took the 

patriarchal nuclear family as the structural model for society at large as well as the 

national government. Torrado identifies nine juridical norms in this document that 

provided a new legal framework with which to understand the family, which I include in 

abbreviated form:  

1. Consagra al hombre como jefe indiscutido, asignándole la obligación de subvenir 
con sus propios medios a las necesidades del hogar. 

2. Impone fuertes restricciones a los derechos civiles de la mujer. Se le prohíbe (a 
menos que contara con la autorización del marido): comparecer en juicio; 
contratar, adquirir o enajenar bienes o contraer obligaciones sobre ellos; ejercer 
públicamente alguna profesión o industria; comprar al contado o al fiado objetos 
destinados al consumo ordinario de la familia. 

3. Valora más rigurosamente el adulterio de la mujer que el del marido, 
imponiéndole penas más severas. 

4. Clasifica a los hijos legítimos, naturales, adulterinos, incestuosos y sacrílegos. 

5. La patria potestad de los hijos legítimos corresponde enteramente al padre y, sólo 
en caso de muerte, a la madre.  

6. Mantiene el matrimonio religioso, instituyendo que debía ser celebrado según 
cánones y solemnidades prescritos por la Iglesia católica. 

7. Establece la indisolubilidad del matrimonio, conservando el divorcio dentro de los 
límites prescritos por la Iglesia. 

                                                
52 For more information about doctrinal definitions of marriage in the colonial New World, see Lavrin, 
“Sexuality in Colonial Mexico”.  
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8. Establece que el cónyuge era el heredero forzoso, con los descendientes y 
ascendientes, y, a falta de unos y otros, al instituirlo como sucesor universal, 
dándole como reserva la mitad del caudal hereditario. 

9. Prescribe que si los futuros esposos fueran menores de 22 años necesitarían 
consentimiento paterno. (130-132) 

On September 20, 1888, Law 2.393 was passed, granting the possibility of civil marriage, 

specifying the minimum age to enter into nuptial contract as 12 years for women and 14 

for men, and authorizing divorce only as a separation of bodies (Torrado 134). Only in 

1926, however, would women begin to enjoy more legal protection in Argentina, under 

Law 11.357, which allowed women of legal age to dispose of their own goods, choose a 

profession, and enter into some contracts. It would not be until 1949 that women were 

granted legal equality to men within the confines of a marriage (Torrado 136-37).  

   Given this context, when Delfina argues, “la familia, en general, estorba,” we may 

actually take her comment as something of an understatement within the legal framework 

of the Argentine fin de siglo. It is important to underscore, then, the position that Delfina 

is formulating with regard to the role of women as part of a marriage because it would 

directly contradict their cultural and juridical obligations in 1904, when she was writing 

this diary entry. Delfina is attempting to describe a new type of marriage, one in which 

the obligation to join “in flesh” is superseded by a voluntary and reciprocal decision to 

spiritually unite. This is a fundamentally egalitarian relationship that restructures the 

relationship of power between husband and wife, appealing to a notion of spiritualism in 

order to circumvent the legal reality of marriage at the turn of the century.   

A Queer Home 

In the end, Delfina would not remake the family on the grounds of spiritual bonds 

or break its mold by entering into other arrangements. But her diary records that she had 

an opportunity to do both. In the following entry we learn through Delfina’s text that her 
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oldest brother, Carlos Octavio, has actually invited her to leave the Bunge household to 

move in with him and thus form a home of their own: 

4/6/1904. ¡Pobre Octavio! ¿Quién iba a decir que iba a ser él quien más se 
preocupase por mí, y el que con más delicadeza supiese insinuarse en mi 
pensamiento? Puedo casi decir que es el que mejor me comprende. […] A veces 
me pinta lo que puede ser la vida de “una mujer sensata, inteligente y distinguida” 
sin necesidad de que se case. Y me la pinta… con atractivos colores. Me dice 
cómo, en tales condiciones, se pueden tener nobles goces, y hacer mucho bien. 
Una vez que salimos a caminar, en San Isidro, a la hora del crepúsculo, y me llevó 
hasta la famosa chacra de nuestra infancia, me hacía los ofrecimientos más 
delicados. De vivir con él por supuesto. Sin romanticismo; con cuentas y con 
todo. “Serás independiente, tendrás tu cuarto, tu piano…”  

¡Me ofrecía, como último y más eficaz recurso, un lindo piano de cola! Lo que él 
no quiere es que…me vaya. Y como único medio de impedírmelo quiere 
demostrarme el papel de una mujer soltera como natural y bueno: “Una mujer 
inteligente puede quedarse soltera,” me repite. (144).  

At the age of 29 Carlos Octavio had been living independently for eight years. By 1904 

he was one of the most well known social scientists and educators in Argentina. Delfina 

was 23 at this time, and, as we have seen from the previous examples, not enthusiastic 

about the social rituals, what she saw as the ostentation and the falsity characteristic of 

the upper class in Buenos Aires.  

 There are two principal characteristics that stand out regarding this diary entry. 

The first is Delfina’s surprise at the fact that Carlos Octavio, rather than one of her other 

siblings, recognizes her dissatisfaction and proposes an alternative to her current living 

arrangements. He was the sibling who had spent the most time away from the home, so it 

is not surprising that he knew the value of having a room of one’s own. Rather what is 

surprising is that he knows Delfina’s needs, in spite of his distance, even better than her 

closest sibling Julia. Her rhetorical question, “Who would have guessed that he’d be the 

one…?” expresses both explicit surprise at Carlos Octavio and implicit disappointment in 
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Julia. We might sense a similar disappointment from Julia when her sister Delfina went 

public with writing that had been intended (as a diary entry) for sister’s eyes only. In each 

sister’s longing for the other to be slightly different—more appropriate to society, more 

empathetic in private—we might sense some of the queer desire and potential in the 

sibling relation. 

 The second striking characteristic about this passage, and another testament to the 

queer possibility in sibling relations, is the actual proposal that Delfina’s brother makes 

for her to move in with him, apparently so that she would not feel ostracized by her 

parents or other siblings and attempt to join a convent. The possibility he holds out is   

highly queer but still on the side of propriety. Not just any woman could live by herself. 

According to Carlos Octavio, she has to be “sensata, inteligente y distinguida.” And 

while these are all qualities that could easily be used to describe Delfina, and this is 

probably exactly why her brother uses them, they are also clear markers of class. An 

uneducated, working-class woman would not have the same option, nor, for that matter, 

would another “niña de sociedad” without the support of an older, independent brother. 

Carlos Octavio is eager to argue that it is “natural y bueno” for a woman to live out her 

life as a “soltera,” especially if it is his own sister.53 Just as Delfina defended the figure of 

the solterona, or spinster, in her diary, Carlos Octavio defends the status of the soltera, or 

unmarried woman, in his proposal. Delfina describes an invitation to form a unique 

home, a queer home, with her brother. I mean by this that the proposition involves a 

break with the normative model of the home as the exclusive locus of family sociability 

and biological reproduction, indeed, the place within which the family is constituted as 

                                                
53 Carlos Octavio would write in his 1901 edition of La Educación, “Pienso que esta cuestión [that of 
women’s education] debe resolverse por el eterno principio de la Libertad de Estudios, o sea, proveyéndose 
a que cada mujer siga personalmente aquellos estudios que mejor convengan a su idiosincrasia individual” 
(296).  
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such. Instead, Carlos Octavio proposes something akin to a brother-sister partnership, to 

turn his bachelor residence into a space of sibling collaboration and freedom, a place 

where his sister could continue to write, and importantly, to practice the piano (see 

Illustration 8). In fact we could even think of this arrangement as an attempt to subvert 

the patria potestad, the father's legal prerogative over his children that would have still 

been available to Delfina's father Octavio Bunge—a man who, as a Supreme Court 

justice, would have been well aware of the intricacies of the national civic code. 

Illustration 8: Home of Carlos Octavio Bunge in Buenos Aires with piano.  
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Delfina would reject the offer, however, and would continue to live with her 

parents and Julia until 1910, when she married Manuel Gálvez. We are left, then, with the 

image of Carlos Octavio attempting to persuade his sister on a picturesque walk through 

San Isidro, returning to the chacra where they first began to collaborate as siblings 

through the skits he would write and direct each summer in which his siblings were 

enlisted as actors. Perhaps Bunge sought to rekindle this partnership, seeing in Delfina a 

kindred spirit, someone who would support his intellectual endeavors and for whom he 

could provide protection, at least temporarily, from the demands of a young woman “en 

sociedad.” It is also possible that Carlos Octavio saw in his sister an individual whose 

artistic predilections complimented his own, a potential interlocutor, someone who could 

offer him amenable conversation at home and practical assistance with his own work. 

Delfina could also serve to benefit from his experience, from his connections, and his 

ability to share with her a world of intellectual growth that she desired.  

 Ironically, Manuel Gálvez, who in his literary memoirs described Carlos Octavio 

as “sumamente desordenado, tanto en sus papeles como en sus libros y como en todas sus 

cosas,” (287) assessed his brother-in-law’s domestic needs in the following way:  

Le faltaba a su lado una mujer que le apaciguase y le hiciera mucho silencio y 
mucha calma a su alrededor. Hubiera encontrado más de una que aceptara casarse 
con él, aunque, tal vez, hubiera sido difícil que, en la vida del matrimonio, ella se 
aviniese a su carácter. (287) 

This passage reveals more about Gálvez’s idea of domesticity than that of his brother-in-

law. The notion of a woman “appeasing” and “calming” Carlos Octavio in silence is 

certainly more than a bit misogynist. I think, however, that Carlos Octavio might have 

been looking for something quite different himself: a partner, perhaps a sister with whom 

he could explore his intellectual endeavors within the space of the home, rather than a 

wife. The irony, after all, is that it was Manuel Gálvez, rather than Carlos Octavio Bunge, 
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who managed to convince Delfina to cohabitate with him, leaving us with yet another 

homosocial rivalry in which brothers-in-law compete diachronically for the 

companionship of the same woman.  

THE LAST DANCE 

Junio 20 – 1910: Y ahora, yo me hago esta pregunta: ¿Voy 
a seguir andando en Sociedad? ¿Voy a ir a todos los bailes? 
Sí, voy a seguir yendo a cuanto baile y fiesta pueda. Yo me 
divierto. A mí me gusta la sociedad. Tengo muchas 
invitaciones, buenos vestidos, y muchos compañeros. 

–Julia Bunge  

If in the previous sections of this chapter we focused on a series of formative 

moments in which Delfina Bunge expressed the tension between her desire for an 

alternative to the hegemonic pattern of courtship and marriage and the responsibility she 

felt to participate in that social milieu, in this section we will glimpse the way in which 

her sister, Julia, sees herself as an integral part to that same system. Delfina felt the social 

pressure to marry as an affront to her personal liberty, and argued with her mother and 

sister, as we saw in the previous section, about the possibility of a young woman of her 

class acting independently in society. Julia, for her part, as evidenced by the quote above, 

saw herself as an integral part of the social fabric of the Argentine elite. She appreciates 

her place as part of “la sociedad” and does not harbor the same resentment as Delfina.  

In this section I interpret the celebrations of the Argentine centenary as a final 

example of the way in which the Bunge sisters utilize the space of the diary to constitute 

individual subjectivity. The centenary becomes Julia’s last hurrah in public, a final, 

extravagant example of her self-perspective as a Porteño socialite, while, in stark 

contrast, Delfina is completely absent from the public celebrations, having married 

Manuel Gálvez in April of 1910 and left the country for their honeymoon. In this sense, 
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1910 not only marks a political milestone, but also serves as a watershed moment for the 

Bunge family. In this same year Octavio Bunge, recently resigned from his post in the 

Supreme Court, would preside over part of the centenary celebrations, but his health was 

already poor and he would die later that year, forcing the family to rearrange some of its 

capital and property. Julia, for her part, would marry Ignacio Uranga, a wealthy 

estanciero from Santa Fe, whom she met on a transatlantic voyage that left Buenos Aires 

on March 5, 1911. They would take a yearlong honeymoon around the world, and would 

not return to Buenos Aires until the following year. It also marks the end of Julia’s diary 

writing, an end of an era for both sisters, whose relationship would change as they began 

families of their own.  

El Centenario 

The political resonance of the centenary celebrations came in a moment of 

heightened social conflict in Argentina, with the Ley de Residencia (1902) granting wide-

ranging powers to local police, who were authorized to detain individuals suspected of 

fomenting social unrest. It is telling, however, that Julia’s diary makes no mention 

whatsoever of the rising public tension, instead focusing on her family’s role in the 

centenary celebrations, and in particular on her own participation in its most lavish 

parties: 

Con motivo del centenario del 25 de mayo de 1910, ha venido la Infanta Isabel, 
de España, y hay una cantidad de fiestas lindísimas, por el Centenario, y en honor 
de la infanta.  

En este momento Papá ejerce la presidencia de la Suprema Corte de Justicia, 
nombrado expresamente para la circunstancia, y como es natural, lo invitan a 
todas las fiestas oficiales con su familia. Papá y Mamá van a casi todas las fiestas, 
y por mi parte yo no me pierdo ni una.  (Vida 489) 
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The occasion is not lost on Julia, whose diary entries for the month of June 1910 are 

laden with details of the social scene, the splendor, and the excess of the public 

celebrations of the Argentine centenary, descriptions cast in a familial light. Since “Papá 

y Mamá” had been invited to all of the official functions, the balls and galas that are 

sponsored by various public institutions, Julia’s understanding of the resurgent 

nationalism of the first decade of the twentieth century is heavily influenced by the 

rhetoric of kinship. In this way the author makes a conscious effort to link herself to the 

process of reaffirming the Argentine national ethos, situating herself as part of an 

ongoing historical process by which the elite maintained political and social hegemony 

by maintaining a system of tightknit social relations, buoyed by strategic marriages and 

economic ties.   

Julia makes a distinction, in fact, between the celebrations that were sponsored by 

government institutions in an official capacity and those offered by private households. 

“Para las fiestas oficiales, se invita por protocolo,” she would write, “y Papá como 

presidente de la Corte está en primer término, junto con los Ministros del Poder 

Ejecutivo. Pero a las fiestas particulares es distinto. Se invita por amistad.” (490). The 

personal relationships that maintain the continuity of the upper class, relationships that 

were also described by Carlos Octavio in La novela de la sangre, are here contrasted with 

those which are demanded by “protocolo.” This distinction highlights the social 

obligation to heed the norms that governed society at large, but also to contribute to the 

ongoing habitus of the upper class. As a woman linked to the protocolary relations of the 

Argentine state by virtue of her father’s position in the Supreme Court, Julia finds those 

events uninteresting. Rather, the true marker of prestige is to be invited “por amistad.” 

That is, Julia would much rather be invited to the festivities whose exclusivity is 
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governed not by political connections or bureaucratic obligations, but rather by the 

affective and social bonds related to—and undergirded by—class privilege.   

 Having secured an invitation to the most desirable ball, as Julia notes, “el de 

Llavallol (el único importante),” the young woman also procured a dress imported from 

Europe by Jacques Doucet, “el primer modisto de París” (490, 491). The stage was set for 

what would be Julia’s crowning moment in the Porteño social scene. She seemed to be 

aware of this herself, describing the Llavallol ball as the stage for a rare occurrence: “una 

cosa, que en mi larga carrera social, lo he visto en Buenos Aires, sólo tres veces” (494). 

Establishing herself at this point as a veteran of the social scene, the rare “thing” that she 

is about to record features herself as the central figure in the most important social 

occasion of the Argentine Centenary:  

De pronto nos encontramos con que la aglomeración de bailarines había ido 
desapareciendo y que nosotros éramos los únicos que estábamos bailando. De 
todas las salas venía gente al hall, hasta que ya no cabía más, la orquesta 
prolongaba la pieza, y cuando terminó, fue una verdadera ovación. La Infanta 
Isabel, que también se había trasladado al hall para ver el espectáculo, se adelantó 
y me dio un beso. “Hijita, eres un amor como bailas, y qué preciosa y elegante 
estás.” Todo el mundo me rodeaba y me felicitaba; querían que bailara de nuevo 
pero no quise. (495)  

The scene is infused with a romantic glow. Not only does Julia describe herself and her 

dance partner, Tonito Acosta, as magnetically attracting a group of onlookers which 

included the Spanish Infanta, Isabel de Borbón y Borbón, but when the number is over, as 

if to say that such a moment could not be repeated, Julia cannot be convinced to continue. 

 The author takes pains to narrate this scene as telescoping gradually toward 

herself and Tonito, whose improvised One Step entrances the crowd. The author’s 

perspective is of herself, literally as the center of attention, the focal point of the group of 

distinguished guests who come to see the “espectáculo.” On a second level of self-
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awareness, the young woman who writes this text ignores the egocentrism of such a 

gesture, preferring to record a snapshot of idealized romance, herself as the central point 

of attention, a singular point upon which the awed crowd casts its gaze.  

 As a spectacle, this moment marks an extreme contrast with Delfina’s stubbornly 

anti-public stance after the publication of her essay in Fémina in 1904. Recalling the 

strategy by which Julia proposed to prove to the world that Delfina was a “niña 

encantadora” in spite of her daring to have published a literary text, we can take the 

Llavallol ball as the culminating moment in Julia’s endeavors to stake out her own space 

in public. To a certain extent this moment represents the final gesture of subjective 

differentiation by which Julia’s physical presence “en sociedad” sharply contrasts that of 

Delfina, who is conspicuously absent from this event, and also from Julia’s retelling of it. 

At no point does Julia lament the fact that her sister was not there to share in this triumph. 

Instead, the presence of the Spanish princess serves to heighten the social resonance of 

this moment, a triumph of acceptable feminine publicness, the very type of public 

performance that Delfina would have considered frivolous and without any real merit.  

Mme. Manolo Gálvez 

¿Me estoy dirigiendo ya a Mme. Manolo Gálvez? Siempre seguirás siendo 
Delfina Bunge para mí. He pensado mucho en vos y he sentido no estar en 
Buenos Aires. ¿Te casaste? Esto me entristece; perdón. ¡El casamiento me parece 
algo tan temible! Sin embargo, no es por esa razón que lo siento en tu caso, sino 
porque te va a alejar de mí. (Ocampo 137, emphasis in the original) 

This is how Victoria Ocampo opens the letter sent to Delfina Bunge from Biarritz, 

France, which was dated April 24, 1910. Their personal correspondence began in 1906 as 

the younger Ocampo, an aspiring writer, sought the approval of the older public (if 

reluctantly so) figure. In this letter Ocampo expresses surprise at Delfina’s marriage to 

Manuel Gálvez, indicating that Delfina was not forthcoming with details about her 
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engagement in 1906 or her approaching marriage. The previous letter, dated March 22, 

makes no reference to Delfina’s impending nuptials.  

 The letter is also remarkable for Ocampo’s two-part reaction. On the one hand, 

she expresses a sense of disappointment in Delfina’s news, and on the other, she justifies 

her sentiment by claiming that the marriage will leave Delfina with less time and interest 

in maintaining her friendship with Ocampo. Unfortunately, this would prove the case, as 

the correspondence would dwindle in the following years and cease in 1912. Ocampo, 

however, is sensitive to the monumental weight still invested in marriage in the early 

twentieth century. Her description of it as “algo tan temible” was not an isolated opinion. 

As we have already seen, Delfina’s doubts about marriage largely focused on it as a 

constrictive social contract that limited a woman’s independence. Ocampo intuits that 

Delfina’s resistance to marriage has been dropped rather precipitously, and that even for a 

woman as fervently interested in maintaining her “libertad” as Delfina was, the new 

relationship would begin to alter the way in which she operated socially.  

 In a diary entry dated April 1912, two years after her marriage to Gálvez, Delfina 

would write:  

Me preguntaba Victorita [Ocampo] si se perdía mucho de su libertad en el 
matrimonio. Yo le hablé largamente. ¿Bien o mal? No lo sé. El resumen de mi 
idea era éste:  

Si te refieres a la independencia de tus horas y decisiones, mucho más es la que 
ganas que la que pierdes. A pesar de las nuevas obligaciones que pueden llegarte 
tú arreglas tu vida como mejor te parece. Sales sola y mil ataduras que de niña te 
ataban por todos lados, hasta en tus acciones más insignificantes, se rompen como 
por encanto. Pero en cambio, créeme Victorita, de la libertad de tu espíritu, de tus 
alas…pierdes infinitamente. Se me ocurre una comparación. Si fueras paloma, 
mientras fueses “niña” las alas te servirían para volar. Una vez casada, y más si 
tienes hijos, las alas te servirían no ya para volar sino para dar calor. Para abrigar 
con ellas…  (Delfina 253).  
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It is likely that Ocampo was asking Delfina for advice regarding her potential marriage to 

Bernardo de Estrada, an ill-fated and tumultuous relationship that would end in the 

couple’s separation in 1920. The main question, however, remains the same: Can a 

woman remain independent after marriage? It was a question that seriously affected 

Delfina’s decision to marry Gálvez, and one that Ocampo was also keenly interested in 

debating. Although Delfina begins her answer somewhat ambivalently, “¿Bien o mal? No 

lo sé,” she concludes with a rather disheartening metaphor.  

 The dove, with its resonances in Christian thought, here refers to two specific 

types of freedom: that of movement through space, and that of the spirit. On the one 

hand, Delfina argues that the freedom afforded to a married woman to circulate freely is 

greater than that of a “niña”; the “ataduras” imposed by parents or by social pressures are 

undone. On the other hand, however, in this diary entry, written two years after her own 

marriage, Delfina references a spiritual impasse, or rather an inability to continue to 

develop her own sense of spirituality. Instead, the wings, formerly the instrument of 

flight/freedom must be redeployed to provide warmth and to protect children from harm. 

The same faculties that would have proven indispensable for the intellectual 

independence and the social development of the young woman are instead used toward 

the fulfillment of her duties as a mother. In this way marriage, and in particular 

motherhood, is equated with the limitation of women’s movement through space and 

with the stunting of her spiritual growth. The controls placed on women’s intellectual and 

spiritual development are imbricated in this process of restricting locomotion and of 

repurposing the self as part of a marriage. 

CONCLUSION  

Dentro de unos días regresaremos a nuestra Patria. Vamos a vivir en Rosario, 
pasando temporadas en el campo.  
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Sí, mi marido es estanciero, tal cual yo lo deseaba.  

Diré que he podido comprobar, que Ignacio es bueno, generoso, noble, leal, 
alegre, y que tiene gran entusiasmo por su trabajo.  

¿No es éste un cuento de Hadas? 

Un cuento de Hadas, en una “Época maravillosa”. (527) 

Thus ends Julia’s diary. After their whirlwind honeymoon, she and Ignacio return to 

Argentina in order to establish their home in the city of Rosario, where Ignacio will 

continue to administer his family’s estate. A year on, Julia does not seem to feel the same 

type of spiritual numbness as Delfina regarding the institution of marriage. Rather, this 

final question is illustrative not only of Julia’s view of herself as part of a romantic “fairy 

tale,” but also of the value placed on marrying someone of Ignacio’s particular 

background and social standing. Although Julia describes herself as having always 

wanted to marry an estanciero, her earlier writing shows her to have been much less sure 

about the type of man that she would like to marry. Her life as a “niña de sociedad” in 

this “época maravillosa” ends with a return to the system of complimentary marriages 

through which the members of the upper class consolidate their political and economic 

capital. It is, in this sense, a return to the status quo. 

 But the fairy tale does not really end there. As Julia and Delfina both embark on 

new phases of their life (Delfina’s first child is born in 1911), they also begin a 

collaborative partnership through which they would continue to actively participate in the 

lives of many young children. Recalling the genesis of this project, Delfina would write: 

¿Por qué no nos harían leer en el colegio, por ejemplo, los cuentos de Andersen? 
¿Porque eran demasiado divertidos? ¿Sería indispensable que las lecturas de la 
escuela fueran respetablemente aburridas? ¿La fantasía será en la escuela fruta 
prohibida? Ella nos revela sin embargo mejor muchas bellezas y verdades de la 
vida que otros libros de retórica… Por ejemplo, de aquel Libro de moral que 
leíamos en el colegio del Estado, cuyas anécdotas no conmovían a nadie. (150) 
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Dissatisfied with the textbooks they grew up with, Julia and Delfina decide to write and 

publish one of their own. Each sister would write portions of a text that would draw on 

their own experiences and their sense of family. Their goal would be to stir the 

imagination of the young men and women of Argentina’s public school system, 

something that they thought was sorely lacking in the current model. In this way Julia and 

Delfina continue to be connected to the marvels of youth, to fantasy and play. Hans 

Christian Anderson is directly referenced as a model for their attempt to intervene in the 

public instruction of youth in Argentina at precisely the moment, around the 1910 

centenary, when well-known educators including Ricardo Rojas were seriously 

questioning the future of the Argentine school system. “¿Lograremos hacer algo?” 

Delfina asks of herself regarding this new project (150). The answer is a resounding yes. 

She and Julia publish not one but a series of elementary school textbooks between 1910 

and 1920 whose goal was to delight but also instruct the children of the patria. To these 

textbooks we turn in the final chapter of this dissertation.   
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Chapter 5:  Learning Family: Kinship, Patriotism, and Memory in the 
Schoolbooks of los hermanos Bunge  

“¿Por qué no se ponen a escribir unos libros para los primeros grados, las dos 

juntas?” Carlos Octavio Bunge made this suggestion somewhat flippantly to his sisters, 

Julia and Delfina, one lazy afternoon while they were vacationing in Alta Gracia (Vida 

481). The young women took him seriously though and eventually the idea, hatched 

within the space of the family, would culminate in the publication of their co-written 

textbook, El Arca de Noé (1909), which was approved in 1916 by the Consejo Nacional 

de Educación, the Argentine governing body charged with regulating school textbooks, 

as well as the Consejo de Educación de Córdoba (see Illustration 9). In fact, Carlos 

Octavio was himself writing a school textbook around that time, Nuestra Patria, to 

coincide with the Argentine centenary celebrations of 1910 (see Illustration 10). Carlos 

Octavio’s suggestion may be somewhat surprising given the family scandal that 

surrounded Delfina’s first publication in 1904. However, the children’s textbook was 

seen as a more appropriate forum for a young lady to express herself in public and to 

contribute to the national project.  

Primary and secondary school textbooks in Argentina have often been viewed as 

an important record of the history and patrimony of the nation, that is, as a record of the 

horizon of expectations for young Argentines.54 The decades between 1880 and 1910 

mark a period of transition not just in political and cultural terms, but also regarding the 

pedagogical practices that were meant to shape the future of the patria. The schoolroom, 

in many ways is the most common space that connected citizens to the state, particularly 

in Argentina where Sarmiento made a concerted effort to expand education to the 
                                                
54 A good example is the website and digital library Memoria de la Educación Argentina, which is 
maintained by the Biblioteca Nacional de Maestros. See http://www.bnm.me.gov.ar/e-
recursos/medar/index.php   
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hinterland in the mid-nineteenth century. Education was seen as an essential component 

to the modernizing project. The foundational dichotomy between civilization and 

barbarism was often invoked in efforts to promote civic education, even though it 

remained a privilege of the upper class until the early twentieth century. If Argentina 

were to become a “civilized” nation, it would require an educated voting population.  

This chapter focuses on the early textbooks written by los hermanos Bunge, both 

of which, El Arca de Noé and Nuestra Patria, aim to instruct students how to feel and act 

Argentine and in this sense fulfill their purpose as moralizing and civic-minded texts. If 

in previous chapters we took fiction and autobiographical texts as the primary source 

material from which to glimpse some of the contradictory ways in which the Bunge 

family conceived of and acted out the bonds of kinship, in this chapter we will see the 

schoolbook or libro de lectura as a genre that also sheds light on how los hermanos 

Bunge understood the relationship between citizenship and the nation, pedagogy and 

subjectivity, family and memory. 

In this chapter I argue that El Arca de Noé utilizes a kinship imaginary in two 

interrelated ways. First, it draws on the lived experiences of the authors themselves as 

members of the Bunge family, that is, the text utilizes the personal memories of Julia and 

Delfina Bunge as the primary material from which they construct the short stories, 

parables and moralistic tales that are published in the text. Second, it recreates kinship 

relations as a pedagogical tool for young children through which they are taught how to 

feel toward each other, their school, and the nation. I also show that while Nuestra Patria 

may seem like text more typically structured like a literary anthology, it also makes use 

of a unique family element, Carlos Octavio Bunge’s childhood memoirs, as a nostalgic 

yearning for a bygone era and a proposed model for young Argentines to emulate.  
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Illustration 9: El Arca de Noé: Libro para segundo grado (6th edition, 1916) 
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Illustration 10: Nuestra Patria: Libro de Lectura para la Educación Nacional (1st 
edition, 1910). 
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Before I discuss these two works, there are two methodological issues I would 

like to mention. First, in taking as an object of study the primary and secondary school 

textbook, defining the qualities that distinguish it as a genre becomes crucial. I will argue 

below that the works analyzed in this chapter fulfill all the major requirements of the 

genre except for one: they are based narrating the bonds of kinship as part of the 

pedagogical practice of the text. I will return to the question of genre below, but in both 

cases, El Arca de Noé and Nuestra Patria, the memory of family serves as a major 

thematic and structural element; these texts are not simply expository, but narrative and 

familial.  

This brings us to the second methodological question: how to classify a memoir 

disguised as a textbook? This is the case of the third chapter, “El niño,” of Part Four, 

“Cuadros y fases de la vida argentina” of Nuestra Patria, in which Carlos Octavio Bunge 

describes his own psychologically and pedagogically important ‘firsts’: “1. Mis primeros 

recuerdos,” “2. Mis primeros entusiasmos,” “3. Mis primeras lecciones,” and “4. Mis 

primeras experiencias”. Likewise, an early chapter of El Arca de Noé (for third grade 

students), “La muela de Manolo,” narrates the calamitous first visit of Manuel Gálvez 

(Manolo) to the dentist, taking a family anecdote as the primary material from which 

Julia and Delfina elaborate an instructive tale for the children of Argentina.55 The role of 

family, in this sense, is double: on the one hand certain chapters from both publications 

are derived from the collective family memory of the Bunge family, and on the other, 

many of the other chapters deal specifically with modeling family, the affective bonds 

between siblings, obedience to one’s parents, and appropriate gendered behavior for 

young Argentines. These are textbooks that draw on intimate family relations, memories 

                                                
55 Lucía Gálvez, personal interview, 26 July 2011.  
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and feelings, in order to project outward to the nation in a crucial moment in which the 

meaning of Argentine citizenship was being redefined, a model national family. What 

distinguishes these texts from other textbooks of the same era is that the Bunge siblings 

take their own family, as related through memory, as the model for the future of the 

Argentine people.  

Returning to the question of genre, pedagogy scholar Gabriela Ossenbach 

identifies nine principal characteristics that constitute the contemporary “libro de 

lectura”:  

a) intencionalidad por parte del autor (o editor) de ser 
expresamente destinado al uso escolar.  

b) sistematicidad en la exposición de los contenidos.  
c) secuencialidad, es decir, una ordenación temporal que organiza 

los contenidos desde los más simples a los más complejos.  
d) adecuación para el trabajo pedagógico, ajustando el nivel de 

complejidad de los contenidos a un determinado nivel de 
maduración intelectual y emocional de los educandos.  

e) estilo textual expositivo, es decir, un estilo literario y un uso de 
los recursos lingüísticos en los que predominan formas 
expositivas, declarativas y explicativas (aunque cambiantes a 
través del tiempo, desde la primacía de la forma catequística al 
uso de la argumentación razonada).  

f) combinación de texto e ilustraciones, en relación variable según 
las épocas, desde el predominio casi total del texto hasta la 
preponderancia de las imagines en la actualidad. 

g) presencia de recursos didácticos manifiestos, como resúmenes, 
cuadros, ejercicios y tareas para los alumnos, ampliación de 
lecturas, etc. 

h) reglamentación de los contenidos, de su extensión del 
tratamiento de los mismos, que debe ajustarse a unos 
enunciados curriculares y a un plan de estudios establecidos.  

i) intervención estatal administrativa y política, a través de la 
reglamentación jurídica (que selecciona, jerarquiza o excluye 
saberes y valores), y/o de la autorización expresa o implícita, 
anterior o posterior a la publicación de la obra (aunque la 
tendencia internacional más reciente es a suprimir la previa 
autorización políticoadministrativa. (121-22)   
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Keeping in mind that Ossenbach is referring to both contemporary and historical 

textbooks intended for use in a wide range of courses, disciplines and national contexts, 

both Nuestra Patria and El Arca de Noé fulfill nearly every characteristic of this model. 

They are intentionally pedagogical, systematic and sequential in their presentation of 

material. They consider the emotional and intellectual needs of students, though in 

different ways. That is, Delfina and Julia specifically aim to foster creativity and 

imagination by including short stories, parables, and moralistic tales that are relatable; 

Carlos Octavio is more concerned with filling what he sees as an affective deficit: the 

lack of patriotism in Argentine youth. In El Arca de Noé the narration of each text is 

didactic and explanatory; the authors are sure to identify or underscore the moral import 

of each tale. For its part, Nuestra Patria includes an additional “Índice para la enseñanza 

de la moral” which is divided into four sections: “Moral individual,” “Moral doméstica, 

“Moral social,” and “Moral cívica” as a tool by which educators might formulate lessons 

to promote the development of a patriotic ethics toward the nation and fellow citizens. El 

Arca de Noé is richly illustrated with a wide range of drawings and watercolors, and 

Nuestra Patria includes a series of characteristically patriotic plates such as the national 

seal and the cabildo on May 25, 1810 (the day of the declaration of independence from 

Spain), along with a variety of rural scenes representing the different regions of 

Argentina.  

As I mentioned in the introduction, these texts differ from Ossenbach’s model in 

one crucial way: they are specifically designed to be familiar. Both texts utilize family 

structure as a framework through which the lessons are presented; both engage the 

rhetoric of kinship as a pathway to emotional connection with the material, with their 

fellow students, and finally with the nation itself. This familiarity is achieved in 

contrasting ways. One the one hand, El Arca de Noé is structured by the narration of 
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kinship, by the fictionalization of the learning process that takes place among and 

between family members. This maneuver situates the affective relations between siblings 

as the model for successful citizenship. The nation, in Julia and Delfina’s text, is a nation 

of siblings. On the other hand, Nuestra Patria makes use of Carlos Octavio’s own 

childhood experiences, his at times traumatic personal memories, to exemplify the 

subjective process by which an Argentine youth becomes integrated into the national 

fabric. In this sense it is a work that projects a queer masculinity as the normative model 

for the Argentine men of the future.  

EL ARCA DE NOÉ: FOR FAMILY, SCHOOL, AND COUNTRY  

Este es el nombre con que Adita, Juan, Jorge y Tito han 
bautizado a su casa. Porque en ella hay de todo: una mamá 
y un papá; plantas en el jardín; un caballo, una vaca y un 
cordero que son muy amigos; un perro que se llama Pipo, 
un gato y muchos conejitos; un gallinero con gallinas, 
pajaritos en jaulas, y pajaritos sueltos que comen el alpiste 
que se cae de las jaulas. También hay otros animales 
sueltos, hormigas, palomas, mariposas y arañas. 

   –Julia & Delfina Bunge, El Arca de Noé  

 El Arca de Noé opens with the naming, the “baptism,” of the family home. The 

biblical resonance is quickly explained, “porque en ella hay de todo,” “everything” 

including parents, plants, and numerous animals that adorn the mis-en-scène, including 

domestic livestock and amenable “animales sueltos” (11-13). We are thus introduced to 

the protagonists of this textbook, a group of siblings whose adventures in this arcadia will 

be narrated at times by an omniscient narrator and at times by the characters themselves 

in letters or dialogues. El Arca de Noé is a familiar text based on dialogue between 

siblings, its pedagogical framework entrusted to a group of young protagonists, three 

boys and one girl of a similar age as those who would be using the book in classrooms 
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around the country. It is designed to simulate the feel of pertaining to a medium-sized 

family whose members participate in the larger world, explore their surroundings and 

learn about themselves and each other through their ever more complex experiences (both 

emotionally and psychologically).   

This element was not lost on the reviewer of the text for El Monitor de la 

Educación Común, Gilberta S. de Kurth, who describes it as “lleno de imagines 

familiares y queridos para los niños” (122). Kruth continues to emphasize the affective 

connection between the authors and their young readers: “Y así, insensiblemente, 

contando cosas agradables y presentando cuadros familiares, fluyen sin esfuerzo las ideas 

morales: amor, deber, obediencia, justicia, trabajo, caridad.” (123). Thus family imagery 

is linked to the notion of a moral education, conceived of as a collection of affective and 

ethical relationships that are heavily influenced by Catholic social thought, which is 

taught, I would like to emphasize, “insensiblemente,” unbeknownst to the students.  

“¡Cuán dulce es el hogar!” begins a short chapter entitled “Lo que pensaba el 

papá”, a text written in a predictably paternal key that continues, “El trabajo resulta a 

veces duro, pero me basta contemplar este amable cuadro de familia para sentirme 

recompensado y feliz” (24). The space of the home, idealized, maintaining the “home 

sweet home” ethos, is given as the main preoccupation of the father, whose recompense 

is a stable, domestic tranquility that represents an attempt to instill order and obedience to 

parental authority.  

    These two examples help us see that El Arca de Noé is not simply a transparent 

document devoid of any ideological positioning, but rather a conservative, principally 

Catholic text that aims to inculcate in its readers a specific set of cultural and moral 

values. Like other types of cultural production, the school textbook is immersed in and 
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derived from the flows of culture and politics of its environment. In this regard, notes 

Ossenbach,  

Los manuales no constituyen una “descripción” ni un registro “fotográfico” de esa 
sociedad y cultura, sino que expresan más bien un horizonte idealizado de 
saberes, propósitos y valoraciones, un conjunto de interpretaciones y de 
posicionamientos que expresan visiones subjetivas del mundo social. (124)  

It is in this sense that I am approaching El Arca de Noé, as a record not only of the 

horizon of expectations of the elite in the early twentieth century, but also of the 

particular resonance of kinship in the “subjective vision” of the authors.  I should clarify, 

however, that the question of the horizon of expectations implied by Ossenbach, derived 

from Hans Robert Jauss’s Reader-Response theory, is not the focus of this analysis. The 

question of the reception of El Arca de Noé and of the actual implementation of the 

lessons provided by the authors falls outside the scope of this analysis. I want to 

recognize that there is a vast difference between a textbook as written and as utilized in 

the classroom. Rather, I focus on the narrativization of the bonds of kinship in El Arca de 

Noé as a family drama. To do this, I will turn briefly to the introduction, “Cómo se 

escribió este libro,” and to the diaries of Julia and Delfina, which explain some of the 

process of conceiving of and the practice of writing the textbook, and then move on to 

two examples from the third grade volume that deal specifically with the construction of 

family ties.       

“Cómo se escribió este libro” 

Marzo de 1909. Alta Gracia. ¿Escribir para chicos de seis a ocho años? A primera 
vista, me parece que más fácil me sería discutir con Hegel y con Kant. Pero no 
debe ser así, no puede ser así: ensayaré y ensayaré. (Delfina 149) 

As early as March 1909 Delfina comments in her diary just how foreign and just how 

difficult the idea of writing a libro de lectura was to her when suggested by Carlos 
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Octavio: as easy as arguing with Hegel or Kant. But her attitude is positive, and it seems 

that Delfina was interested in the idea from the very beginning, seeing the opportunity as 

a way for her to contribute to the greater good of society but also to provide herself with a 

creative outlet that was acceptable for her family.  

For her part, Julia also records exactly how the idea to write the books was 

formed in a diary entry dated June 23, 1909: 

Octavio nos dijo en abril cuando vino: “¿Por qué no se ponen a escribir unos 
libros para los primeros grados, las dos juntas? Estoy seguro que harían algo 
mejor que todo lo existente, como libros de texto, en las escuelas argentinas. El 
Frascuelo es un plomo; no hay uno solo del cual pueda decirse que es bueno. En 
cambio hay libros ingleses que son una preciosura. Yo les voy a mandar unos 
cuantos, y Uds., inspirándose en el estilo, escriban lo que se les ocurra. Después 
me lo mandan, y yo les voy a decir si van por buen camino o no”. (481)  

Though the notion may have been generated as a way to pass the time while the family 

was vacationing in Alta Gracia, Carlos Octavio is quoted here as rather matter of fact. It 

seems obvious to him that his sisters could undertake such an endeavor; that they would 

be able to better the offering of contemporary primary school textbooks. He bases his 

judgment on the existing offer of Argentine texts, in particular Frascuelo, an adaptation 

from the French version Francinet by G. Bruno.56 Certain English books, in contrast, are 

“una preciosura,” texts that Carlos Octavio may have consulted on his 1900 journey to 

Europe where he studied education systems of England, France and Germany.57 We 

should also note, finally that he offers to revise the sisters’ work before sending it to be 

judged outside the family. He proposes (perhaps demands) that they send him the text 

first so that he might save them face should the text not seem ‘appropriate’. The process 

                                                
56 The text is structured as a dialogue between Frascuelo and other various characters in order to discuss 
notions of morality, civics, law, and science, among other topics. For a discussion of the use of this text in 
the Mexican context, see Mílada Bazant, Historia de la educación durante el Porfiriato. 
57 The results of this study were published as El espíritu de la educación in 1901. There were many 
revisions made to this text over Bunge’s career, usually titled in subsequent editions La educación. 
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by which El Arca de Noé was created, in this sense, is fraught with gender hierarchies 

and layers of authority even as it seems to make possible the assertion of female 

authorship. Well intentioned as he may have been, Carlos Octavio takes it upon himself 

to serve as the gatekeeper, the masculine authority figure through which his sisters will 

have to pass in order to reach the outside world, in effect trafficking their work to another 

such figure, a personal friend of theirs, Ángel de Estrada, in the publishing house Ángel 

Estrada y Cía., which also published Nuestra Patria. However, as Julia writes, “en cuanto 

le mandamos a Octavio los primeros cuentos se quedó encantado, y nos aconsejó, que no 

fuéramos a cambiar nada de la forma en que habíamos empezado, que era interesante y 

original” (481).  

Julia also expresses surprise at the work environment that she and Delfina were 

able to create, in another example of the how the Bunge sisters differentiate themselves 

through the process of writing: 

Es curioso cómo llegamos a trabajar juntas, en perfecta armonía y coordinación. 
No empezamos por el principio, ya que ni idea teníamos de cómo empezar. 
Tomamos dos carpetas. A una le pusimos el título, 2do. grado y a la otra 3er. 
grado. Luego cada una escribía el cuento que se le ocurriera y los íbamos 
poniendo en una carpeta o en la otra, según nos parecieran adecuados para 
segundo o para tercer grado. Cuando tuvimos las carpetas bien repletas, cada una 
de nosotras dos tomó una de ellas para estudiarla. Y así, después de darle, las dos 
una lectura al material disperso, que teníamos preparado, conversando, 
convinimos en lo siguiente: que haríamos como una pequeña novela, en dos 
tomos en la cual aparecerían siempre los mismos personajes. Nos pusimos de 
acuerdo en el número de personas que compondrían la familia, y en los nombres 
que les pondríamos y… de nuevo a trabajar. Pero ya con un plan establecido.  

Los cuentos disperses, es lo que le mandamos a Octavio. La novelita ya armada 
“El Arca de Noé” en dos tomos, uno para segundo grado y otro para tercero, ya 
casi completos, es lo que ha visto Estrada. Ahora tenemos que terminar los 
cuentos que nos faltan para pulir todo un poco, antes de irnos al Paraguay. (481-
82) 
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Generating material is described as an individual process, one in which each sister was 

given the freedom to write a short story or parable without consulting the other. In fact, 

this freedom is what Julia notes as “curious” at the beginning of the writing process. For 

a book that they would co-author, they would each write separately. But once a critical 

mass of work had been reached, “conversando,” they were able to come to an agreement 

about what precisely they would do with all this disperse material, turn it into “una 

pequeña novela”. It is through the narrative construction of a familial drama that these 

loose stories would find a guiding principle. The characters, members of an extended and 

decidedly Criollo family, would be utilized in specific moments in order to illustrate 

proper behavior and feelings toward fellow citizens. The family dynamic constructed by 

the Bunge sisters in El Arca de Noé is meant not only to serve as a vehicle through which 

students learn how to feel and act toward their fellow classmates, but also, implicitly, 

toward their own family members and toward the nation.  

 The authors begin their introduction to El Arca de Noé with the following 

question: “Queridos niños: ¿Queréis saber cómo se escribió este libro para vosotros?” (5). 

Starting off with this moment of sincerity, the sisters continue as if turning their own 

writing process into a fairy tale:   

Había una vez dos niñas que iban á la escuela, jugaban, y leían sus libros de 
lectura, lo mismo que vosotros. Tenían muchos hermanitos, y entre todos 
inventaban los trabajos más interesantes y los juegos más divertidos […] Era una 
familia muy alegre. Pero era también una familia estudiosa. Todas las noches 
podía verse, alrededor de una mesa cubierta de libros y cuadernos, el racimo que 
formaban las cabezas inclinadas. (5) 

An idealized domestic scene from the Bunge family household serves as the opening 

image for the entire textbook. The young sisters are portrayed as obedient and cheerful, 

their brothers teaching them new games. This “familia muy alegre” is at once the Bunge 

family and the larger national family that Julia and Delfina wish to cultivate in others, a 
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model of domesticity and of sibling collaboration with important resonance in the 

conflictive political environment of the first decade of the twentieth century. The 

positioning of the family around the table, a circle of fraternal love and intellectual 

stimulation, is underscored by the bowing heads of children who dutifully and cheerfully 

keep this domestic bliss. It is precisely this memory that Julia and Delfina wish to 

reinforce: “Las niñas de antes—señoritas ahora—tomaron, pues, de nuevo sus cuadernos 

y sus plumas de escolares” (6).  

Finally, on June 23, 1909, Julia describes the end result of their labor:  

Hemos tenido, Delfina y yo, una grata noticia. A [Angel de] Estrada le ha gustado 
mucho lo que le hemos mandado de los libros de lectura. Dice Carlos Octavio que 
los aceptan y que nos van a pagar $5.000 por los dos tomos. Nunca nos lo 
hubiéramos imaginado.  

¡Qué excelente idea tuvo Octavio al aconsejarnos que los escribiéramos! (480) 

If only to state the obvious, the gateway to publishing is guarded by men. However, the 

sisters appear to slowly be opening up space for themselves in the public sphere, albeit in 

the limited role of schoolbook writer. This admission by Julia points to the possibility of 

a professional career as a writer, to be una escritora, within the realm of children’s 

pedagogy. Six years after the family scandal caused by Delfina’s first publication, her 

essay in Fémina, both sisters are actively being encouraged to write and to publish. And 

not only by Carlos Octavio, who as we saw in the previous chapter, but also by friends 

and interlocutors who are taking las hermanas Bunge seriously as producers of 

knowledge. El Arca de Noé thus represents a small opening for two young women who 

are able to publish a book for the future men and women of Argentina that contrasts with 

their conservative approach to the role of individual family members within the home. I 

will expand on this notion in the following two subsections.  
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“Servir a la patria” 

Of all the stories included in El Arca de Noé, “Servir a la patria” is the most 

nationalistic (the most patriotic) and the most involved in the overarching debate about 

the future of argentinidad between 1910 and 1920. It reads as follows:   

--Estoy deseando que haya una Guerra en mi país, señorita. 

--No digas eso, Max; la Guerra es terrible, cruel.  

--Es que yo quiero pelear para defender á mi patria.  

--Sí, se debe defender á la patria cuando es atacada, pero una Guerra no debe 
desearse jamás; todo país sufre mucho con ella.  

--Pero usted, señorita, nos ha dicho que debemos servir á la patria. ¿Y cómo la 
serviremos si no hay guerras? 

--No creas, Max, que solo se sirve á la patria con la espada. Se la sirve igualmente 
con la pluma, con el arado…Todo hombre que trabaja sirve á la patria. La sirve 
todo buen ciudadano; y no solo los que pelean son buenos ciudadanos.  

Los labradores la hacen rica cultivando su suelo.  

Los buenos gobernantes, los hombres que han estudiado mucho, hacen el bien á la 
patria dictando sabias leyes que mantienen la moral y el orden público.  

Hacen bien al país los que saben mantenernos en buenas relaciones con el 
extranjero; los hombres de ciencia que cuidan de la salud pública, y facilitan con 
sus descubrimientos el trabajo y la producción.  

Sí, todo hombre que trabaja honradamente, ya sea que siembre ó que estudie, que 
maneje la espada, ó se dedique al comercio, trabaja para el engrandecimiento de 
su país.  

Vosotros, niños, que estudiáis en esta escuela, estáis ya sirviendo á la patria, 
porque la instrucción de los niños aumenta la felicidad y el honor del país.  

Un hombre de bien sirve á su patria en todos los actos de su vida. (58-59) 

It is important to read this story in light of the growing turn toward cultural nationalism in 

the first decade of the twentieth century, a movement whose origin has often been linked 
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to the man Delfina Bunge would marry only a month before the Argentine centenary, 

Manuel Gálvez. The growing tension between disenfranchised immigrant groups and 

nativist political organizations would explode violently in early January 1919 in what is 

referred to as the Semana Trágica.58 However, the origins of this anti-immigrant, anti-

mob mentality, what Nicolas Shumway calls, “demophobia,” can be traced from the early 

nineteenth century to the turn of the twentieth, when positivist pseudo-science was at its 

peak.59 

 When young Max admits naively that he “desires” there to be a war, he is also 

expressing one of the tenets of early nationalist thought. In particular, the idea that to 

galvanize opposition to supposed threats to national unity such as communists, 

anarchists, immigrants, and Jews, what Argentina needed was an external enemy, a war 

with a foreign country. This is precisely what Manuel Gálvez would himself write 

through the voice of the eponymous narrator of his 1910 essay El diario de Gabriel 

Quiroga:  

La salvación de la República Argentina está en la guerra con el Brasil. La guerra 
haría que los pueblos se conociesen, reuniría a los argentinos en un ideal común, y 
despertaría en el país entero el sentimiento de la nacionalidad. […] La guerra 
concretaría en un solo pensamiento los deseos, las esperanzas y los ensueños de 
todos los ciudadanos. (101-02) 

Though the narrator would eventually admit that such a war would result inevitably in the 

defeat of Argentina and talk himself out of the idea, he is expressing an important 

relationship between national sentiment, “el sentimiento de la nacionalidad,” and military 

action. The lack of common identity, of a shared spirituality and sense of nationalism, is 

                                                
58 La semana trágica began with a metalworkers strike in Buenos Aires and turned into a mass protest and 
general strike that paralyzed the city. The military quickly intervened though gangs of ‘patriotic’ 
nationalists were still allowed to attack foreigners and those suspected of holding Communist sympathies. 
See Rock, Authoritarian 65-68. 
59 I discuss this term below. See Shumway, Historia personal, 143-159. 
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what such a war, according to the narrator, would remedy. Gálvez hearkens the 

fundamental division in Argentine history between civilization and barbarism, city and 

countryside, in this way, suggesting that the only possible solution to the everlasting 

problem is once and for all to unite the heterogeneous population in one “pensamiento,” a 

shared consciousness of the future and a shared appreciation for Argentina’s Spanish 

heritage. Punctuating his historicist reading, Gabriel Quiroga quips, “En la hora presente, 

gobernar es argentinizar” (117). Paraphrasing Alberdi’s maxim “gobernar es poblar,” the 

narrator decries the immigration policies of the mid-nineteenth century that had 

welcomed foreigners as a way to develop the Argentine economy and enrich its culture. 

The implication is particularly damning of cosmopolitan Buenos Aires, where vast 

numbers of immigrants were especially resistant to cultural assimilation. Rather than 

more immigrants, Gálvez asserts, we need to turn those already here into Argentines.  

But young Max is also expressing a sense of the way that masculinity should be 

formed under such circumstances as the crisis of national identity at the turn of the 

century. His “desire”, after all, is not simply that there be a war, but that he be able to 

defend his “patria”. In this way the security of the nation’s identity is conflated with the 

ability of the nation to defend itself, as masculinity and militarism are directly implicated 

in restoring what Max perceives as a country in need of rescue.  

When the instructor responds, “No creas, Max, que sólo se sirve á la patria con la 

espada” we can hear another resonance an early twentieth century nationalist text, 

Leopoldo Lugones’s 1924 “Discurso de Ayacucho” More commonly known as “La hora 

de la espada,” it pronounced the need to turn to the armed forces in order to prevent the 

“demagogy” of popular democracy or socialism. Situating the military as the only true 

agent of nationalism, the force that gave life to the Argentine people by securing their 

independence, Lugones saw the army as the only institution that could reinstate the 
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hierarchical order that had been lost in the years of democratic Liberalism that followed 

the Revolución de Mayo (Rock, Authoritarian 72). This blatantly anti-democratic view 

was more extreme than many of Lugones’s contemporaries, though as we see in both 

Gálvez and also Ricardo Rojas, cultural nationalism was founded on the idea that the 

native population of Argentina must return to its roots, its historical connection to 

Colonial Spain, and to better the population’s moral education by instilling in them a 

sense of patriotism verging on fanaticism.  

Julia and Delfina Bunge are not implying that the military should be employed to 

reinstate the prior Hispanic social order in Argentina. Rather, through the voice of the 

young boy, Max, their text registers a cultural anxiety about the future of the Argentine 

nation and the ways in which young boys should relate to the patria. It is not to defend 

the patria, but rather to serve her that the schoolteacher predicates for the unsettled 

student. The desire to fight is replaced by the imperative to serve, the young man’s 

seemingly natural bellicose urges are transformed into other forms of productivity. In the 

end, it is not military service, but labor that should be the standard by which men are 

judged: “todo hombre que trabaja sirve á la patria.” To attend school, to run a farm, to 

write judicious laws, all are identified as alternatives to the military.  

Thus, Julia and Delfina recognize the difficult political climate in which this text 

was written, proposing to diffuse masculine angst, or rather, to repurpose it through labor. 

In this sense, it is also important to note that lawmakers are specifically identified as 

those who “mantienen la moral y el orden público”. Keeping order was not just a 

practical concern within the space of the classroom, but also vexing issue for many 

members of the lettered elite, especially those concerned about the rising tension between 

immigrant groups and nativist associations. In this sense the space of the classroom is 

equated with that of the nation, with the schoolteacher occupying the place of lawmaker, 
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administering the affective relations between students, charged with instructing them how 

to feel toward each other and how to best “serve” the institution.  

This moralistic short story ends with a gendered summation: “Un hombre de bien 

sirve á su patria en todos los actos de su vida.” Not just at school, not just with the sword, 

but with every act, does an “hombre de bien” prove himself as such. The tale culminates 

with an imperative to perform masculinity well; to serve one’s country not by 

internalizing but rather performing, externalizing Argentine masculinity. This is when 

Julia and Delfina Bunge propose to the anxious masculine subject, unsure of his role in a 

society no longer culturally homogenous. In contrast with Gálvez and Lugones, and as 

we will see in the next section, Carlos Octavio Bunge, who propose to reinforce such a 

martial masculinity through secondary school education, the Bunge sisters argue that the 

Argentine male subject has other avenues, other ways in which to perform masculinity 

than the purely bellicose.  

Their ideology, however, remains conservative, grounded in the replication of the 

model of the patrician home at school. In the short story, “La escuela,” we hear the voice 

of a young and well-intentioned student:  

Dice la señorita que el buen nombre de la escuela depende de la conducta de cada 
uno de nosotros; que en esto, la escuela es también una pequeña patria.  

Que si aprendemos á cuidar del nombre de nuestra escuela, cuando seamos 
grandes sabremos cuidar del nombre de nuestras familias, y del nombre de nuestra 
patria. (13) 

 The symbolic relationship between family, school and nation (patria) is made explicit in 

this passage, which also positions the reputation of each as dependent upon the good 

conduct of the students. At first glance, this seems like a sly attempt at coaxing good 

behavior out of the students. But I want to underscore the dynamic framing of social 

belonging that the Bunge sisters employ. It is as a member of each group that the 
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individual understands his responsibilities, emotional dispositions, and the codes of 

conduct by which he will be judged. Naming becomes a key element, one that invokes 

the maintenance of social bonds through a set of learned behaviors, a habitus. It is 

through the correct deployment of the social bonds that maintain order that one’s name is 

regarded. To return to a Foucauldian reference, to keep up one’s family name is to 

perform well both the regime of alliance and the regime of sexuality, and in this sense it 

is to have successfully been disciplined by both.  

 This is a notion that reinforces the pedagogical principle that guides El Arca de 

Noé: to instill a sense of patriotism in youth. Patriotic sentiment is expressed in multiple 

spaces, in the home, in the school, and in the public sphere, and it must be learned and 

deployed correctly. Finally, we could also say that there is embedded in the previous 

quotation a sense of anxiety about the performance of gender and sexuality as part of the 

national patriotic program. If students must be instructed how to uphold the various 

‘names’ with which they have been identified, then these subjective dispositions are not 

inherent, not biological, but cultural and culturally variable. To this cultural anxiety we 

turn in the next section.  

“Otra familia de emigrantes” 

Another important story to mention is that of “el gallego” José Rodríguez, his 

wife and three children, an immigrant family on their way to Argentina. “En su tierra se 

habían encontrado sin trabajo y por lo tanto sin comida,” the narrator adds (139). The 

illustration of this tale shows a vaguely discernible but matronly woman attempting to 

entertain her young children, huddled together for warmth, while the husband, Rodríguez, 

stares off into the distance (see Illustration 11). 
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Illustration 11: The immigrant family in El Arca de Noé. 

The “other” immigrant family referenced by the title of this short story is a family 

of swallows that undergoes similar hardships on their journey to a new land. The Spanish 

family is thus anthropomorphically linked to the swallow, a harbinger of spring, but more 

directly used as a symbol of migration. Like the swallows, the Rodríguez family is on a 

journey to an unknown land. Like them too, the father enjoys the gift of song, which is 

intercalated throughout the text as a way to set off the his doubts:  

Dime, dime, golondrina 

Que vas cruzando la mar,  
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¿es verdad que en la Argentina 

todos pueden prosperar? (140) 

The Rodríguez family is one of the thousands who emigrated to Argentina at the peak of 

the economic boom in the early twentieth century. By 1914, notes David Rock, nearly 

one third of the Argentine population was foreign-born, and 80 percent were either 

immigrants themselves or descended from those who had arrived since 1850 (Argentina 

166). To prosper economically, to escape the hardships of home, was a common theme 

among immigrants, and the Rodríguez family is taken as precisely an example of the type 

of family that must now be integrated into the Argentine social, political and economic 

spheres. It is also notable that this is a Spanish family and not an Italian one, a nod 

perhaps to the underlying desire to reconnect with Argentina’s Hispanic heritage. As we 

have seen, the connection between Italian immigrants and anarchism made them a 

difficult group to idealize. In this case, even though many Spaniards were also involved 

in such working class organizing and political movements, they were also ‘salvageable’ 

as living relics of Argentina’s colonial past. Indeed, the Rodríguez family has no 

individual relief whatsoever. They are a symbol of the thousands of other struggling 

immigrant families, but lack any agency or subjectivity.  

“Al principio él y su familia sufrieron en Buenos Aires muchas privaciones. Pero 

en su tierra las habían pasado más duras,” begins the next section (140). This is a family 

that suffers its austerity with resignation. Rodríguez may sing of hope, of the future that 

he might provide for his family, but never laments. The Rodríguez family is positioned as 

an immigrant family that uses its voice as adornment rather than protest; their hardships 

are transformed into folkloric melodies sung to pass the time: 

La tarea es dura 

sólo al principiar,  
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al fin de la jornada 

hemos de ganar. (140) 

Finally their luck begins to change when the family starts to sell the lacework typical of 

their homeland, establishing a mode of production within the family, in fact transforming 

the family into a producer of cultural artifacts for consumption by the Argentine public: 

Empezó José siendo changador. Cuando pudo juntar algunos pesitos, compró 
lonas y unas grandes cajas de carton. Puso en ellas las puntillas que habían tejido 
en su pueblo su mujer y sus hijas. Tomó el bulto grande sobre sus espaldas, dió á 
su hijo Pepito, de diez años, el bulto chico, y salieron los dos á la calle cantando: 

   
Vendo puntillas, 

  ricos encajes, 
finos adornos,  
lindas mantillas. (140-41) 

In this way the division of labor between the sexes does not disturb the association of 

women with handiwork and of men with the public space of the market. The illustration 

used to underscore this type of home economy is also telling (see Illustration 12).  

The Rodríguez family begins to enjoy some success, returning each day with their 

lot sold, but, importantly, each day singing a new tune. The men are described as being 

more successful because of their song, while the women are also described as producing 

better lacework when they sing. The voice of the immigrant, then, is appropriated by the 

mechanisms of labor, by the imperative to produce as part of the Buenos Aires economy. 

This model of performing arduous labor with a smile and a song is portrayed as the best 

way for the Rodríguez family to survive in their new country; they become a model for 

others who might use their voice for other, less charming, less folkloric pursuits. 
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Illustration 12: Domestic economy in the Rodríguez family showing the gendered 
division of domestic space.  
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In this, the Bunge sisters are hearkening a bygone era of female domesticity. 

Indeed, reaching back to the early nineteenth century women’s labor had traditionally 

been restricted to traditional handicrafts, while the development of industrial production, 

and in particular of women’s participation as part of the industrial economy, was viewed 

with ambivalence and at times blamed for the decadence of the traditional family.60 

Urbanization and the development of the cattle and grain industries in Argentina over the 

course of the nineteenth century led many women to participate in industries outside the 

home. As we saw in the previous chapter, opposition to female labor was one of the main 

arguments of the lettered elite, who sought to reinforce the conservative Catholic family 

model.  In the case of the Rodríguez family, the authors are careful to position the 

survival of the family as a product of a cohesive domestic economy, rather than an urban, 

proletarian one.   

Success is also attributed to their morality: 

Como era una familia honrada, trabajadora y amable con los clientes, pronto 
reunieron, entre padres é hijos, una fortunita, y pudieron, á los pocos años, 
regresar a su país con trajes y pañoletas nuevas, y con pasaje de segunda. (142)  

In this sense, we can see that Delfina and Julia Bunge invest in this cast of characters the 

ability to succeed in Argentina, as long as they follow certain conditions. An unflagging 

work ethic, a cheerful disposition—especially with paying customers—, a smoothly 

functioning domestic economy, an ability to sing, all contribute to the economic success 

of the Rodríguez family. Importantly, however, they are not interested in staying in 

Argentina, but rather, together, “entre padres é hijos,” they saved enough money to return 

to Spain not without first purchasing a new wardrobe to debut upon their arrival.  

                                                
60 See for example, Donna Guy, Sex and Danger in Buenos Aires. 
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 It is certainly true that many immigrants did not make a one-way trip across the 

Atlantic. But, as historian Susana Torrado reports, this was mostly the case for single 

men, which constituted 71% of the immigration between 1880 and 1923 (94-95). That is, 

the arrival of families like the one described in this short story would have not been a 

common sight, with only 38% of immigrants in this same period arriving as part of a 

family, and much less as an entire nuclear family unit (95). Still, the conclusion leaves us 

wondering whether the Rodríguez family is really wanted in Argentina. They migrated in 

order to better their economic circumstances, only to return to Spain when they had 

accomplished this goal, thus confirming some of the main complaints of nationalist 

politicians who claimed that immigrants only came to Argentina to “hacer la América,” 

that is to strike it rich. What is clearly lacking in this case is a patriotic sentiment toward 

their new country. Instead, the Rodríguez family, uses Argentina as a space for 

mercantilism, not acculturating to the local practices, but rather commercially successful 

by performing, perhaps exaggerating their foreignness for the locals.  

 The authors may have sensed this ambivalence and end the tale by explaining the 

moral of the story in terms of citizenship:  

Muchos inmigrantes toman tanto cariño á esta tierra que tan buena acogida les 
hace, que sacan carta de ciudadanía para tener los derechos y cumplir los deberes 
del ciudadano argentino.  

¿Y cómo no amar á una patria á la que aman también los extranjeros? (142 

emphasis original) 

There is an important affective component to this final quotation that brings us back to 

the relationship between the student and the teacher as a synecdoche for the larger 

relationship between the individual and the nation. That many immigrants “toman tanto 

cariño” to Argentina is used as an argument to push current citizens to also love their 
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country. A deficit of patriotic sentiment is the starting point from which the Bunge sisters 

aim to encourage young Argentines, primarily second generation immigrants, that is, the 

Rodríguez families who did not return to their home country.  

The political difference, however, posits those who would take Argentine 

citizenship against those who do not. This type of opposition is important because it 

indexes an accumulation of dispositions toward the country that are expressed through 

the logic of the family. In other words, the Rodríguez family is described as loving 

Argentina only by not taking citizenship and failing to adapt to cultural norms, only by 

providing the local economy with products to consume and returning to their homeland 

when they fulfilled their goal of capital gain. This practice of patriotic sentimentalism is 

expressed, finally, with the rhetorical question that closes this short story: “¿Y cómo no 

amar á una patria á la que aman también los extranjeros?” If the foreigners can love 

Argentina, then you can too, they seem to say, in an affective gesture that aims to shame 

their readers into loving the patria.  

This is a national shame that lays bare the fragility of Argentine patriotism at the 

turn of the century; an affective disposition that is exposed by the absence of the 

Rodríguez family and by the traces they leave behind. Their lacework, their song, become 

the residue of a subjective presence that was not able to truly assimilate into the national 

body. But this shame, this call to love, is also a proclamation of the vulnerability of 

Argentine nationalism. If, as Elspeth Probyn writes, “shame is produced out of the 

clashing of mind and body,” (81) then Julia and Delfina Bunge are also writing to 

express, on the one hand, the corporeal incompatibility of some immigrants to Argentina, 

and on the other, their own shame about the decadence of the upper class, about the abuse 

of immigrant labor, about the affective lack between citizens. Their short story reminds 

us that the relationship between writer and reader is fraught with subjective difficulties, 
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and that the space of the school textbook is also a space within which the fraternal 

sentiments, feelings of brother and sisterhood, feelings of patriotism, are expressed, and 

anxieties about shifting class relations, cultural adaptation and national identity are 

exposed.    

NUESTRA PATRIA: EDUCATION AND DEMOPHOBIA 

In 1910 Carlos Octavio Bunge published a brief article in El Monitor de la 

Educación, what he called a prologue to his patriotic textbook Nuestra Patria, which had 

just been printed. “La Patria,” Bunge opens, “según se infiere de la sociología, es ante 

todo y esencialmente el resultado de los sentimientos é ideas sociales de cada pueblo. Si 

esos sentimientos é ideas no se cultivan y florecen, la Patria se disgrega y corrompe” 

(572). The premise of Bunge’s argument lies, one the one hand, in an understanding of 

the nation as a collection of feelings and cultural practices, and on the other, in the idea 

that these feelings and practices can be either encouraged or neglected. “Hase notado por 

desgracia últimamente en la República Argentina,” Bunge continues, “un cierto 

debilitamiento de los factores psicológicos de la nacionalidad” (572). If Manuel Gálvez 

insists on the spiritual basis of national identity, Carlos Octavio focuses on its collective 

psychology, a shared mental force that is being corrupted. Joining the chorus of the 

lettered elite who would proclaim the decadence of the upper class, Bunge cites the 

following factors:  

Los principios jacobinos de menosprecio por el pasado y la tradición, las 
modernas ideas de anarquismo é internacionalismo, en cierto modo el carácter 
tanto disolvente y levantisco del criollo, y sobre todo el cosmopolitismo de la 
copiosísima inmigración extranjera. (572)    

Such a direct accusation against anarchists and communists is not surprising in Bunge, 

nor is his indictment of the unalterable personality of the criollo—a nod to his 
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background in the Lebonian understanding of race—, nor his evident distaste for the 

immigrant population. The solution he proposes should also not be surprising:  

La educación ha de ser nacional, preparando al ciudadano en el culto y el 
conocimiento de la Patria. De otro modo, la sociedad decaería, atacaríase en sus 
bases el bienestar social, la democracia sería imposible. (572)  

If in other essays Bunge’s commitment to popular democracy seems frail, here at least he 

implies that nationalist education policies could produce the possibility of an informed 

public, and thus, help bring more Argentines into the democratic system. The implication, 

however, is that the previously mentioned parties, anarchists, communists, and 

immigrants, are at present unsuitable to participate in popular elections. We should note 

that this short introduction is dated April 1909, three years prior to the Saenz-Peña Law 

that permitted the secret ballot and universal male suffrage, and seven years prior to the 

1916 elections that would usher in a new regime, Unión Cívica Radical Party led by 

Hipólito Yrigoyen, through the support of the popular and middle classes.  

 This skepticism regarding the political capabilities of the masses to operate in a 

democracy is not unique to Carlos Octavio Bunge. Rather, he is expressing a larger 

critique of Liberalism in Argentina that was held by many members of the upper class, a 

mistrust of popular rule. As Shumway argues: 

En la Argentina, como en otras partes, el ataque anti-popular al liberalismo 
desafía uno de sus fundamentos más básicos: el concepto de un pueblo soberano, 
de un pueblo capaz de gobernarse. En este desafío hay dos corrientes. La primera 
cuestiona la idea del pueblo soberano en su totalidad. La segunda confiesa la 
autoridad del pueblo, pero acto seguido busca formas de excluir a grandes 
sectores de la población, de tal forma que ‘el pueblo’ termina siendo una minoría 
selecta, es decir, lo opuesto de una democracia inclusiva. De ahí el doble discurso 
de todos los gobiernos liberales en algún momento de su historia: son 
democráticos en teoría pero, en mayor o menor grado, demofóbicos en la práctica. 
(Historia personal 136-37) 
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In the realm of primary and secondary education, this “double discourse” meant that 

many of the policies enacted after 1880 aimed at producing citizens that would be able to 

manage the task of governance, not necessarily providing school for all. Upper class 

criollo politicians, many of whom were connected to the nation-building efforts of the 

Generation of 1880, viewed key national spaces such as the military barracks and the 

schoolhouse, as essential to disciplining the growing population. In a truly Foucauldian 

sense, they aimed to inculcate young and impressionable immigrant minds with a sense 

of what it meant to be Argentine. Burdened with their linguistic and cultural difference, 

immigrants were sent to Argentine public schools in order to learn not just reading, 

writing, and arithmetic, but how to live in and act toward their new country. The space of 

the schoolroom, and more specifically, the site of the school textbook, was central to the 

nationalizing project by which the elite proposed to “argentinize” immigrants.61 As we 

have already seen, Bunge is explicit about his intention to do so in the article he 

published in El Monitor de la Educación.  

Historically, though, the first major step toward establishing this type of control 

was taken through the Primary Education Act of 1884 (Act 1420). Hotly debated in the 

national senate, the law eventually established public education as free, obligatory, and 

independent of religious instruction. Article 6, for example, defines the minimum 

curriculum for public instruction as the following subjects and sub-topics:  

Lectura y Escritura; Aritmética (las cuatro primeras reglas de los números enteros 
y el conocimiento del sistema métrico decimal y la ley nacional de monedas, 
pesas y medidas); Geografía particular de la República y nociones de Geografía 
Universal; de Historia particular de la República y nociones de Historia General; 
Idioma nacional, Moral y Urbanidad; nociones de Higiene; nociones de Ciencias 
Matemáticas, Físicas y Naturales; nociones de Dibujo y Música vocal; Gimnástica 
y conocimiento de la Constitución Nacional. (Registro nacional) 

                                                
61 For more information on school textbooks and Argentine nationalism, see Narodowski and Manolakis.  
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The relationship between the national and the global, specifically referenced with regard 

to history, geography, civics, and language, is contrasted with universal epistemologies 

like hygiene (not surprising given the positivist moment of the end of the nineteenth 

century), mathematics, and natural and physical science. If this represents a canonical 

Western vision of education, the act continues to specify:  

Para las niñas será obligatorio, además, el conocimiento de labores de manos y 
nociones de economía doméstica. Para los varones el conocimiento de los 
ejercicios y evoluciones militares más sencillas, y en las campañas, nociones de 
agricultura y ganadería. (Registro nacional) 

This final section evidences the gendering of national subjects through the space of the 

public school. For young women, this means home economy and handiwork, for young 

men, military procedures, agriculture and ranching. Thus, in addition to the basic 

disciplines mentioned above, instructors would be called upon to help produce and 

naturalize specifically gendered national subjects.  

As an essential tool in this process, the textbook was not overlooked by the 1884 

law, which actually stipulates that school directors adopt books for a minimum of two 

years and that they be of a moderate price. Historians Mariano Narodowski and Laura 

Manolakis document how the Consejo Nacional de Educación was charged with 

enforcing this regulation in order to ensure compliance with enrollment quotas, on the 

one hand, and on the other, the content of nationally adopted textbooks (304).62  

For his part, and with characteristic wit, Juan José Sebreli argues that primary 

school textbooks staged the process by which young immigrant Argentines in particular 

were indoctrinated in the virtues of patriotic sentiment: “En los libros de lectura de 

                                                
62 Among the 26 responsibilities detailed for the Consejo Nacional de Educación in Article 57, we read: 
“Prescribir y adoptar los libros de texto más adecuados para las escuelas públicas, favoreciendo su edición 
y mejora por medio de concursos u otros estímulos, y asegurando su adopción uniforme y permanente a 
precios módicos, por un término no menor de dos años.”  
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escuelas primarias, el patriotismo adquirió una forma tan propagandística que 

prenunciaba la Doctrina Nacional de los libros de la época peronista” (71).  It is ironic, 

however, that Salessi would compare the conservative positivist thinking of the turn of 

the century, which was openly anti-populist, with Peronist education reforms that 

appealed specifically to the pueblo argentino. In both cases, populist and anti-populist, 

political leaders saw the role of education, and in particular primary and secondary school 

schooling, as an essential vehicle for ideological reform.  

So how can we understand the apparent contradiction between upper class 

demophobia and the desire to educate youth in public schools? We have seen that the 

social and political crises of the turn of the century in Argentina were often coded in 

racial terms, with immigrant communities of Italian and Jewish origin often singled out 

for being potentially (or actually) disruptive. This collective anxiety was generally 

focused on the political and economic functioning of the country—the 1902 Ley de 

Residencia was consistently employed to repress strikes and thus ‘maintain order’—, but 

from a broader perspective we could also say that the definition of what it meant to be 

Argentine was at stake in this period. Most scholars of the early twentieth century in 

Argentina refer to it as a period that witnesses the resurgence of a sense of cultural 

nationalism, often expressed in xenophobic terms.  

The textbooks written by the Bunge family evidence what Homi Bhaba calls the 

“split” in modern attempts to narrate the nation:   

In the production of the nation there is a split between the continuist, 
accumulative temporality of the pedagogical, and the repetitious, recursive 
strategy of the performative. It is through this process of splitting that the 
conceptual ambivalence of modern society becomes the site of writing the nation. 
(297) 
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At the moment of the Argentine centenary we must recognize the diachronic relationship 

between past, present and future as gaining importance in the ways in which the national 

identity was presented, not just in fiction or journalism, but also in the space of the school 

textbook. The search for origins, for an authentically Argentine identity, led many writers 

to reevaluate the colonial legacy of Spain, in particular the hierarchical relationships that 

it established in the Americas. To reach back toward the past in search of a truly national 

tradition, as did Ricardo Rojas in his La restauración nacionalista (1909) and Manuel 

Gálvez in El diario de Gabriel Quiroga (1910), was also an operation that tempted 

Carlos Octavio Bunge in his pedagogical writing. Nuestra Patria, in part, frames the 

relationship between past and present by including major sections such as “La tradición y 

la historia del pueblo argentino” a section that includes Indigenous legends, gauchesque 

poetry, colonial essays, histories of the war of independence, and the major debates of the 

period of national organization. In addition, anthologizing works such as “La leyenda de 

Santos Vega” by Raúl Obligado and “El gaucho Martin Fierro” by Esteban Echeverría 

alongside poetry by José Mármol and Juan Cruz Varela creates a space for narrating the 

nation from a privileged vantage point that allows Bunge to neutralize partisan divides. 

Bunge’s text is, in this regard, a rather standard nationalistic text that seeks to instruct 

through the performative canonization of certain writers. What I find queer about this 

text, however, is that in addition to this process of canon formation, Bunge includes his 

own childhood memoir as part of this project of nationalization. In a major section on 

contemporary life in Argentina entitled “Cuadros y fases de la vida argentina,” a section 

divided into nine chapters, one of them, “El niño,” was originally written as a first draft 

of Bunge’s personal memoir. In this, the past returns to the space of the textbook as a 

nostalgic take on what is proposed as the typical Argentine childhood. Bunge’s youth 
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becomes the example offered to the nation at the time of the centenary as an example of 

what all youth should be.  

Memories of Class Privilege 

Much like Miguel Cané, another gentleman-writer of the turn of the century, 

Carlos Octavio Bunge turned to the past, to childhood memories and the family, as a 

space from which to narrate the decadence of the upper class.63 In the case of Cané, 

whose Juvenilia was published in 1882 when the author was thirty-one years old, 

Bunge’s “Recuerdos de la infancia” was published in 1909 at the age of thirty four. The 

texts are similar in their exaggerated ubi sunt posture, but also in their engagement with 

education and collective identity. In this regard, Sylvia Molloy writes:  

Juvenilia is a success story, not of an “I” but of a cohesive “we” produced by the 
Colegio Nacional. Written during a time of threatening social change—
xenophobia directed towards immigrants was, overtly or covertly, one of the great 
themes of the period—Cané’s book may be read, and indeed should be read, as a 
rallying cry to the successful happy few; to the elegant, intelligent boys from 
“civilized” Buenos Aires, who, throughout the pages of Juvenilia, outwit their 
dullard provincial schoolmates, make fun of their ignorant Italian or Spanish 
servants, and seduce dark-skinned chinitas on their clandestine outings. Not so 
much an elegiac musing over lost youth, Juvenilia is a paean to future growth. 
(105-06) 

Many of these themes also appear in Carlos Octavio’s memoir, though his style and 

approach is quite different from that of Cané, instead favoring a psychological tone that 

invites the reader to take this text as an example of self-observation and analysis. In fact, 

he begins the article version of this text with an introduction that specifies that he is using 

“el método introspectivo de la antigua psicología” (5). That is, this memoir functions 

simultaneously as a psychological exercise and pedagogical tool.  

                                                
63 See Sylvia Molloy’s analysis in Chapter 5 of At Face Value.  
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 Tellingly, the text begins with a phantom memory, “¿Soñé yo la aventura? No 

podría decirlo” (6). The author portrays himself as feeling threatened, drowning in the 

Paraná river, about to be swallowed up by a diabolical whale, and then, at the last minute 

being saved by his parents, who fished him out of the river with a net. The memory, the 

dream, position the young child in a place of danger, separated from his parents, who, at 

the last minute save him from impending doom. Keeping with the psychological register, 

this type of dream is what Freud would call a “bewildering” dream, one that leaves us 

asking, “‘How did I get hold of such an idea?’” (148). This is important in Freud 

particularly regarding children’s dreams, many of which, he claims, deal with “wish 

fulfillment” (150), that is, they owe to a certain lack or desire that is obtained through the 

dream. We could say, then, that the Freudian reading would consider the child as fearing 

separation from his parents and an inability to control his own locomotion. Bunge would 

comment, in this regard, “no se distingue en ellas la línea que separa la imaginación de la 

realidad; lo ficticio y lo histórico forman compacto y homogéneo conjunto” (6-7). 

 Another interesting dream associates the city of Paris with a head of cabbage. As 

Bunge notes:  

Ello es que, cada vez que nacía un nuevo hermanito ó algún primito nuevo, 
decíame mi abuela que me lo habían “traído de París”. Por otra parte, una criada 
me había informado que los chicos se sacaban de los repollos.[…] Luego con la 
mejor lógica, si los chicos venían todos de París y nacían cada cual de su repollo, 
¿qué podía ser París, sino un populoso plantío de repollos? (10).  

The mystery of childbirth is explained in two different ways that are marked by class. 

Bunge’s grandmother refers him to Paris, his housemaid to cabbage. In this and other 

instances, like Cané’s text, Bunge’s memoir includes a bevy of stereotypical and classist 

references to domestic servants and mixed-race people. “¡Oh ignorancia del vulgo!” he 

exclaimed when a servant tried to correct the young man (13).  
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 In a particularly vicious plot to skip school one day, against the wishes of his 

“sirviente gallego,” Bunge admits:  

Exasperado, solía yo vengarme diciéndole que era demasiado bruto para 
comprender los refinamientos de la alta cultura y, rematando mis conclusiones le 
preguntaba: “Sabes tú cuál es el animal más parecido al hombre?” En su dialecto 
cerril, él me respondía indefectiblemente: “Non sé, neno.” Y yo indefectiblemente 
añadía: “¡Ya te dije que era el gallego!...” Y la prueba está en que todavía no has 
llegado tú a comprender cómo anda la gente distinguida por las calles de las 
ciudades civilizadas. (19-20) 

There is not a hint of regret in Bunge’s description of this event, not about the 

dehumanization of the “gallego,” the contrast between his rough voice and that of the 

pretensions young master, or the accusation of the servant’s ignorance of the 

“refinements” of the upper class. Together this scene paints a picture of Carlos Octavio as 

a prematurely class-conscious and impertinent young man.  

A (Self) Program for Argentine Youth 

The bulk of Bunge’s memoir carries on with these types of reminiscences about 

the privileges of his class and the psychological mysteries of his first memories; the 

strangeness of certain customs and legends. But there is an important element in this 

memoir that directly situates Carlos Octavio Bunge as an example of the ideal Argentine 

youth and as a program for the future. This program involves three main stages of 

psychological development that are described by Carlos Octavio in his conclusion. The 

first deals with the psychological process by which a child comes to grips with reality and 

with the characteristics of the physical world around him:  

Pues bien, esos recuerdos, ahora, cuando los evoco, ¿no compendian y 
reproducen, paso á paso, la historia de los pueblos, el origen de toda cultura, la 
natural evolución del pensamiento humano á través de las edades?...En mi vida, 
como en la historia, la leyenda, donde no se distingue lo real de lo fantástico y 
todo se amalgama en la mente impresionable, representa los tiempos remotos y 
salvajes. (29)  
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The impressionable mind of the young child, according to Bunge, allows him to exist in a 

liminal space between fiction and reality, but also situates him, on an anthropological 

level, at an earlier stage in development. The “savagery” of this “remote epoch” is due to 

the child’s inability to think logically and thus to recognize his own subjectivity. Bunge is 

describing a profoundly Cartesian subjectivity in which logic and reason represent the 

gateway to culture and thus to agency.  

 The second stage takes us to one of Bunge’s most psychologically complex 

spaces in which the male subject is formed through a mixture of violent masculinity and 

religious abnegation. Bunge writes: “Viene entonces el culto de lo militar y lo religioso, 

el respeto al soldado y el amor al sacerdote” (29). Positioning the formation of the 

masculinity at the juncture of the violent and the sacred, Bunge elaborates:  

Jamás olvidaré un batallón que pasó una vez por la puerta de mi casa; oficiales y 
soldados me miraban ceñudos al pasar, amenazándome con sus sables y 
bayonetas… ¿Cómo pudo ocurrírseme semejante cosa? Probablemente la criada, 
pretendiendo yo correr detrás de la tropa, me dijo: “Mira como te miran; si te 
mueves, te van á matar.” Y yo, ¡pobre de mí! aterrado miré, sí, como me miraban, 
temiendo fuera á matarme de un momento á otro… (14-15).  

The phallic symbolism of the swords and bayonets, threatening, perhaps inciting Carlos 

Octavio to follow them is complimented by the entrancing gaze of the military men. As 

in his short stories, “El Capitán Pérez” and “El Chucro,” there is an indescribable, 

magnetic pull that draws this young man toward this type of dangerous, potentially 

violent masculinity. Embedded within this gaze is always an element of danger, in fact 

the entire memory (perhaps part dream?) is predicated on the terrifying gaze of these 

military officers and soldiers, a gaze that threatens to kill, but which seduces the young 

man at the same time. He is captivated by the troop and claims that he would have 

followed them, joining their ranks, perhaps willing himself toward an impending doom, 
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were it not for the housekeeper, whose intervention does not reduce his desire for the 

military men, but simply substitutes with a fear of death by their hands.  

 

    

Illustration 13: Julia Bunge (l) as a gypsy with Carlos Octavio Bunge (r) as a hussar, 
San Isidro, Christmas 1885.   

Not only does this scene reminds us of Carlos Octavio’s interest in military 

masculinity as recorded in the family photographic archive (see Illustration 13), but also 

the time he spent in Argentina’s Escuela Naval Militar (see Illustration 14). After a series 

of reprimands for indiscipline, he was sent to the school at age 15, but only lasted a few 

months. “Usted no es hombre para esas cosas,” was the unsettling diagnosis offered by 

the physician employed by the school when Carlos Octavio Bunge was admitted to the 

infirmary for suffering a nervous breakdown (qtd. in Cárdenas and Payá 214). Bunge was 
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isolated from his family and missed the comforts of home. The exaggerated discipline, 

adolescent teasing, and underlying class divisions all contributed to making this a 

traumatic experience for him. His patrician background could not save him from the 

laughter caused by his penchant for scribbling verses, and in the end it was determined 

that he should be excused from the military school and allowed to pursue his expressed 

desire to become a writer. He was not a man of arms, but of the pen, de pluma.  

This was a key moment in the psychological development of young Carlos 

Octavio. Symbolically, it brings together the doctor, school director, and father, a 

triumvirate of patriarchal authority, around the figure of the adolescent boy, designated as 

one of the nation’s future leaders. Bunge defied the Spencerian logic that as a member of 

the Porteño elite, and of German lineage no less, he should be naturally (biologically) 

disposed toward fulfilling the tasks required of him in the military. There was a sense of 

consternation in the diagnosis, a hint of disappointment in the idea that this particular 

child may not be able to fulfill his station in life. For these authority figures, Bunge 

represented the uncertain future of the Argentine nation, a man perhaps not stable enough 

(perhaps not manly enough) to confront what lie ahead. 
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Illustration 14: Carlos Octavio Bunge at age 15, a cadet in Argentina’s Escuela Naval 
Militar, 1890.  

But this is precisely what Bunge recommends with his textbook. He prescribes a 

fixation with the military and love of religion as psychologically transformational 

moments in the life of a young man, moments that will turn him from a rambunctious and 
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petulant child into a productive and civilized citizen. These moments will inevitably lead 

to the third, most developed stage of youth in which the young man is initiated in 

philosophic thought, “y con él la verdadera ciencia” (29). Thus, the three stages through 

which he passed as a young man, from a barbarous and fetishistic infant, then an 

erotically charged adolescence in which he is fixated on militarism and then tempered by 

religion, and finally, an altruistic state of philosophic understanding. Bunge concludes, 

“el hombre crece y se forma como la humanidad. La humanidad es como el desarrollo 

social de un hombre; un hombre es como la síntesis individual de la humanidad” (29-30). 

In this way the individual is part of the collective, consciousness is shaped in relation to 

others.  

CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, the pedagogical writing of Carlos Octavio Bunge is unique because 

it takes the author’s own subjective experience as an example from which to draw larger 

conclusions about youth psychology and individual personality development. Bunge’s 

memoir, embedded within Nuestra Patria, reveals a sense of fascination and fear of 

violent masculinity that can be found in his fiction. It is notable, however, that he offers 

his own psychological diagnosis as a national model for masculinity. A man who had no 

easy relationship with the military describes his paralysis under the influence of the 

martial gaze as precisely what is needed in the youth of 1910. On the other hand, El Arca 

de Noé takes a family drama as a method through which to inculcate young men and 

women in the art of loving self, other, and nation. Julia and Delfina register this 

metonymy in their pedagogical writing as one that is essential for the future social 

cohesion of Argentina. In both cases family narratives are used in order to provide a 

model for young men and women who are assumed to lack the cultural capital to 
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understand what it means to be Argentine. At the same time, in exposing themselves in 

this way, many of the unmentioned traumas, the secret desires, the dysfunctional 

relationships are brought to the fore. These are textbooks for the nation, but also 

psychological records of the conflictive process of individuation as a member of the 

Bunge family.  
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Conclusions: Imaging Family 

Estuve mirando las fotos de todos nosotros, de mi familia, 
colgadas en la pared de esta casa y es como si hubiera 
hablado con ellos y conmigo misma, a lo largo de todos los 
años pasados, vividos con y a veces sin ellos. Percibí una 
fuerza rara, única, irremplazable en esos grupos de familia, 
una energía luminosa y conflictiva si no se atraviesa y se 
deja fluir.  

   –Delfina Tiscornia, Ella camina sola  

A short prose poem dated “fines de 1988”. Perhaps it started as diary entry like 

those of her great grandmother, her namesake, whose portrait nevertheless seemed to 

haunt her, whose voice seemed to guide her, whose spirit, a strange force, seemed to 

linger in her thoughts. This is the power of the family photograph, described by Delfina 

Tiscornia, the daughter of Lucía Gálvez, and the great granddaughter of Delfina Bunge 

and Manuel Gálvez.  

The family photograph records as it haunts us. It intervenes in the flow of history 

by anchoring itself to a particular place and establishing a set of relationships between 

individuals. Just as it can document the gradual passing of time, it can be used to mark 

special occasions, weddings, Christenings, graduations. But the family photograph 

belongs to the underside of history, to our quotidian intrahistory. It does not belong to the 

iconographic or to the journalistic domain, not even to the patriotic, but constites a 

private expression of intimacy, of banality that is at the same time uncanny. Perhaps this 

is the strange feeling, the “conflictive luminescence” felt by Delfina Tiscornia. This 

tension is present in the fiction of Carlos Octavio, as it is in the diaries of Julia and 

Delfina Bunge. Together, these texts provide a kaleidoscopic vision of kinship that 

reminds us that the dynamic space created of family stages its own self-construction.  
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Illustration 15: The Bunge family in Alta Gracia, 1916 (from left to right: Delfina Bunge, 
Eduardo Bunge, Manuel Gálvez, María Luisa Arteaga, Jorge Bunge, 
Julia Bunge, Ignacio Uranga) 

I have been particularly interested in this image when thinking about the Bunge 

family (see Illustration 15). Taken at Alta Gracia while Delfina was recovering from one 

of her many bouts with respiratory disease, the family lounges together in the same 

semicircle described by Carlos Octavio Bunge in La novela de la sangre, the same 

configuration that Miguel Cané demanded be closed and defended by the upper class in 

De cepa criolla. María Luisa Arteaga, still in mourning six years after the death of her 

husband, looks bemused by something Julia has just said, while Jorge, jovial, laughs 

openly as he holds his two children. Manuel Gálvez is positioned against the grain, in 

shadow, wearing a dark tuxedo that looks out of step with the rest of the group’s cream 

and beige palette. He seems disengaged from the conversation, uncomfortable. Delfina, 
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for her part, sits elegantly, waif-thin, arching her neck slightly toward the camera. I have 

often asked myself: who is taking this photograph? Is is Carlos Octavio, who appears in 

other photographs taken at this same location? Is it Felisa Arecó, one of Delfina’s 

friends? A hotel employee? I wonder what the joke was and why Jorge seems so 

enthusiastic; what has Manuel Gálvez so deep in thought, so distant. This is part of the 

mystery of the family photograph, and part of the ambiguity of life as part of a family.  

In this dissertation I have shown that through the writing of los hermanos Bunge 

we glimpse the contradictions between their perceived roles as members of the lettered 

elite and their ability to live out individual as well as social desires, that is, a constant and 

at times melodramatic tension between the performance of an individual identity and the 

demands of a class in flux. We have seen that, contrary to popular belief, Carlos Octavio 

is a dynamic writer whose fiction complicates notions of gender performance and sexual 

desire. In particular as a fiction writer his work deserves to be rethought in relation to the 

canon of realistic fiction in Argentina. His writing asks questions not just about the future 

of the Argentine people, but about the responsibilities we feel toward family, and about 

the ways in which we seek to carve out an individual space of our own.  

For their part, Julia and Delfina Bunge need to be considered alongside other 

women writers of the early twentieth century. They had personal relationships with 

Emma de la Barra, Alfonsina Storni, and Victoria Ocampo, not to mention Cornelia 

Groussac and Felisa Arecó, and their writing dialogues both culturally and aesthetically 

with each. Their diaries represent a unique opportunity to view dialogically the social, 

political and cultural shifts of the turn of the century in Argentina, and I have attempted 

to highlight some of the moments in which this becomes most evident in their writing. 

They frame the process by which each sister recognizes the other as subjectively 

different; they register the subjective difference that emerges from sameness.  
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Their pedagogical work has also largely been overlooked, despite the fact that, as 

I have argued, El Arca de Noé represents an important cultural document of the 

ideological horizon of the turn of the century. It also stakes a claim for the sisters as 

innovative and compassionate educators, even if their work reified the overarching views 

on immigration and cultural assimilation. The question of women’s writing and of the 

possibility of having a voice in the public sphere is also an important one regarding Julia 

and Delfina. Delfina in particular would enjoy a fruitful career as a lecturer and writer, 

though she has consistently been overshadowed by the copious work of her husband. 

Still, as we saw when they first met in 1904, Delfina greatly contributed, if reluctantly, to 

the normalization of the idea of an escritora.   

As an elite Porteño family at the turn of the century, the Bunge’s are not openly 

transgressing normative kinship roles, nor do they really intend to flout social convention, 

but they do evidence the tentative changes regarding gender, sexuality, and family that 

were taking place both outside the home and within. Their writing constitutes a space of 

mutual self-construction, of self-mirroring, a space of siblings writing the Argentine fin 

de siglo.  
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